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Oodnadatta Track Herita" Survey Introduction 

1.0 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The Oodnadatta Track Heritage Swvey was undertaken by Austral Archaeology Pty Ltd 
in association with Historical Research Pty Ltd for Heritage South Australia of the 
Department for Environment and Heritage. Australian Outback Research provided 
background historical documentation and directions to site locations in the Marree to 
Oodnadatta section of the swvey area. 

1.2 Objectives 

The primary objective of the survey was to provide an authoritative description and 
evaluation of the heritage resources of the Oodnadatta Track for the purposes of 
assessment, conservation and planning. 

The principal objectives were to: 

(a) make recommendations for the entry of places in the State Heritage Register; 
(These recommendations are also to be forwarded to the Australian Heritage 
Commission for inclusion on the Register of the National Estate.) 

(b) make recommendations for the declaration of State Heritage Areas; 

(c) identify places of local heritage value within the Oodnadatta Track survey area, for 
inclusion in the Out of Hundreds Development Plan; and 

(d) identify areas within the Oodnadatta Track survey area which could be declared 
Historic Conservation Zones or Policy Areas and included in the Out of Hundreds 
Development Plan. 

1.3 Study Area 

The survey area, which lies in Region 13 (Far North & Far West), including the 
Oodnadatta Track (and a corridor fifty kilometres wide on either side) commencing 
approximately 50km west of Marree and tenninating where the former Ghan Railway 
Line crosses the South Australia - Northern Territory border. See Figure 1. 

1.4 Methodology 

1.4.1 Historical Research 

The Overview History has been researched and presented as a thematic study in line 
with the South Australian State Historic Preservation Plan: Historical Guidelines and 
the Principal Historic Themes Framework developed by the Australian Heritage 
Commission. Primary and secondary sources were researched and early contact made 
with local museum groups and knowledgeable local residents. Authors of some of the 
local histories were also interviewed and they provided additional information to that 
available in their publications. The overview history was then prepared and used to 
infonn the field survey. 

1.4.2 Fieldwork 

The fieldwork was undertaken by one team of two people over a three week period. 

In the field places were primarily recorded by written description and photography with 
sketch plans being drawn where necessary. 
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1.4.4 Recommendations 
Summary- Overall number of places: 

Places Places 
currently Nominated 
on State for State 
Heritage Heritage 
Register Re~ister 

otal 9 8 

State Heritage Places 

Places 
Nominated 

as State 
Heritage 

Areas 
0 

OOO.nadatta Track Heritaee Survey 

Places Places Total 
nominated !nominated as 
as of Local Historic 

Heritage Conservation 
Value Zones 

24 0 41 

This report. recommends ~at eight ~laces in the Oodnadatta Track survey area should 
be. entered m the S~ate Hentage Re~1ster. Pla~es that have been recommended as being 
su1t:able for entry m the State Hentage Reg1ster have been researched and inspected 
dun~g the survey process and assessed according to the criteria laid down in the 
Hentage Act 1993. Places of a type which are commonplace or frequently encountered 
v:er~ not recommended unless there was some particular aspect of the place of 
s1gmficant value. 

It is. recomm~nde~ tha~ places which have been recommended for entry in the State 
Hentage Reg1st~r m this report but which are rejected by the State Heritage Authority 
should. be cons1dered to be places of Local Heritage Value and should be processed 
accordingly. 

State Heritage Areas 
No places are recommended as State Heritage Areas in the Oodnadatta Track survey 
area. 

Local Heritage Places 
This report recommends that twenty four places in the Oodnadatta Track survey area 
should be added to local heritage lists under the Out of Hundreds Development Plan. 
~laces that have been recommended as being of local heritaoe value are considered 
Important to the local community or region. l:> 

Historic (Conservation) Zones 
No places are recommended as Historic (Conservation) Zones in the Oodnadatta Track 
survey area. 

1.5 Community Involvement 

Co~~nity involvement regarding the project occurred on a number of levels. 
• Imual ~hone contact was made with key local informants, pastoralists and others 

along d1fferent parts of the Track. 
• This was followed up by visits to such persons when the consultants were in the 

area. 
• The progress of the survey was monitored by Heritage South Australia. The 

con.sultants were responsible to Heritage S A, to which reports were submitted 
durmg the survey. 

1.6 Acknowledgments 

This sur~ey of the heritage resources of the Oodnadatta Track was carried out in 
cooper~tton by Austral Archaeology Pty Ltd, Historical Research Pty Ltd and 
Aus~rahan Outback Research. Those who actually wrote the text of the report were: 
J~stm .McCarthy of Austral Archaeology Pty Ltd, Peter Bell and Elizabeth Little of 
Htst?nca~ Resear~h Pty L~d. ~hillip Gee of Australian Outback Research provided 
detailed mformat10n on sttes m the Marree to Oodnadatta area and reviewed the 
historical report. Justin McCarthy and Robyn Gray of Austral Archaeology Pty Ltd 
managed the project and compiled and produced the report. 
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Many others contributed to this project, and the team wish to thank the following people 
for their support and assistance: 

Hamish Angas, Micaela Budgen, Chris Giovannucci, Sarah Laurence, Brian Samuels, 
Duncan Ross-Watt and Gillian Strickland of Heritage South Australia provided 
administrative support throughout the project, as well as access to the organisation's 
files and report library. 

The following people provided research information or assisted with fieldwork: 
Phillip and Ifeta Gee of Coober Pedy 
Prue Coulls and Greg Emmett of Coward Springs 
Simon Coxon of Adelaide 
Adam and Lynnie Platte of the Pink Roadhouse Oodnadatta 
Reg Dodd ofMarree 
Ron Dodd of Alberrie Creek 
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Paul Williams ofNilpinna 
Bob Hunter of Stuart Creek 
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encouragement throughout our fieldwork in the region. 
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2.0 Historical Background 

History 

The project area for this heritage survey of the Oodnadatta Track in the north of South 
Australia is the overland transport and communications corridor running west and then 
north from the township of Marree to the Northern Territory border. This was the route 
of John McDouall Stuart's 1861 journey of exploration, and later the Overland 
Telegraph which in 1872 connected Adelaide and the Southern Ocean shore through 
Alice Springs in the heart of Australia, to Darwin on the tropical north coast 3,000km 
away. Later still the same corridor was the route of the Great Northern Railway to 
Oodnadatta in 1890, which became the Central Australian Railway to Alice Springs in 
1929. The axis of the project area is the line of the Central Australian Railway, which 
most people today refer to as the "Old Ghan". Today the railway is closed, superseded 
by the modern railway through Tarcoola and the Stuart Highway further west, and all 
that remains is an unsealed road mainly used by tourists headed for the Simpson Desert 
·or the Northern Territory. 

If the route north has a long history, the name Oodnadatta Track does not. It dates only 
from 7 September 1979, when it was adopted by the Geographic Names Board at the 
suggestion of Ndam Plate of the Pink Roadhouse in Oodnadatta, as a convenient name 
for what was becoming a recognised tourist route to the north. However, little road 
traffic continues north of Oodnadatta along the line of the old railway. From 
Oodnadatta, most travellers to central Australia have always taken the road north-west 
to Marla and the line of the Stuart Highway. 

The length of the project area from Marree to the border is about 650km; not much less 
than the distance from Adelaide to Melbourne, or Paris to Berlin. The project area for 
this survey is a corridor 1 OOkm wide straddling the line of the rail way, a total land area 
of about 65,000 square kilometres, roughly the area of Tasmania. In this area there are 
just three settlements spaced about 200km apart. The only towns on the track are 
Oodnadatta, with a population of perhaps 200, and William Creek, with less than a 
dozen residents. The total commercial and government infrastructure spread along that 
distance is that of a small village; there are five shops, four police officers, two hotels, 
one school and no medical practitioners. Apart from Oodnadatta and William Creek, the 
only other place in the project area where a traveller can buy even basic food and petrol 
is the National Parks office at Mount Dare. In an area half the size of England there are 
just four public telephones. In June 2000, two of them were in working order. 

The Land 

The traveller's strongest impression of the landscape of the Oodnadatta Track is 
flatness. Some areas such as the Moon Plain on the road between Oodnadatta and 
Coober Pedy, the Pedirka Plain north of the Alberga River, or the beds of the larger 
lakes are as utterly flat, level, horizontal and featureless as any landscape can be. The 
flatness of the land is evidence of its vast age. It demonstrates that of all the forces at 
work in geomorphology, some raising the land and others lowering it, the patience of 
gravity will win in the end. 

However, much of the landscape is more complex than this. The Davenport and 
Denison Ranges, running parallel to the west side of Lake Eyre, were uplifted at the end 
of the Precambrian at the same time as the Mount Lofty Ranges, and are the stumps of 
what was once a great mountain range. They show the scars of glaciation when the land 
was covered by the Antarctic ice sheet during the Carboniferous era, 250 million years 
ago. (Krieg 2000) 

The survey area is within the Lake Eyre Basin, a great shallow saucer which occupies a 
sixth of Australia's land area, and drains into Lake Eyre, Australia's largest inland lake, 
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really a complex system of two saline lakes below sea level. The eastern and southern 
part of the survey area is also part of the ancient Great Artesian or Eromanga Basin 
which extends north through western Queensland. This has been in roughly its present 
form as an internal drainage basin for something like 160 million years, although in that 
time it has built up many layers of sedimentary rock. In the wet Permian era the land 
was covered with great forests and swamps, which now appear in the geological record 
as coal seams at great depth. They are now covered by a great thickness of sandstone 
layers, deposited in the basin by the erosion of surrounding uplands over millions of 
years. The geological record of erosion and deposition suggests that for very long 
periods the region has had an extremely wet climate, and its surface has been formed by 
the action of major rivers and lake systems. As recently as the Pleistocene, perhaps 
50,000 years ago, there were still large rivers active in the region. (Krieg 2000) 

However, there is also evidence of long arid periods in the past. The great expanses of 
gibber tableland on the Dismal Plain and the Pedirka Desert have been there for 
between two and four million years. Much of the region has areas of sand dunes, which 
generally trend north-easterly, but locally can run in any direction. These too have been 
in existence for six or seven million years. (Tyler et al 1990) The landforms of the 
region have changed very little for a very long time. 

The vegetation however, has undoubtedly changed since European settlement. Once 
some areas of the region were covered by mulga scrub, but this has been much reduced 
by a century of rabbit infestation. (Gee 2000) Large trees, usually eucalypts and acacias, 
are found only along major creek lines. Over most of the land there are no trees, sparse 
acacia and other scrubby bushes forming the only vegetation above ankle height. 
Cane grass and spinifex grow in the sand dune country. For most of the year the gibber 
plains are completely bare of vegetation. Indeed, much of the region has little visible 
vegetation, although after rain most areas will be covered briefly in opportunistic plants, 
some of them, like Sturt's Desert Pea, providing a vivid display of flowers. 

The climate is characteristic of the central Australian desert. At Oodnadatta airport, the 
maximum summer temperature recorded in the last twenty years was 50°C, and the 
minimum winter temperature was minus 2°C. The average annual rainfall recorded in 
that period was 175mm, or seven inches. Evaporation is of course many times greater 
than this, so all surface water in the region is ephemeral. The average rainfall is spread 
throughout the year, because the Oodnadatta Track region can receive winter rain from 
the weather systems of the Southern Ocean coast, but is far enough north to receive 
summer rain from monsoonal depressions coming down from the tropics. 

However, average rainfall is almost irrelevant in this region, because the whole period 
of European occupation has been characterised by marked variations in rainfall. These 
occur in cycles, not regular enough to permit prediction, but frequently following 
patterns in which there may be from say three to eight consecutive years of abundant 
rain, followed by a similar period of devastating drought. The Oodnadatta region often 
sees huge floods, and other years in which very little rain falls. 

These fluctuations in rainfall have been the principal determinant of the fortunes of 
grazing industry, the major form of economic activity in the region since European 
occupation. For a century the climatic variations were incomprehensible, but in recent 
decades meteorologists have achieved some understanding of Australia's climatic 
extremes, after recognising how they relate to events in neighbouring parts of the world. 
These cycles correspond to patterns of air circulation across the South Pacific, driven by 
ocean surface temperatures. In what we like to regard as a normal year, vigorous 
circulation from the Pacific drives humid air over Australia, and rainfall is high. In 
some years for reasons unknown there occurs a phenomenon called El Nino in which 
eastern Pacific waters become warmer, the trade winds lose energy, and Australia and 
South-east Asia experience drought. When established, this pattern usually persists for a 
few years. (Colis & Whittaker 1990, pp. 77-79) While this Southern Oscillation is still 
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only partially understood, it sheds some light on the mystifying cycles of prosperity and 
disaster which shaped the pastoral industry throughout most of Australia 

The entire project area is within the Lake Eyre drainage basin, and when it rains a 
number of large watercourses flow from west to east across the Oodnadatta Track. 
There are five main drainage systems in the region. Starting from the south, Stuart 
Creek, the Margaret River and Warriner Creek all flow into Lake Eyre South. (Anna 
Creek and William Creek, once part of this southern system, have been blocked by sand 
dunes and now form isolated Lake William.) In the centre of the region, Nil pinna Creek 
and Peake Creek join the Neales River, the biggest watercourse of the region, which 
flows into the west side of Lake Eyre North. A smaller group of creeks drain the 
Davenport and Denison Ranges and form Umbum Creek which flows into the lake 
south of the Neales. Further north, the Alberga River, Hamilton Creek and Stevenson 
Creek join the Macumba River which flows into the north end of the lake. And close to 
the Northern Territory border, Abrninga Creek flows east to join the Finke River, which 
loses itself in the Simpson Desert. All of these creeks and rivers are normally dry sandy 
beds, but all flow briefly after rain, and some of them have occasional deep waterholes 
which, although not permanent, will last through two or three drought years before 
drying up. 

Lake Eyre, like all other lakes in the region, is normally a dry expanse of salt. Every 
few years, parts of the lake hold some water after rain, but it was never known to fill 
throughout most of the period since European settlement, although it undoubtedly did 
so unobserved on occasions. Then in 1949 it filled, and has now flooded several times 
in little more than fifty years, spectacularly in 1974, and most recently in 2000 while 
fieldwork for this project was underway. However, the creeks of the Oodnadatta Track 
region have contributed relatively little to these inundations; on most occasions the bulk 
of the flow has come from the north-east along the Diamantina River and Cooper 
Creek, fed by tropical rain depressions in Queensland. 

If the Oodnadatta Track region relied on rainfall alone for its water supply, most of it 
would be uninhabitable by Europeans, and its history in the last 140 years would have 
been very different. But it has an alternative source of supply, not sufficient for 
intensive pastoral or other industry, but which allowed at least some activity and 
infrastructure to be established very early in European settlement, and has shaped 
everything that has happened in the region since. The Great Artesian Basin which 
underlies the east of the region is a vast natural supply of underground water. Around 
the margins of the basin are springs associated with fractures in the rocks overlying the 
water-bearing strata; literally oases in the desert. They are known as Mound Springs 
because deposits of dissolved minerals have built up sizeable mounds around many of 
them. 

There are hundreds of mound springs. They start east of Marree, then swing in a great 
arc west then north for 800km as far as Dalhousie, varying in size from little more than 
a flowing puddle to impressive mounds 20m or more in height. Some are hot, some are 
saline, all are mineralised, but most are potable, and all will at least support life. While 
some are associated with patches of intensely green plant growth in the immediate 
vicinity, and support ecologically complex communities of birds, insects and crustacea, 
most are surrounded by a larger outflow region white with salt, lime and gypsum and 
devoid of vegetation. The mounds have been built up out of these deposits over time. 
There are also much older and larger extinct mounds which suggest that during different 
hydrological episodes in the past, springs with much greater pressure were active over 
long periods. Some of the major topographic features of the region such as Beresford 
Hill and Mount Hamilton are extinct springs, and there is an extensive plateau of spring 
evaporate in the Dalhousie region. (Harris 1981; Zeidler & Ponder 1989; Boyd 1990; 
Sibenaler et al2000) 

The Mound Springs were obviously a valuable resource to indigenous people in the 
region. Before the arrival of Europeans in the mid-nineteenth century the land supported 
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a small population of people whose way of life depended on the mound springs and the 
waterholes, and whose mythology reflected the importance of these places. Their 
ancestors had lived in the land when it received much more rain and was far more 
fertile, covered in savannah grasslands supporting the Australian megafauna, large 
grazing marsupials up to the size of cattle. Like the ancient mound springs, these 
animals were extinct long before Europeans arrived, and both the climate and landscape 
had changed. 

When European records began in the nineteenth century, the Oodnadatta Track region 
was occupied by three groups of Aboriginal people, culturally distinct and speaking 
different languages, but living very similar lives. Events since European settlement have 
seen all these people move from their traditional lands into new areas. The southern part 
of the region, between Lake Torrens and Lake Eyre, was the land of the Kujani people. 
Most of the project area, to the west of Lake Eyre, was the traditional land of the 
Arabana people. The modem Arabana community is concentrated in and around the 
town of Marree. The north of the region was the land of the Anta Kirinja people, who 
today make up some of the population of the town of Oodnadatta, together with other 
people who have moved in from the west. (Gale 1965-66; Tindale 1974; Kinhill Steams 
1986; Hercus 1990) 

The nature of the land and its climate mean that the places in the region where people 
can live for extended periods are extremely restricted; essentially the few semi
permanent water holes in the major creeks, and the mound springs. This rule -
geographical determinism in its purest form- applied to everyone, ensuring that the 
coming European settlement of the region would see a closer association and 
cooperation between Aboriginal and European people than was the case in most other 
parts of Australia. 

The Explorers and the Graziers 

The first Europeans set foot in the region in 1858. In most of Australia the explorers 
preceded the pastoralists, but in the Oodnadatta Track region it is difficult to separate 
the process of exploring from that of occupying the land for grazing purposes. The two 
activities marched in step and the explorers' wagon tracks were often followed by sheep 
only a few months later; the furthest homestead then becoming the starting point for the 
next explorer. The close association between the two activities is not surprising, as 
frequently the explorers and the graziers were the same people. 

The formal occupation of the South Australian mainland by Europeans began with the 
foundation of Adelaide and the proclamation of the Province in December 1836. It was 
a free enterprise settlement, established under a Royal Order-in-Council and managed 
by a Board of Colonization Commissioners to a utopian plan drawn up by Edward 
Wakefield. In some ways it had more in common with seventeenth century 
Massachusetts or Virginia than with the other Australian colonies founded by convicts 
and soldiers. 

At the time the new colony was proclaimed, all that was known of South Australia was 
the coastline charted by Flinders and Baudin in 1802, combined with Charles Sturt's 
map of the course of the River Murray in 1830. The first administrators were 
preoccupied with establishing a foothold on the southern coast, but the appointment of 
Colonel George Gawler as Governor in 1838 commenced a period of land exploration 
to learn more about the interior. The pattern of exploration in the eastern colonies had 
already been established by New South Wales Surveyor·General Major Thomas 
Mitchell as a series of large military-style expeditions in search of watercourses and 
grazing land. Gawler, a former Indian Army officer and personal friend of Sturt, applied 
the same principles to the exploration of South Australia. The principal object of 
exploration was to find good sheep grazing land, for wool production was the most 
profitable industry in Australia, and one of the best investments possible. 
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The· first inland explorer to be sent north by the new regime was Edward Eyre. In May 
1839 he set out from Adelaide and travelled up Spencer Gulf to Mount Arden, the 
northern-most feature in South Australia named by Flinders thirty-seven years before. 
(Feeken & Spate 1970, p. 128) That expedition was only a small step into the outback, 
but was the forerunner of many more. In 1840, Eyre was again sent north by the 
Northern Exploring Committee, a syndicate of hopeful pastoralists in search of grazing 
land. He pushed further north past the Flinders Ranges and found a chain of salt lakes -
Torrens, Eyre, Blanche, Callabonna and Frome - which he believed to form an 
impassable obstacle of one continuous horseshoe lake encircling the northern Flinders, 
a mistake which was to persist for eighteen years. Conditions were very dry, and Eyre 
reported the land inside the horseshoe was a 'dreary waste', naming Mount Hopeless to 
sum up what he thought of the region's prospects. 

Eyre was followed in 1844-46 by Sturt, who travelled east of the lakes. His party 
managed to get much further north than Eyre, discovering the permanent waterholes of 
the Cooper and Strzelecki creeks to assist them, but little else of interest. Turned back 
by the sand dunes of the Simpson Desert, Sturt too returned disillusioned, to reinforce 
Eyre's bleak reports. Surveyor-General Frome went north and reported that he could 
find no land suitable for agricultural or pastoral purposes; John Darke and John 
Horrocks both went north and died before they could report anything at all. (Griffin & 
McCaskill 1986, p. 8) No-one had known what to expect in the interior of South 
Australia, but there were hopes of great rivers and fertile savannah like those in parts of 
the eastern colonies. There was little to show for the first ten years of inland exploration 
but a crushing sense of disappointment. 

There was a pause in the northern exploration program, partly because of these 
disillusionments, but also because demand for pastoral land was being met from the 
known land further south. Graziers had been moving north in the footsteps of Eyre from 
1839 onward, but there were several limits to how fast they could move. One was the 
pace of government surveys, for orderly land tenure was an important principle of the 
Wakefield Plan, which frowned on leasehold and encouraged land purchase. Before 
graziers could buy land in South Australia, they had to wait for surveys to be 
completed, and these tended to proceed slowly outward in bureaucratic order. In 1839 
Anlaby on the Light River - now only an hour's drive from Adelaide - was the frontier 
of northern settlement, and the surveys crept slowly north as far as Hill River and 
Bungaree in the Clare district over the next two years. 

The danger with this methodical process was that impatient graziers might simply drive 
their flocks out beyond the surveys, and occupy outside land without legal entitlement. 
This practice of 'squatting' was common in New South Wales, and there it led to 
disputes over land ownership, as well as depriving the colony of revenue. Therefore in 
1842 the Legislative Council made the first break from Wakefield's land tenure 
principles, passing An Act to Protect the Waste Lands of the Crown from 
Encroachment, Intrusion and Trespass. This created Occupation Licences to give 
pastoralists annual renewable tenure to an area of land which was identified by a system 
of sight-lines between landmarks rather than a formal survey. (Love 1986, p. 4) This 
was a rough-and-ready compromise, and a departure from the Wakefield plan, but at 
least it served notice on the South Australian squatters that their tenure was only 
temporary, allowed a record to be kept of who was occupying the land, and brought in 
some licence fees. 

The Occupation Licences of 1842 accelerated the pace of pastoral settlement. In the 
three years from 1843 to 1846 the next wave of pastoralists took up much of the better 
country as far as the southern Flinders Ranges. Starting with Bundaleer Run in 1843, 
then Booborowie in 1844, the pastoralists moved north to Willowie by 1845, and 
Wirrabara and Pekina by 1846. At the end of this next phase of pastoral expansion, 
Pek.ina homestead near Orroroo was the most northerly outpost of European settlement 
in South Australia. 
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There was another pause while the industry consolidated. They had reached the limit of 
well-watered land, and were on the verge of the arid country which had received 
unanimously discouraging reports from all Europeans who had ever seen it. The 
problem for pastoralists was that the risks of grazing in the arid lands were so great that 
they would need a long period to recoup their establishment costs. They were beginning 
to understand the variability of the seasons, and realised that to obtain and conserve 
water on the northern runs, they had to invest in wells, tanks, troughs and fences. 
Annual leases did not provide sufficient incentive for capital expenditure on this scale. 

For ten years, pastoral tenure remained on an annual licence basis, then in 1851 there 
was a second major revision of pastoral land policy. The Waste Lands Act replaced 
Occupation Licences with Pastoral Leases of fourteen years duration, a system which 
was to become standard practice in most of the Australian colonies for many decades. 
This greatly improved the graziers' security of tenure, and reduced some of the risks of 
their enterprise. An added attraction was an incentive scheme whereby the discoverer of 
new grazing land received first option to lease it. (Gee 2000, p. 7) This naturally had the 
effect of blurring the boundary between explorers and graziers. Encouraged by a run of 
good seasons in the early 1850s, there was a second wave of pastoral expansion into the 
marginal lands of the north. 

In 1851 Frederick Hayward took up Aroona Run in the heart of the Flinders Ranges, 
and ~oon afterward Arkaba, Wilpena and Oraparinna were occupied. By now the 
frontier of settlement was 400km north of Adelaide, and was still moving north, 
reaching Beltana in 1854 and Mount Chambers in 1857. The government established 
Port Augusta at the head of Spencer Gulf in 1854 to serve the runs of the Flinders 
Ranges. The managers of these northern runs were learning the value of outback feed 
like saltbush and developing techniques for raising healthy sheep in arid conditions, but 
the location of their homesteads was still determined by the discovery of a permanent 
waterhole in a creek bed. 

The 1850s were a time of dramatic pastoral expansion, for several completely 
independent reasons. First, the seasons were good; the decade saw one of the high
rainfall cycles and South Australia was blessed by abundant water and grass for year 
after year. Second, the price of wool was high in London, and the business of sheep 
grazing had never been more profitable. Third the advent of fourteen year Pastoral 
Leas_es provided the security of tenure graziers needed to run the risks of taking up 
outs1de land. And fourth was the goldrush era providing a sudden increase in 
Australia's wealth, so the banks could offer abundant fmance for grazing ventures. 

An expedition in 1856 was to have a profound effect on the future of the South 
Australian pastoral industry. It was a very good season, and engineer Benjamin 
Babbage rode over the well-grassed plains north of the Flinders Ranges. He was 
searching for gold rather than pastoral land, but his report was in glowing contrast to 
Eyre's account of a 'dreary waste' in the 1840s. Only a few miles from Eyre's Mount 
Hopeless south-west of Lake Blanche, Babbage discovered two long permanent 
waterholes in the MacDonnell River which he named Blanchewater and Saint Marys 
Pool. His observations of travelling Aborigines also led him to believe there was a way 
through the impassable 'horseshoe'. 

Babbage was sent back on a second official expedition in 1858 and travelled as far as 
Lak.~ ~yre N?rth, w~e!e he pointedly named Mount Hopeful in reply to Eyre's 
pessumsm. This expedltlon, later taken over by Police Commissioner Peter Warburton, 
successfully rode between Lake Eyre and Lake Torrens, the first official party to 
penet;rate Ey!e's 'horseshoe' from the west. Philip Gee has recently shown that the credit 
for d1scovermg the land bridge should go to Corporal Alfred Burtt, riding east to join 
Warburton's party. (Advertiser27 June 2001) 

Babbage returned to Adelaide in late 1858 to find that Augustus Gregory, droving stock 
from Queensland down the Cooper and Strzelecki creeks, had already arrived overland 
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through the eastern side of the 'horseshoe'. He had ridden without difficulty between 
lakes Blanche and Callabonna, and the true nature of the lake system was now clear. 
(Feeken & Spate 1970) A place as attractive as the MacDonnell River was quickly 
occupied, and in February 1858 Blanchewater Run had been taken up by John Baker. 
(Newland 1960-61) The frontier was now 600km north of Adelaide. A few months later 
when Gregory arrived in South Australia, his fust sight of European settlement since 
leaving the Darling Downs was at Blanchewater homestead. 

The contrasting experiences of the explorers of the 1840s and the 1850s have led some 
later writers to speculate whether Eyre and Sturt were incompetent, or whether Babbage 
and Gregory were simply lucky. Neither theory is true; everything we know about their 
expeditions is explained by the effects of the Southern Oscillation. Gregory could not 
have made it through alive from Queensland in the dry 1840s; on the other hand Sturt 
would probably have found the Cooper Basin a green paradise in the wet 1850s. Even at 
the time, thoughtful observers realised that central Australia was obviously subject to 
markedly different rainfall patterns in different seasons. 

Babbage's 1858 expedition was to have another important outcome; impatient at his 
slow progress, the government had sent Warburton to replace him. While Babbage was 
travelling to the west of Lake Eyre South on 22 October 1858, he discovered the 
Emerald Springs. A few days later, Warburton independently discovered Blanche Cup, 
and described hls flrst view of it in the distance as: 'some bright green mounds rising 
out of a saltpan'. On closer inspection, 'these proved to be a large collection of fine 
fresh-water springs'. (Harris 1981, p. 26) Warburton went on to record other spring 
complexes from Coward Springs up to Anna Creek. Early the following year, John 
McDouall Stuart led an expedition north to investigate the new discoveries. He found 
more springs further east, including Herrgott Springs which he named after his botanist, 
Joseph Herrgott. (Manning 1990) He had earlier found another permanent waterhole in 
what he called Chambers Creek after his backers John and James Chambers, but which 
Babbage soon re-named Stuart Creek. 

In the space of a year, both the curving north-west trend of the Mound Springs complex 
and their significance for European settlement had become clear. The springs now 
became the focus for a new generation of pastoral runs registered with the speed and 
excitement usually associated with a gold rush. Within only a few months of Stuart's 
return in 1859, graziers had taken up Stuart Creek, Finniss Springs, Mount Margaret 
and Strangways Springs. The pastoralists had broken outside the psychological barrier 
of Eyre's 'horseshoe', the frontier of settlement was now 800km from Adelaide, and a 
new age in the European occupation of central Australia had commenced. 

Across the Continent 

The European expeditions in South Australia up to 1858 had been a series of forays 
originating in Adelaide and extending further and further north into the interior. By that 
year there was emerging some understanding of the terrain and climate, and a fairly 
sophisticated awareness of the inland water resources which could sustain exploration 
even further north. These included the exposure of the 'horseshoe' myth, first tentatively 
by Babbage in 1856 and then decisively by Gregory in 1858, the Cooper waterholes 
discovered by Sturt in 1845, the Mound Springs independently discovered by 
Warburton and Babbage in 1858, and Stuart's waterholes the same year. 

These developments in geographical knowledge, combined with increased post
goldrush prosperity and a growing spirit of inter-colonial rivalry, sparked off an epic era 
in Australian exploration. In the space of a few months in 1860, rival expeditions set out 
northward from Adelaide and Melbourne. These were not simply going out like earlier 
explorers to push the frontier of settlement a little further into unknown territory; the 
aim of both was far more ambitious: to cross the continent from the Southern Ocean to 
the north coast and return. To put the scope of this ambition into perspective, the 
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northernmost expeditions so far, those of Sturt and Warburton, had travelled only about 
a third of the distance across the continent, and both had been turned back by desert 

The results of these expeditions commencing in 1860 were complex and partly 
unexpected. The one from Adelaide to the west of Lake Eyre led by Stuart was 
eventually successful, and brought about pastoral settlement throughout the Mound 
Springs region, the annexation of the Northern Territory, and ultimately the 
construction of a telegraph line and a railway. The one from Melbourne to the east of 
Lake Eyre led by Burke was a disastrous failure, but paradoxically its aftermath led to 
pastoral settlement throughout western Queensland, north-west New South Wales and 
the Cooper basin, and determined the western boundary of Queensland. From 1861 the 
European settlement of the South Australian interior diverged along the separate paths 
established by these two expeditions, and the histories of the Oodnadatta region and the 
Cooper region went different ways. 

Stuart,s Expeditions 

John McDouall Stuart was a surveyor by training, and had been a member of Sturt's 
journey of 1844-46, where despite having been only five years in the colony, he so 
impressed the veteran army officer Sturt with his bush skills that he was promoted to 
second-in-command. Stuart returned to private surveying in Adelaide until 1858, when 
the South Australian government offered a reward for the discovery of new pastoral 
lands in the north. A syndicate of graziers, led by William Finke and the Chambers 
brothers, backed Stuart to lead an expedition further north beyond Babbage and 
Warburton's discoveries. 

His first expedition in 1858 did not go well, although it found the Stuart Creek 
waterhole, a strategic water source which was to become Stuart's base for future 
expeditions. Then, searching for another waterhole called Wingilpin by local 
Aborigines, he headed too far west into waterless country which - briefly reverting to 
Eyre's gloomy naming tradition- he called the Dismal Plain, and was forced back south 
to the Eyre Peninsula. (Gee 1995) When Stuart set out again in 1859 he knew of the 
discovery of the Mound Springs, which changed everything. He found more, including 
Herrgott Springs, explored the country west of Lake Eyre, then followed the chain of 
springs north to near the site of Oodnadatta, finding Peake Creek and the Neales River 
before turning back. Travelling with a small party from waterhole to waterhole, he had 
established the tactics needed to cross the continent. 

These were precisely the skills the South Australian government had in mind when in 
1859 they offered a reward of £2,000 for the first successful crossing to the north coast 
of Australia. Charles Todd, the Director of Telegraphs, was busily linking South 
Australia by wire to the other colonies, and already had in mind a route for a 
transcontinental telegraph which would link with an undersea cable to India and Britain. 
Stuart's backers naturally proposed him for the job, and he made another brief 
reconnaissance to the west of Lake Eyre in the summer of 1859-60 in preparation for 
the great expedition. 

In March 1860 Stuart's fourth expedition, and the first to attempt a transcontinental 
crossing, left Stuart Creek. They made rapid progress north to the end of the Mound 
Springs system, pushed on across the Finke River and the MacDonnell Ranges, and 
made it all the way to Tennant Creek, about two-thirds of the way to the north coast, by 
June. Then, short of food, with the entire party suffering scurvy and Stuart nearly blind, 
they turned back. The fifth expedition was an overt race against the Victorians, for 
Burke and Wills had set out in August 1860 while Stuart was on his way back from 
Tennant Creek. In January 1861 he again travelled north the 2,000 kilometres to 
Tennant Creek, struggled on to Newcastle waters, but again failed to break through the 
arid zone to the north, and again returned sick and blind in September. 
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A year later, in October 1861, Stuart tried again. There was the smell of success about 
his sixth expedition; whereas the earlier ones had left unannounced from Stuart Creek 
or other points in the outback, this one was farewelled with a little ceremony at James 
Chambers' house on Strangways Terrace at North Adelaide. With ten men and seventy 
horses it was also larger than most of Stuart's earlier fast-moving parties, because he 
had accepted that the Major Mitchell approach increased the chances of success for a 
long-distance expedition. In June 1862 they broke through the watershed to the north
flowing Roper River, and on 24 July Stuart washed his face in the Arafura Sea east of 
where Darwin now stands. His Victorian competitors Burke and Wills had also made it 
to the Gulf of Carpentaria over a year before, but had died beside Cooper Creek on their 
return; no-one would be following their route north. Stuart had never had a death on six 
expeditions, an enviable record among Australian explorers, but his own health was 
ruined by his experiences. He retired to England and was dead less than three years after 
his triumphal return to Adelaide. (Feeken & Spate 1970; Kinhill Stearns 1984; Stuart 
1863) 

The Early Pastoral Industry 

Stuart's persistence and eventual success in opening a route to the north coast was to 
shape the course of events in the Oodnadatta region for the next century and more, for 
the Mound Springs were now not simply waterholes in the desert, they defined the route 
north. " 

In quick succession within two years of Stuart's return in 1859, a number of grazing 
runs had been taken up along his tracks. Stuart himself had claimed Stuart Creek run as 
his reward for its discovery, although it was actually stocked by his partners the 
Chambers brothers in 1859 with sheep from their Oratunga Run. (Gee 2000, p. 17) 
Stuart Creek was the first grazing property taken up within the Oodnadatta Track survey 
area. Later in that same year Samuel Davenport stocked Finniss Springs, Hugh Glass 
and Charles Ligar took up Strangways Springs, and Philip Levi was stocking Mount 
Margaret, the homestead later to be known as Umbum, with much of its land becoming 
The Peake. On the map the new runs formed an east-west rectangle across the south of 
Lake Eyre South, then turned north-west up the line of the Mound Springs. When Stuart 
travelled north on his first transcontinental attempt in 1860, his starting point was 
Mount Margaret homestead. In just twelve months since his most recent expedition, the 
frontier had moved 200km north from his earlier base at Stuart Creek. 

Those few months of hasty droving saw the region plunged into 'the rough and tumble 
associated with pioneering in unfenced country'. (Cockburn 1925, p. 142) It is 
noticeable that the new leaseholders were not new farmers making a start; they were 
established wealthy pastoralists with capital to invest, who believed they could make a 
profit grazing sheep on the newly opened northern lands. Of course investors like Levi 
and Davenport did not camp among the Mound Springs with their sheep; they lived 
comfortably in the Adelaide suburbs, and sent managers, overseers, station hands and 
shepherds six hundred miles north to build the infrastructure of a wool industry. 

Ownership of the northern runs was very turbulent, with their boundaries, names and 
owners sometimes changing year by year. The documentary record is sparse and 
unreliable, and it is often difficult to make sense of the sequence of events in the early 
years. A few of the first lessees were not there to grow wool, but to sell grazing land on 
~bile the price was rising. Sometimes runs were taken up on paper, but never stocked; 
m some cases the sheep were on the way north when they were turned back by adverse 
weather or insufficient capital. Occasionally the reverse happened, and there are 
accounts of sheep grazing on land that had never been leased; presumably these cases 
were innocent mistakes. 
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Sometimes these events can be followed. Glass pulled out of Strangways Springs early, 
but Ligar held on, selling in 1867 to a syndicate of owners. By 1870 Tom Hogarth had 
bought out the others and held it in his own right with his brother John as manager. To 
make the land carry stock, they had to sink wells and bores, dam creeks, and build 
fences and yards, expending £50,000 in the process, but eventually the property ran 
50,000 sheep, 4,000 cattle and 2,000 horses. (Cockburn 1925, p. 99) 

Mount Hamilton Run, taking in Blanche Cup in the Mound Springs heartland, was 
surveyed by Stuart for the Chambers brothers in 1859, but it was Samuel Davenport and 
David Power who actually took up the lease. However, it was stocked in 1861 by Peter 
Ferguson and William Younghusband. (Gee 2000, p. 13) They had taken up the lush 
Crystal Brook Run in 1847; land which would one day take in the towns of Crystal 
Brook and Redhill and the City of Port Pirie. Inexplicably, they sold the lease in 1852, 
and moved 400km north-west to take up Mount Hamilton Run in 1861. (Cockburn 
1925, pp. 142~43) 

The role of the Mound Springs in the establishment of the pastoral industry was not as 
simple as it might seem. The springs did not provide enough water for more than a 
small number of sheep, and they could only water the number of stock which could 
graze within daily walking distance. The springs were not an insurance against drought; 
they only provided water to stock in transit, and an emergency supply for people living 
in the area. They made the land safer and more accessible, but they could not support an 
industry. The survival and condition of sheep depended on the quality of their feed, 
which in turn depended on the rainfall. Watering the majority of stock away from the 
springs was done from a few natural waterholes, but more often from danuned creeks, 
earth tanks, wells and in later decades artesian bores. 

The springs were in some respects a liability. The boggy ground around them trapped 
sheep, so the springs had to be fenced, and provision made to water stock from troughs 
some distance away on firm ground. And while most of the first generation of 
homesteads in the region were built beside a mound spring, the residents soon learned 
to their horror how many insects were sharing the water resource with them. Accounts 
of the early pastoral period tell of people driven mad by constant mosquito and sandfly 
bites, and several of the early homesteads were abandoned for this reason as soon as 
artesian bores and rainwater tanks made relocation possible. 

In the early years, almost all of the grazing runs were stocked with sheep. There were 
several reasons for this, first the profitability of wool growing, widely recognised as one 
of the best investments possible in a country like Australia where land was cheap. Wool 
also had the advantage of being a durable conunodity, not vulnerable to spoiling or 
deterioration on the long wagon trip to Port Augusta and the much longer sea trip to 
London. The principal alternative was grazing beef cattle, but this was much less 
attractive to land owners. There was simply not enough market for beef; before the 
advent of freezing in the 1880s, meat had to be eaten fresh, salted or canned. Canned 
and salted meats had a small market, but they were unattractive to consumers, subject to 
high spoilage rates, and made little profit. Fresh meat had to be driven to market and 
then fattened again before slaughtering, and there were simply not enough customers in 
the colony to provide a profitable market. (Farrer 1980) 

On the other hand, cattle were tougher and less labour-intensive, and could defend 
themselves against dingoes. A few runs like Mount Hamilton converted to cattle 
grazing within a few years, although in bad years the beef market became inaccessible 
because of drought on the stock routes, and the owners were reduced to slaughtering 
stock for the value of their tallow and hides. As time went on access improved, and the 
region's grazing industry was to convert from wool to beef; by the turn of the twentieth 
century the Oodnadatta Track region was almost all cattle country. 

~rom the beginning of pastoral settlement, there were Aboriginal people working in the 
Industry. Their way of life depended on the springs, and when the European homesteads 
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appeared beside them, some Aborigines struck up a working relationship with ~e 
newcomers. They were valued by the pastoralists for their knowledge of~~ land and 1ts 
water and other resources. Many Aborigines became expert at horse-nding and were 
valued for their skill at working with cattle. Pastoral settlement in the Oodnadatta Track 
region was characterised by remarkably harmo.nious ~ace rel~o.ns. In marked contrast 
to the pastoral occupation of the Cooper and D1amantma basms Just to the east of Lake 
Eyre, which saw a number of stock-spearing episodes punished by brutal mass~c!es, 
there are no accounts of violent conflict between European settlers and Abongmal 
people in the region west of the lake. It was common for ~boriginal family groups to 
live a semi-traditional life, staying at homesteads or out-stat10ns for part of the year, and 
travelling to visit family and take part in ceremonies at other times. 

The isolation of the early homesteads meant that each had to be a completely 
independent community for months at a time, like a ship in the middle of a.n oce~. The 
manager of Mount Margaret station (later !he Peake) had to s~nd to ~hnman m the 
Flinders RanO'es- a distance of 350 m1les- JUSt to collect the mad. (Lewis 1922, p. 71) 
Supplies of ~anufactured goods such as flour, blankets and clothing. arrived from Port 
Augusta once or twice a year, and between supply wago?s everything el~e had to be 
made on the spot or done without. Mutton of course provided the staple diet, but most 
station cooks tried to grow vegetables to combat scurvy. Station hands became expert at 
making their own harness, boots and hats. Most homes~eads were a}.l-male 
communities, because it was believed women could not cope with the hardships, and 
childbirth and the care and upbringing of children presented major problems, although a 
few runs preferred to employ married couples as shepherd and hutkeeper, because they 
tended to stay longer than single men. The nearest medical assistance was weeks away, 
and in the event of severe toothache, the blacksmith's pliers provided the only remedy. 
In cases of serious injury or disease, the only prognosis was death. Almost every 
homestead had a little row of grave mounds on a nearby sand ridge. 

The Great Drought 

By 1863 there were six or seven established pastoral runs and their outstations strung 
out for 200km along the line of the Mound Springs from Stuart Creek to Peake Creek. 
The run of good seasons that had sparked the rush to the Mound. Springs in 1859lasted 
for five years, up to the winter rains of 1863. Then early m .1864 the South~rn 
Oscillation turned back to the El Nino cycle, the summer winds dned up, and the. rams 
failed. The drought spread across all the grazing districts of ~e colony, although 1t w:as 
mercifully brief, lasting two years until January 1866. (Lewts 1922, pp. 40-42) While 
graziers had experienced drought further south in the 1840s, this was S<?uth Australia's 
first experience in dealing with drought in the arid lands. In the north Its ~ffects were 
very patchy; in some areas there was enough intermittent rain to get b~, m .other~ no 
rain at all fell in two years. Most of the waterholes dried up for the fust tlme smce 
Europeans arrived, and the feed dried out to straw. Johns~n Hayward wrote that .even 
indigenous animals died in the great drought, although lizards and snakes survived. 
(Hayward 1927-28, p. 166) 

The result was devastation for the newly-established pastoral industry. On Strangways 
Springs, 6,000 sheep died in a few months in 1865, about two-thirds of the stock. The 
rest were saved only by droving them north off the lease to waterholes on the Neales. 
Mount Hamilton's 4,000 cattle were reduced to 200. (Gee 2000, pp. 29-31) Mount 
Margaret, Stuart Creek, Finniss Springs and Davenport Springs were destroyed by the 
drought, losing most of their stock. (Cockburn 1925, p. 29 & 1927, p. 243).Nearly all 
the sheep in the region died: perhaps 30,000 animals. Apart from the financial loss the 
value of the stock represented, the stations had no cash flow because they coul~n 't 
move either wool or the surviving beef cattle to market for over two years. Carrymg 
stopped because there was no feed; to get one ton of goods to the region, teamsters had 
to carry six tons of horse feed. The Oodnadatta Track region was nearly abandoned as 
one by one the graziers walked off and surrendered their leases. When the drought was 
over in 1867, only Strangways Springs was still occupied. (Gee 2000, pp. 29-31) 
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The Overland Telegraph Line 

The return of the rain in 1866 did not bring investors rushing back to the scene of the 
disaster, and most of the region was to remain empty of graziers and their stock for the 
next few years. Instead, the next development was an engineering project which would 
have a profound impact on European settlement in the region: nothing less than the 
construction of an Overland Telegraph line more than 3,000km from Adelaide to 
Darwin. 

Stuart's successful journey to the north coast in 1862 had altered the shape of 
Australian geopolitics. Previously, the largely unknown mass of the continent north of 
the 26th parallel - the northern boundary of South Australia- had been part of New 
South Wales since that colony ' s western boundary was shifted west to the !29th 
meridian in 1825. The Sydney administration had established a number of military 
settlements along the north coast from 1824 onward, but the last of these at Port 
Essington was abandoned in 1849. In 1860 when the race to the north coast began, the 
only Europeans living in the entire northern half of the Australian continent were a 
handful of recently-arrived graziers and gold miners in central Queensland and the 
Kimberleys. Stuart changed all that. By demonstrating that it was possible to travel 
from Adelaide to the Arafura Sea and come back alive, he had given South Australia a 
stronger claim to the northern lands than either New South Wales which owned them, 
or Queensland .. which had hopes to acquire them. On 6 July 1863, the imperial 
government annexed the Northern Territory to South Australia. 

The next question was what to do with it. In 1864 a settlement was established at 
Escape Cliffs at the mouth of the Adelaide River. The site proved to be useless as a 
port, and for five years the government dithered over where to establish another 
settlement. Then in 1869 they sent Surveyor-General George Goyder who sailed 
straight to Port Darwin, one of the fmest harbours in the world, and laid out the town of 
Palmerston, later Darwin. (Powell1982) 

It was an age of great vision and competence in the South Australian public service. 
Once the Surveyor-General had selected a site for the capital of the Northern Territory, 
the Superintendent of Telegraphs went to work on incorporating it into an imperial 
communications network. Charles Todd, an ambitious 29-year-old astronomer, had 
arrived in Adelaide in 1855, and immediately set about connecting South Australia with 
Melbourne by electric telegraph. He soon had lines running north to Burra, Melrose and 
Port Augusta, revolutionising communication throughout the colony and further afield. 

Todd's ambition was to connect Adelaide with London by telegraph, and he knew that 
the British-Australian Telegraph Company was looking for an Australian landfall for its 
international cable. There were already land lines from Britain to India and Singapore, 
and an undersea cable to Batavia (now Jakarta) in the Dutch East Indies. Todd saw that 
Darwin was now the closest settlement to Asia on the Australian coast, and he offered it 
as the landfall of the intercontinental telegraph line. In April 1870 a representative of 
the British-Australian Telegraph Company arrived in Adelaide, and within two months 
Todd had arranged a deal whereby the company would land an undersea cable at 
Darwin, and South Australia would build a land line across the continent to meet it. 
That meant nothing less than erecting a row of wooden poles more than 3,000 
kilometres from Port Augusta to Darwin, every pole topped by an insulator carrying a 
single galvanised steel wire. 

The project went ahead with extraordinary energy. By June, tenders were called, by July 
leaders were appointed, and surveyors were at work from both the Port Augusta and 
Darwin ends of the line. Construction began in September. The route that Todd chose 
was almost exactly that of Stuart's final expedition, the only proven path across the 
continent. It would go north up the west side of the Flinders Ranges, then follow the 
Mound Springs. In the Northern Territory the line would follow the chain of rivers, 
creeks and waterholes which had taken Stuart to the north coast. Construction 
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Travellers at the Peake Telegraph Station,. early 1890s (Heritage South Australia File 
13624) 
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proceeded in four places simultaneously: north from Port Augusta, south from Darwin, 
and outwards in both directions from a depot in the MacDonnell Ranges. For the next 
two years, the Mound Springs would see more activity than ever before, as the 
construction parties and all their poles, wires, insulators and other supplies travelled the 
road north. (Taylor 1980) 

The road in use up to this time zigzagged between the pastoral homesteads. One 
traveller kept a diary of the route while the telegraph line was under construction in 
1871, from Finniss Springs, 'one of Elder's cattle stations some of the most wretched 
places I ever hope to be in', to Stuart Creek, 'Fine hole of water here but salt', then 
Mount Hamilton station which was abandoned but being used as a depot by telegraph 
construction workers, Warburton springs, Strangways Springs station, 'Beastly water 
again, Epsom Salts would seem nectar compared with it but the people at the station 
like it', William spring, Mount Margaret where it rained, The Peake, 'a very respectable 
stone building Govt. store etc', to the Neales River, 'Mosquitoes beginning to get rather 
troublesome'. This was the northern end of pastoral settlement, and the journey 
continued along the route of the telegraph. (Harris 1872) The telegraph construction 
traffic effectively opened a new road, and long distance travellers from this time onward 
followed the line of telegraph poles, with side roads off to the few station homesteads 
which were not close to its route. 

By January 187.J.. the line was poled through the Mound Springs region, and it was 
possible to send a message from the Neales River to Adelaide. Construction had started 
on two repeater stations, each located beside a spring complex at the site of The Peake 
and Strangways Springs homesteads. The telegraph signal lost strength as it travelled, 
and every 200 miles there was a repeater station, where an operator listened to every 
message and manually re-transmitted it down the line. A new settlement grew up 
alongside the telegraph line near a permanent waterhole on the Neales River close to the 
Angle Pole, where the line changed direction abruptly. 

Despite its energetic start, construction of the line took nearly two years, hampered by 
floods, droughts, fires, shipwreck, and workers who became lost and died of thirst. 
There was a pole every 100 yards, a total of about 36,000 poles. Local timber was used 
where possible, but in the arid regions, suitable poles - some of them callitris trunks cut 
in the Flinders Ranges - had to be carried north by dray, or shipped to Darwin. The 
government and the Telegraph Company both became anxious at the delay. There was a 
rival line being built across Queensland to the port of Kimberley (now Karumba) on the 
Gulf of Carpentaria. The Queensland line was finished nearly a year earlier, and for the 
last few months, when Todd's northern construction team wanted to communicate with 
the central team, they sent a boat down the Roper River and across to Kimberley, from 
whence they could telegraph via Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide and Port 
Augusta to their colleagues a few hundred miles away. But the British-Australian 
Telegraph Company preferred the closer landfall of Darwin, and stuck to the agreement. 
On 22 August 1872 the wires were joined, and the telegraph line was open from 
Adelaide to Darwin. (Taylor 1980) 

The construction of the telegraph had a number of effects on the Oodnadatta Track 
region. The repeater stations at The Peake and Strangways Springs became permanent 
settlements, and line repair gangs maintained a constant European presence throughout 
the region. Another new settlement was created beside the Overland Telegraph at Alice 
Springs, encouraging a steady flow of traffic into central Australia, and further north, 
yvorkers on the line discovered gold in the Pine Creek region in 1872, sparking a rush of 
mvestors from Adelaide and bringing to life the Northern Territory mining industry. 
The construction track along the line became the new road north. 

In the 1870s the pastoralists returned. The region had become attractive again, partly 
because of the new telegraph infrastructure improving communications and lowering 
costs, and partly because the 1870s saw the return of good seasons. Most of that decade 
was blessed by reliable rainfall throughout South Australia. In 1870, some of the 
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biggest names in pastoral investment moved into the region, when Thomas Elder took 
up Finniss Springs and simultaneously John Howard Angas leased Stuart Creek and 
Mount Hamilton. Strangways Springs, the one property in the region to survive the 
drought, now found its homestead jostling the telegraph station for space, so in 1876 the 
head station shifted to Anna Creek. (Gee 2000, pp. 38-39) 

And grazing industry extended even further north because of the telegraph. In 1870, 
surveyors on the line had found the Dalhousie spring complex, the largest of them all, 
and the surrounding land was taken up as a pastoral lease by E.M. Bagot in 1872. In 
succeeding years, Macumba, Nilpinna, Cootanoorinna and Allandale were taken up. 
With Australia bisected by the Overland Telegraph, the process of exploration 
continued in its western half, with the telegraph stations providing a base. Ernest Giles 
in 1873 and both Warburton and John Forrest in 1874 started or completed epic 
journeys across the western deserts at telegraph repeater stations in South Australia. 
(Feeke~ & Spate 1970) 

The Great Northern Railway 

The opening of a transport and communication corridor from 1870 onward established 
permanent European settlement in the Oodnadatta Track region, and the decade of the 
1870s also saw the best run of seasons since the colony was founded. It was a 
prosperous time, and successive South Australian governments spent lavishly on 
railway construction. 

In 1870 the northernmost railway in the colony had just reached Burra, but within a few 
years construction was pushed further north, following the expanding wheat frontier to 
Petersburg, then to Quorn on the Willochra Plain by 1882. Almost immediately the line 
was continued even further north past the Flinders Ranges to Farina, then to Herrgott 
Springs, which was renamed Marree when it became the northern railhead at the 
beginning of 1884. The line was now being called the Great Northern Railway. There 
was never really a plan that said what its ultimate destination would be, but in that great 
age of railway enthusiasm there were many visionaries who believed it would 
eventually parallel the Overland Telegraph line all the way to Darwin. In an expression 
of this optimism, the hotels that opened in the new railway towns of Quorn and Farina 
were both called the Transcontinental. 

Railway enthusiasm had its own momentum, and the line continued north even though 
by the early 1880s most of the northern runs had again been abandoned, because the 
country was in the grip of the second major drought since European settlement. Because 
there was no plan, parliament authorised construction of the line beyond Marree in 
several stages, to Strangways Springs in 1884, The Peake in 1885 and to the Angle Pole 
on the Neales in 1888. (Donovan & Associates 1984, p. 54) Construction from Marree 
began in July 1884, heading west along the line of the Mound Springs. Carrying the 
fabric for the permanent way - 800 miles of steel rails and a hardwood sleeper every 
yard - was far more demanding than carting the spindly poles for the telegraph line, but 
the railway carried its own materials as it grew. The line was opened as far as Coward 
Springs by February 1888, then to William Creek in June 1889 and to Warrina in 
November. (Quinlan & Newland 2000) The line reached the Angle Pole in January 
1891, but was halted there by economic depression. Parliament would not authorise any 
more outback railway lines for many years to come; South Australia's extraordinary 
burst of railway building was over. 

The new settlement at the terminus, a few miles south of the Angle Pole, was named 
Oodnadatta. At each temporary terminus of the line - Coward Springs, William Creek, 
Warrina and Oodnadatta- a construction camp had flourished for a time, then moved 
on, leaving a pennanent railway settlement behind. These were the first towns to be 
established in the region. Oodnadatta began as a construction camp like the others 
further south, but when railway work ceased after 1891, it became the most northerly 
railway town in South Australia, the starting point for overland travellers to central 
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Australia. Carriers in the dry inland came to rely on camels, for their ability to survive 
on rough feed and little water, as well as their load carrying capacity. Afghan cameleers 
became an important part of Oodnadatta• s community, as they had earlier at Beltana 
and Marree. Oodnadatta was to be the most important settlement of the region for many 
years, and each of the outlying stations built a cottage and store there. The town became 
a focal point for Aboriginal people, and a Chinese community established market 
gardens along the river flats. In expectation of resumed railway construction, the 
township's sole hotel was also hopefully named the Transcontinental, but Oodnadatta 
would remain the railhead for 37 years, until 1928. 

Establishing a railway across the desert environment presented a number of physical 
challenges, which were met by means of engineering works. First, the steam 
locomotives needed fuel, so coal bins were established at the major stations along the 
line. They needed water more often, so eight water tanks were built between Marree and 
Oodnadatta at roughly fifty mile intervals. They were the standard South Australian 
Railways elevated water tank. fabricated out of cast iron plates and standing on spindly 
iron legs up to four or five metres high. The height of a three-storey building. the 
railway tanks towered over the flat treeless surroundings, and to this day the surviving 
ones can be seen for kilometres around. 

The water that was pumped up into these tanks came from a variety of sources. but 
nowhere did it oome directly from a Mound Spring. At Alberrie Creek, Beresford and 
Oodnadatta, earth reservoirs were built to store rainwater from the surrounding 
catchment But a more revolutionary development was to supply most of the Great 
Northern Railwats water. In the late 1870s, deep artesian water had been discovered in 
a borehole in western New South Wales, and the implications of the discovery had 
quickly been grasped in South Australia and Queensland. A test bore at Tarkaninna, 
north-east of Marree, struck South Australia's first artesian water in 1883. This 
discovery had obvious implications for pastoral settlement in the arid zone, but in the 
short term it was South Australian Railways engineers, anxious to find a supply for 
locomotives on the planned northern railway, who were first to exploit the new water 
supply. 

Between 1884 and 1887, railway bores were drilled at Marree, Coward Springs, 
Strangways Springs, William Creek and Anna Creek. (Gee 2000, p. 63) In nearly every 
case they were successful. and in later years, bores were also put down along the line at 
Stuart Creek, Edward Creek, Warrina and Mount Dutton. Some of the bore water was 
more saline and mineralised than recommended for use in boilers, but by judicious 
blending with rainwater at strategic intervals, the minerals were kept down to 
acceptable levels. 

Crossing the watercourses presented the engineers with further challenges. Long iron 
bridges were needed over the channels of many of the watercourses, particularly at 
Stuart Creek, Warriner Creek, Calthoorinna Creek, Screechowl Creek, Peake Creek and 
Ockenden Creek. The greatest engineering achievement on the line was the high level 
bridge over the Neales River at Algebuckina which was finished early in 1891, allowing 
the line to be completed to Oodnadatta. The bolted iron trusses perched high on cast 
iron pylons over the sandy river bed formed one of the longest railway bridges in South 
Australia, with nineteen spans totalling nearly 600m in length. Only the bridge over the 
Murray was slightly longer. (A recurrent myth that the Algebuckina bridge was 
originally intended for the River Murray is nonsense. The contracts for the ironwork in 
the piers and trusses of the Algebuckina bridge were let in 1889 and 1890, whereas the 
railway over the River Murray at Murray Bridge had opened in 1886.) 

The everyday maintenance needs of the railway were met by more prosaic structures. 
Routine track work was carried out by fettlers, who lived in identical stone row cottages 
~uilt at roughly ten mile intervals along the line. Their spacing was determined by the 
Intervening distance- about five miles- that workers could travel in a pumpcar each 
morning and evening. The fettlers mostly lived in gangs of twelve - ten gangers, a 
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foreman and a cook - although at five of the stations the row cottages are built in pairs, 
presumably housing a gang of twenty-four. Not all of the men attracted to a career as a 
fettler on the Oodnadatta railway were model citizens, and the social life of these camps 
could be a little rough around the edges. 

The Great Northern Railway changed the economy of the region in many ways. It 
immediately increased the population, and brought a whole new infrastructure of supply 
and communication. Instead of weeks on the road, the journey to Port Augusta could 
now be done in days. It guaranteed a water supply in emergencies. Even the chain of 
fettlers cottages at ten mile intervals along the railway made an important difference to 
life in the region. They could provide water, food and communication, and were a 
lifeline for people in distress, mitigating some of the hardships of earlier pastoral 
settlement. The cottages in isolated locations were places where goods and passengers 
could board or leave the train, and some became the focus of a little settlement as a 
result. In some cases an indigenous community became established near the fettlers 
cottage, providing firewood and doing other work, and it was not unusual for fettlers to 
live in relationships with Aboriginal women. 

The railway brought another change to the earlier communications infrastructure. For 
ease of maintenance, the Overland Telegraph was re-routed along the line of the railway 
in 1896, this time using iron poles. After more than twenty years of service, the repeater 
stations at Strangways Springs and The Peake- now automatic rather than manual -
were replaced by new ones in the railway offices at Oodnadatta and William Creek, and 
the redundant telegraph buildings reverted to pastoral use. The telegraph wire, the 
railway and the road north now ran parallel, side by side. 

Mining 

Mining was never an important economic activity along the Oodnadatta Track, as most 
of the sedimentary deposits of the region are devoid of economic minerals, but there 
have been episodes of small-scale mining in the older ranges. In 1870, construction 
workers on the Overland Telegraph found alluvial gold in the bed of the Neales River. 
The deposit was worked sporadically until the 1880s, producing about 60 ounces of 
gold. (Brasse et al1987, p. 25) 

Around the tum of the twentieth century there were brief episodes of mining associated 
with copper deposits in the ranges. In 1888, while the railway was being built from 
Marree to Coward Springs, copper ore was found in the Davenport and Denison 
Ranges, not far from The Peake telegraph station. Over the next ten years, a number of 
small mines were opened, including the Peake Hill, the Denison, the W arrina and the 
Copper Top. In 1899 with the price of copper booming, the Amalgamated Copper Top 
Proprietary Company of Melbourne raised £50,000 and took over all the mines. They 
imported a blast furnace from the USA and built a smelter within sight of the Telegraph 
Station. No expense was spared; in their smelting campaign the company imported the 
best coke from England, and announced that they expected eventually to employ 3,000 
men in the mines. The smelter was in operation by 1902, but the Copper Top enterprise 
was a catastrophe; costs were stupendous, there was little ore - the best of it proved to 
be less than 3% copper- and the furnace didn't work. The smelter was dismantled in 
1904 and the Melbourne investors lost their money. (Brown 1908, p. 45; Brasse et al 
1987, pp. 25-32) 

Further south on Finniss Springs station, another small copper prospect was reported in 
1888 and worked by a small syndicate as the Two Franks mine. In 1897 it was taken 
over by the English & Australian Copper Company, who renamed it the Clara St Dora 
and equipped it with machinery. The mine remained in intermittent production until 
1915, producing perhaps 200 tons of copper metal. (Brown 1908, p. 42) Both of these 
mining enterprises were only marginally economic at times of high copper prices, but it 
is significant that they were both located close to the railway and telegraph corridor; if 
the finds had been made further from the railway, mining would never have been 
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attempted. The mines demonstrate the importance of transport and communication 
infrastructure to all forms of economic activity in the region. 

The Twentieth Century 

The railway made a vital contribution to the viability of grazing in the region, by getting 
cattle south to the market quickly and efficiently. It lowered costs and risks generally, 
reduced the need for long distance droving, and in the event of a general drought, stock 
were no longer trapped in the region, but could now be transported south for agistment 
or sale. With raised embankments and high level bridges, the railway remained open in 
all but the most extreme wet weather. In the years following the opening of the railway 
to Oodnadatta, grazing spread further north as leases were taken up in what had 
previously been marginal country. 

An equally important contribution to grazing came from a new water supply from the 
artesian bores. Encouraged by the government's success, the graziers began sinking 
bores on Stuart Creek, Anna Creek and The Peake in the 1890s. (Gee 2000, p. 64) The 
resulting water flows gave them more animal watering points and greater flexibility in 
stock management, but even with government subsidies these benefits were only 
achieved at great financial cost. Some of the bores would also prove to be very short
lived. Their weak point was the cast iron bore casing which corroded rapidly in the hot 
mineralised wat~r, so that some bores collapsed inward within a few years and stopped 
flowing, while others blew out and flowed uncontrollably, forming unmanageable bogs 
which had to be fenced off from stock. There was no way to fix the damage without a 
drilling crew under expert supervision. In some cases, repairs were to wait a hundred 
years. 

The railways and their associated bores encouraged some economic diversification. 
Experimental date plantations were established by the government at Coward Springs, 
Oodnadatta, Marree and Lake Harry in the 1890s. They flourished for a few years, but 
were abandoned as an economic proposition during the First World War. Date palms 
were also planted privately at many homesteads beside Mound Springs, and can be seen 
today at Mount Hamilton, Old Nilpinna and particularly Dalhousie, where they form a 
forest which can be seen from kilometres away. 

However, most of the economic benefits which should have been brought by the 
railway and the artesian bores were cancelled out by new environmental problems. In 
1890, just as the railway was about to open, the first rabbits appeared in the region, 
spreading north from the Flinders Ranges. They were well suited to the arid climate and 
spread rapidly throughout the region in the 1890s, dying down to a small population 
during drought and breeding up opportunistically after rain. There is still debate about 
the precise impacts attributable to rabbit infestation, as records of the landscape before 
their arrival are sketchy, but there is little doubt that they greatly reduced all ground 
vegetation, destroyed or thinned the tree cover and hastened the decline of the 
indigenous small marsupials. They competed directly with grazing animals for both 
feed and water, and modem estimates say they probably reduced the carrying capacity 
of the land to between about a third to a half of what it had been before 1890. The 
g~aziers tried fencing, shooting, trapping and poisoning, but nothing made any 
dtscemible inroads into the plague. The reminiscences of William Oliffe, manager of 
Stuart Creek, tell the story: 

About 1890 the rabbits came in thousands and appeared to travel from the east to 
the west. They took everything before them in the way of feed and ringbarked all 
the young trees, such as mulga, box and young gums. They were a curse to the 
country as the country deteriorated every year. The company spent a lot of money 
on the run trying to cope with the rabbits. We tried just about everything we could 
think of- poison water and trap yards we found the most effective- but where we 
could kill 500 or 600, as many would come to the funeral .... Stuarts Creek was 
one of the best runs in the North for fattening stock until the rabbits overran the 
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country and destroyed the bush. They ruined miles and miles of yowtg mulga and 
other edible bush which never grew again ... (Gee 2000, p. 69) 

This changed the landscape, and made a fundamental difference to grazing in the region. 
Previously the climatic conditions had SWWlg in cycles, and for three decades graziers 
had become used to alternating between drought and plenty. But now there was no 
longer a prosperity phase in the cycle, because abwtdant rain simply brought a new 
plague of rabbits. 

Even worse, the rabbits w.ere not alone. In the few seasons after rabbits arrived in the 
north, graziers noticed the numbers of dingoes also steadily increasing. There is much 
debate about the ecological role of dingoes in Australian history, but it is widely 
believed that there were few if any wild dingoes in Australia before European 
settlement. They were introduced into Australia by Aborigines as domestic and hunting 
dogs, and were not tolerated as competitors for food. It was only after dispossession and 
the collapse of traditional Aboriginal society that feral dingoes began to appear in the 
landscape in great numbers, and in the arid north; it was only after the arrival of rabbits 
as an abundant new food source that they flourished. 

Graziers responded to the dingoes much as they had to the rabbits, by poisoning, 
shooting and fencing, and all of these activities still continue to the present day. The 
worst impact was on the wool industry, for while adult cattle could defend themselves 
and their young against dingoes, sheep were completely defenceless. This virtually 
spelled the end of sheep grazing in the Oodnadatta Track region, although Dalhousie 
and the Willowie Pastoral Company which owned Anna Creek persisted in running 
sheep wttil well into the twentieth century, at great cost in doggers and shepherds, and 
even extensive wire fencing, a practice previously unknown in the region. 

Historical accounts are silent on the effect of the rabbit and dingo plagues on the 
Aboriginal people still living a traditional lifestyle. It is likely that they would have 
found hwtting and food-gathering more difficult, and that the changes in the 
environment hastened the tendency to drift to the townships. Certainly by late in the 
nineteenth century there were semi-permanent camps of Aboriginal people at the 
townships, large homesteads and railway stations throughout the region. 

The turbulent decade of the 1890s ended with the third great drought since European 
settlement, lasting from 1899 to 1902. At the tum of the twentieth century, the northern 
pastoral industry was forty years old and all the original rules had changed. Now there 
were a railway and artesian bores on the side of the pastoralists, but there were rabbits 
and dingoes working against them. And there was drought, but there always had been 
drought. 

Into this evolving world stepped a new player who would shape its methods for the next 
hwtdred years. Eringa, a little pastoral run right on the Northern Territory border, was 
sold in 1899. Its sale went unnoticed at the time, but was a small milestone in Australian 
pastoral history, because the buyer was Sidney Kidman, and it was the first significant 
property he owned in his own right, rather than as a member of a syndicate. This was 
obviously an important event to Kidman, for he later named two of his urban houses 
Eringa, one in Kapunda (now part of the High School), and the other in Northgate Street 
at Unley Park. (Bowen 1987, p. 93) 

Kidman was to become one of the dominant figures in the Australian beef cattle 
industry, and the largest landholder in the cowttry. Unlike the nineteenth century 
grazing magnates such as Thomas Elder and Charles Fisher who concentrated on wool, 
Kidman was one of the new breed like William Angliss who made their fortunes from 
beef. Their markets were the metropolitan consumers, and the export trade to Britain, 
opened up by commercial developments in refrigeration since the 1880s. 
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Historic Photo of Allandale Homestead. Reproduced by courtesy of Donnah Clarke. 
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Kidman's strategy was to build up large holdings in chains focused on the railways to 
the capital cities and export ports, with sufficient geographical diversification so that he 
could control both breeding and fattening properties, and do his own agistment in time 
of drought. His South Australian landholdings moved steadily south to dominate the 
Oodnadatta Track in the aftermath of the drought, acquiring an interest in The Peake in 
1901, and in Blood Creek, Allandale, Strangways Springs and Stuart Creek in the next 
few years. 

He did not share the optimism of earlier generations of owners like Levi and Davenport 
who took up the country when it was lush after rain. On the contrary, Kidman 
frequently bought up the land at its worst, and used it to make profits during droughts. 
By 1934 Kidman also controlled Anna Creek and Macumba, giving him a chain of 
properties extending with few gaps from the Finke River to Lake Eyre South. These 
landholdings have diminished since his death, but the Kidman Pastoral Company still 
controls much of this land today. Anna Creek had converted to cattle grazing in 1918, 
and Kidman enlarged it to an area of 30,000 square kilometres, the largest pastoral 
property in Australia, almost three times the area of Victoria River Downs which has 
sometimes mistakenly been given that tide. (Bowen 1987, p. 452) 

Kidman shaped the modem Australian cattle industry. Buying up adjacent properties 
allowed him to utilise economies of scale in working properties jointly, so that he was 
able to reduce the size of his workforce, sharing teams of stockmen between three 
properties and managing them all from a single homestead. There are legends about his 
meanness, which are probably unfair, and criticism of his attitude to conserving the 
land, which are probably reasonable; he certainly had a grim single-mindedness about 
cutting costs. His methods encouraged a dry masculine austerity in cattle grazing, a 
business without sentiment or frills. His aim was to create a lean, efficient beef
producing machine that would put meat on domestic tables at the lowest possible 
production cost, and the scale and success of his methods forced other producers to 
emulate them. 

The Commonwealth takes over 

The acquisition of the Northern Territory which South Australia had begun so 
optimistically in 1863 had never been a success. The hoped-for trade with Asia had 
never eventuated, the goldfields which looked promising for a time had faded away, and 
all attempts at tropical agriculture had been defeated by insect pests and plant disease. 
Only a sparse beef cattle industry had held on, a long way from any market, prone to 
drought and plagued by ticks. The Territory had become a bottomless pit for South 
Australian investment capital; its hot wet climate, tropical diseases, distance from 
markets and above all the sheer cost of all materials and labour had defeated all 
investors and disillusioned the South Australian government. 

South Australia sought to sell the Territory to the new Commonwealth of Australia, but 
the idea was received without enthusiasm. On 1 January 1911 South Australia 
voluntarily relinquished control of the Northern Territory to the Commonwealth. The 
terms were simply compensation for actual capital works, and a promise that the 
Commonwealth would complete the transcontinental railway. There was a long wait 
before anything happened. The Commonwealth introduced a new austere regime in the 
Territory, laying off public servants and spending very little on public works. 
Commonwealth Railways was formed in 1917 to operate the newly built line across the 
Nullarbor to Perth, but still nothing happened at Oodnadatta. South Australian Railways 
continued to operate the Oodnadatta railway for the next fifteen years, until finally in 
1926 Commonwealth Railways took over the operation of the Port Augusta to 
Oodnadatta line in preparation for its extension to Alice Springs. 

Commonwealth Railways' first step was to bring in larger and more efficient 
locomotives which required fewer coaling and watering stops, so most of the water 
tanks and coal bins on the existing line became redundant. Fettlers were given 
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motorised trolleys so they could travel much greater distances, and their bases were 
spaced out to about thirty miles apart. Eleven of the sixteen fetders cottages between 
Marr~e and Oodnadatta were abandoned in 1926 to become roofless ruins; only 
Curdtmurka, Beresford, Anna Creek, Edward Creek and Oodnadatta remained in 
service. Like Sidney Kidman, Commonwealth Railways were making economies by 
thinning out the region's population. 

Construction of the line north from Oodnadatta began in 1928. It was a relatively simple 
matt~r across flat. goin~ i~?- drier country, with only the channels of the Alberg a and the 
HamJ.lton presenting sxgmficant obstacles. The Commonwealth's locomotives required 
only three water tanks and one coal bin in the 120 miles between Oodnadatta and the 
Northern Territory border. The only fettlers cottages on the new line were spaced out 
about fifty miles apart at Pedirka and Abminga. While similar in plan to the older 
cottages, the new ones - like the culverts and bridge abutments under the line - were 
built of reinforced concrete instead of the stone which had been used between Quorn 
and Oodnadatta in the 1880s. Everything built by Commonwealth Railways was the 
bare minimum required to keep the trains running. 

In December 1928 the line commenced operating from Oodnadatta to Rumbalara, north 
of the Northern Territory border, and in August 1929 it opened all the way to Alice 
Springs. There it stopped, and the world-wide depression ensured it would not move for 
a very long time! No-one used the word transcontinental any more - that name had been 
adopted for the line to Perth - instead the new line became the Central Australian 
Railway, a firm indication of where it was going to stop. 

Extension of the railway was a blow to Oodnadatta. No longer the railhead for the 
centre, the town experienced an economic downturn, coinciding with Commonwealth 
Railways cutting staff and the onset of the great depression. The Afghans and their 
camels moved on, the town lost most of its stock agents and other businesses and 
shrank in population. Further north however> the Central Australian Railway increased 
the viability of Kidman's enterprise, and properties in the far north such as Eringa, 
Mount Dare and Blood Creek enjoyed a new lease of life. The arrival of the railway 
transformed life in Alice Springs and central Australia: 

T~e weeke_nd train arrival was a big event. The ... Ghan passenger trains brought 
chllled.penshable food once a week for most of the Territory. They also brought 
the mall.and the passenger rail. Passengers arrived too, some staying in the AJice, 
some gomg on to points north and some touring. Clocks in the township of Alice 
Springs were aligned to the steam whistle, then later the diesel horns, coming 
from down through The Gap, like in some old USA railroad movie. (Foster 2000, 
p. 85) 

From some time in the 1930s the Central Australian Railway became known as 'the 
Ghan'. The name is understood by most people as a reference to the nickname for the 
Afghan camel drivers who had preceded it in inland transport, but that is not where it 
originated. There is little doubt that the name was first derived as a play on the surname 
of G.A. Gahan, Commonwealth Railways Commissioner from 1929 to 1948. The dual 
meaning or pun undoubtedly contributed to its popularity, and it has survived to the 
present as the name of the modern Alice Springs railway, its origin long forgotten. (Gee 
2000, p.65; Donovan 1992) 

An event in 1915 was to have long-term implications for the Oodnadatta Track region. 
0~~ was discovered at .Coober Pedy, in utterly waterless country 150km west of 
W1lli~.Creek. By the nud-1920s a small community of miners had grown up around 
the. dtggmgs, served by a track north from Kingoonya on the Transcontinental Railway. 
(Ntcol 2001, p.l) That rough track would eventually become the highway to Darwin, 
superseding all rail and road traffic through Oodnadatta. 
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The Finniss Springs Mission 

Aboriginal people lived in all the townships of the Oodnadatta Track region. Europeans 
were sometimes concerned at the condition of the Aboriginal camps, and there was a 
long tradition of intervening in traditional society by means of missions, which usually 
combined medical, educational and religious functions. In 1924 the United Aborigines 
Mission was formed, and one of its first efforts was to establish the Colebrook Home in 
Oodnadatta for Aboriginal children. (Woolmer 1986, p. 7) 

By the 1930s there was a large Aboriginal community living at Finniss Springs, not the 
original homestead of 1859, but a new one established about twenty kilometres to the 
south in 1922. Finniss Springs was owned by Francis Warren, who came from a 
patrician Scottish family and had worked in the pastoral industry. His father had 
commented in parliament on the devastating effect on Aboriginal families of taking 
away their children. Warren's wife was an Arabana woman from Anna Creek station, 
and they had a number of children. He employed mostly Aboriginal people and 
encouraged them to live in family units at the homestead. At a time when Aboriginal 
and especially part-Aboriginal children were routinely removed from their families to 
receive a European education, Warren refused to allow the Finniss Springs children to 
be taken away. Initially he had no way of providing them an education, as he was 
reluctant to allow churches to become involved in Finniss Springs, fearing they would 
want too much control. Eventually he came to an arrangement with Andrew Pearce of 
the United Aborigines Mission, which opened a school at Finniss Springs in 1939, and a 
church, schoolroom and other buildings were built from concrete blocks moulded on 
site. The settlement grew with the closure of the Colebrook Home and the general 
displacement of Aboriginal people from the railway townships during the Second World 
War. The mission provided an envirorunent where Aboriginal families could live 
together, find part"time employment on the station, and their children could receive both 
traditional and European education. This cultural environment was decades ahead of its 
time, and is remembered as a happy and peaceful place, operating as a very successful 
settlement with a population of up to 100 people until about 1960. Warren died in 195 8, 
then the water supply failed, and the United Aborigines Mission lost momentum. Most 
of the residents moved to nearby Marree. (Pearce 1980; Dodd & Gibson 1989) 

The Second World War 

The Second World War saw further changes to the operation of the Central Australian 
Railway, the telegraph and road transport through the region. The sudden entry of the 
Japanese into the war at the end of 1941 was followed in quick succession by the fall of 
Singapore, the invasion of the Dutch East Indies, Timor, New Guinea and the Solomon 
Islands, and the bombing of Darwin in February 1942. Suddenly Australia was faced 
with the most serious defence emergency in its history. Darwin and the Northern 
Territory were within the war zone, leading to a great buildup of defence stores and 
personnel, but for most of 1942-43, the entire north coast of Australia was within range 
of Japanese aircraft, and virtually closed to shipping. As a result, internal railway 
communication became vital to Australia's defence. 

The following three years were the heyday of the Central Australian Railway, as it was 
one of the quickest ways to transport goods from the south into the Northern Territory, 
and came to play a major role in the defence of Australia from invasion. The Oodnadatta 
region saw its busiest time since the railway construction years of the 1880s. By early 
1942, Commonwealth Railways administration was turning its attention to the 
conveyance of increased tonnages, and planning the new accommodation and facilities 
which would be required. Edward Creek became the major stopping place between 
Marree and Oodnadatta, and three new houses were built there for train crews. New 
crossing lines and goods handling platforms were built at several stations along the line. 
Oodnadatta, William Creek and Coward Springs townships came back to life as troop 
trains rolling north to Alice Springs stopped to refresh themselves at the only three pubs 
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Kennicott Water Softener (Kempe, Engineer's Year Book, 1915, p. 1043) 
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in 800 miles. The United Aborigines Mission decided Oodnadatta was no longer a good 
environment for the Colebrook Home, and it shifted to Adelaide in 1943. (Woolmer 
1986, p. 8) 

The supply of coal for this increased traffic b~came an issue, as each 500 tons _of traffic 
on the line required 27 tons of coal to haul It, or about 5% of the total loading. New 
overhead coal stages with 50 tons capacity were built at Beresford, Oodnadatta and 
Abminga stations. They were not sophisticated devices; coal trains simply dumped their 
load on the ground beside them, and the overhead hoppers were loaded from these open 
stockpiles by a steam crane and grab running on tracks alongside. (NAA B300/4318) 

An even bigger problem came when the peak military traffic coincided with two years 
of drought. The reservoirs at Beresford and Oodnadatta dried up, and there was 
insufficient rainwater to dilute the mineralised bore water provided by most of the water 
tanks along the line. Boilers running o~ water with dissolved. minera!s quic~y fanned 
deposits of lime and gypsum in therr water tubes, reducmg therr efficiency and 
eventually blocking them entirely. To solve this problem, Commonwealth Rrulways 
installed Kennicott water softeners at Curdimurka, Beresford and Edward Creek to treat 
the bore water by precipitating out the harmful dissolved minerals that caused boiler 
scaling. The water softeners were great steel cylinders that towered even higher than the 
water tanks beside them and are conspicuous landmarks to the present day. Other water 
softeners were installed' at Marree, Quam, Hawker, Kingoonya and Reid in 1943, but 
these have all been removed. (NAA B300/2 9489) 

The war spelled the end for the old telegraph s~stem. Until 194~, ~essages were still 
tapped out with a morse key as they had been m Charles Todd s tune s~venty years 
earlier but this was too slow and inefficient for modem military use. The line along the 
railway was upgraded for voice telephone, and it .b~c~e possible to dial a numb~ in 
Adelaide and speak to someone in Oodnadatta. A Vlatlon mcreased throughout the regton 
as aircraft were ferried north, and a military airfield was built at Oodnadatta, with 
refuelling facilities and a small s~ of ~ personnel. The f?.rst sealed road in the 
region was constructed from the ratlway station to the RAAF airfield. On ?7 October 
1942 there was great excitement at Oodnadatta when a Vultee Vengean~e dtve b<?mber 
being ferried to its base near Darwin was forced to crash-land, damagmg the atrcraft 
without injury to the crew. 

The troops and stores that went north up the Central Australian Railway were off-1oa<!ed 
onto trucks at Alice Springs, and carried the 600 miles no~ to the North Austrahan 
Railway railhead at Birdum, along a road that was sealed m 1942. Mo~e travellers 
passed through the Oodnadatta region between 1942 and 1915 than It. had ever 
previously seen, but this heyday was very short. Truck convoys go~g north did not pass 
through Oodnadatta, but were diverted to the west on firmer gomg through Coober 
Pedy, the route that would eventually carry all traffic to the Northern Territory. 

The Modern Era 

Once the wartime emergency ended, Commonwealth Rail:Ways r~uced.services .and cut 
staff at stations along the line. In 1946, most intermedia_te station~ like Curd1murka, 
Coward Springs and Abminga were closed as atten~ed stati?ns, lea_vmg only the fettle!S 
gangs along most of the railway. If you rang Abmmga station durmg daylight hours m 
the last 34 years of the Central Australian Railway's operation, the telephone would be 
answered (if you were lucky) by the only person present, the fettlers' cook! 

The wartime fuel and water difficulties had made Commonwealth Railways very 
receptive to the new transport technology that became available so<?n after the .war 
ended. Despite the new economies introduced in the 1920s, steam r~lway operations 
across the desert were still carried out at great cost. Every locomotlve burned coal, 
which had to be hauled out to the bins at Edward Creek, Oodnadatta and Abminga, and 
in dry seasons water also had to be carried to intermediate water tanks. About 30% of 
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Commonwealth Railways' freight tonnage on the Transcontinental and Central Australia 
lines was taken up with fuel and other supplies to keep the service running, and every 
journey included long periods of 'standing time' for refuelling and watering 
locomotives. 

In the USA, railways were converting to diesel power, using locomotives that needed 
no water for steam-raising, and could travel thousands of kilometres on a tank of oil. 
The most efficient engines for long distance work were diesel-electric locos, in which 
the diesel generated direct current which powered electric motors on the axles. 
Commonwealth Railways ordered eleven of the new General Motors locos from Clyde 
Engineering, and the first entered service on the Trans-Australia Railway in August 
1951. They were in use on the Central Australian Railway by December 1954; the Alice 
Springs service was quickly converted to all-diesel operation, and standing time was 
reduced from over 20% of each journey to less than 10%. (Carroll 1977, p. 197; 
Donovan 1992) 

Dieselisation had further impacts on settlement along the Central Australia Railway, as 
it was doing in most parts of the world at the same time. All the coal stages, reservoirs, 
pumps, water tanks and water softening towers along the line were now redundant, and 
fell immediately into disuse. The only new infrastructure the diesels required was fuel 
tanks and a pumphouse at Oodnadatta station, and their ability to travel long distances 
without taking c,m fuel or water brought about the closure of nearly all the remaining 
stops along the line. From the intense activity of the war years a decade earlier, by the 
mid-1950s most of the Marree-Alice Springs railway supported very few settlements 
alongside the line. An indication of the decline in railway business came when the 
Coward Springs pub, which had sold beer to railway workers and passengers since 
1897, closed in 1953. (Coulls 1998) 

The decline in business was more profound than simply the effects of dieselisation, 
because the railway was also carrying fewer passengers and freight. The war had two 
effects w~ch were eventually to doom the railway. First the road to Alice Springs had 
been upgraded for modern truck haulage, as had many roads elsewhere in rural 
Australia. Second, after the war ended, thousands of second-hand trucks came onto the 
market. A few trucks had been around since the 1920s, but they were regarded as a rare 
and expensive novelty rather than a real transport option. Now every carrier and every 
pastoral station could afford to buy a truck. 

Since the 1930s there had been experiments with hitching a prime mover - usually a 
huge square Thomeycroft - to two or more articulated trailers to haul large quantities of 
freight or stock on outback roads. The name 'road trains' had been coined before the war 
for these contraptions, but they were only seen north of Alice Springs, where there was 
no competition from railways. Now in the post-war years, conditions were right for 
them to compete everywhere. In the late 1940s and I 950s there was a proliferation of 
ex-military trucks: English Bedfords, Leylands and Fodens, and American 
Internationals and GMCs. However, as these trucks aged by the 1960s they were mostly 
being replaced by Macks and Kenworths imported from the USA, purpose-built to haul 
heavy loads for long distances on rough surfaces. (Foster 2000) 

The cattle industry, facing lean times for decades before the war, experienced a brief 
upturn be~ause of wartime demand for beef and the period of economic prosperity that 
followed m the early 1950s. The generally understood division of the South Australian 
outback into sheep and cattle country by local dingo fences was formalised by the Dog 
Fence Act of 1946, which saw the fence become a recognised barrier, maintained and 
patrolled by state employees. (Gee 2000, pp. 86-87) The entire Oodnadatta Track region 
was now officially cattle country. The arrival of radio communication and the Royal 
Flying Doctor Service made life easier and safer for homesteads and townships alike. 

Bl;lt in the 1960s _the cattle industry saw its traditional export market in Britain disappear 
w1th the formation of the European Common Market. Japan became the principal 
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consumer of Australian primary produce, but was in a position to dictate terms to 
competing suppliers, and the profitability of the beef industry declined even ~her. 
And another shadow over the long-term viability of the industry was the drop m flow 
from the artesian bores. Decades of stock and locomotive watering, as well as 
uncontrolled flows from blown-out bores, had dramatically reduced the pressure from 
all bores in the Great Artesian Basin. The effect had become visible in the Mound 
Springs, most of which had reduced flows, while many had ceased to flow altogether. 

There was little economic diversity in the region. In 1947 a new opal field was 
discovered at Stuart Creek, southwest of Marree, but it attracted only a small number of 
miners. A completely new industry appeared in the 1960s, as oil and gas exploration 
teams began to appear in many parts of outback Australia. Most of the activity in South 
Australia was further east in the Cooper Basin, now the source of ~ost.of the ~tate's 
energy, but in 1962 the French Petroleum Company commenced setsrmc tests m the 
Lake Eyre and Simpson Desert region. They drilled six wells over the next few years, 
but found nothing of commercial value. The principal legacy of their work today is a 
vehicle track across the Simpson Desert from Dalhousie to the Queensland border near 
Birdsville, which modem maps still call the French Line. {Wopfner 1990; Deckert 
2000) 

The Beresford Wiggle 

Another legacy of the Second World War was a new generation of weapons: nuc.lear 
bombs and long-range missiles which could deliver a warhead over thousands of rrnles. 
The South Australian outback - flat and mostly uninhabited - was chosen as a suitable 
place to test these devices, and the town of Woomera was established north-west of Port 
Augusta in 1946 as the base for a joint British-Australian military and scienti.fic 
complex. The Woomera Prohibited Area extended right to the Central Australian 
Railway near William Creek, but most of the space activity in the ensuing twenty years 
took place well to the south and west of the Oodnadatta Track. 

The rocket scientists arrived in the Oodnadatta Track region in 1967. Since 1963, 
Britain had been developing a new missile designed as a satellite launcher, the Black 
Arrow. After several years of design problems and political delays because of the cost 
of the program, three missiles were eventually built for testing. Unlike most of the 
military missiles which were test-ftred toward the north-west of Australia, Black Arrow 
was designed to launch satellites into polar orbit, so had to be fired northward, acr?ss 
the Gulf of Carpentaria and New Guinea. This called for a new set of tracking 
instruments to be built along the new flight line. One of the sites chosen was Beresford 
on the Central Australian Railway, close to the northerly flight path, where a radar 
station was built on a rise a few kilometres from the railway station. 

Black Arrow was to have a short and troubled career, but three tests were launched 
between 1969 and 1971, the third launching Britain's first satellite, Prospero, which is 
still in orbit. Beresford briefly became famous for an inexplicable S~bend which 
appeared on the plotted track of each test as the missile passed by - the 'Beresford 
wiggle' • presumably caused by some interference effect in close proximity to the radar 
station. After the third launch, Britain withdrew from satellite development altogether, 
and the Black Arrow program was wound up. Other testing continued at Woomera, but 
the Beresford tracking station was dismantled. (Morton 1989, pp. 499-525) 

The End of the Line 

While the events at W oomera brought a flurry of excitement to the Oodnadatta Track 
region, they also contributed indirectly to its economic decline. The space program 
meant that a road was built from Port Augusta to Woomera, eventually to become a 
sealed all-weather highway, and this connected with the road to Coober Pedy, 400km 
further north. Long-distance truck drivers knew that the road north of Coober Pedy 
through Marla provided a faster and more direct route to Alice Springs than the old 
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track along the railway. By 1948, the RAA was advising motorists to take this road in 
preference to the Marree to Oodnadatta Track, where 'In places after dust storms the 
track is hard to find and the Peake and Algebuckina crossings are in a woeful state at 
present.' (Nicol 2001, p. 3) Upgrading of the road north through Coober Pedy was a 
gradual business over several decades, and it was only in 1979 that the Highways 
Department began construction of an all-weather road along its present alignment. By 
1987 the road was formed and sealed right through from Port Augusta to the Northern 
Territory, and named the Stuart Highway. (Donovan 1991, pp. 241-245) 

For many years the diesel trains on the Central Australian Railway had competed 
successfully with the trucks. However the gradual improvements in the new highway to 
central Australia were changing that, and the trains were losing business. The railway 
was old and in poor condition, and expensive to maintain. The problem with the Central 
Australian Railway was that it was in the wrong place. It had been built eighty years 
earlier in a curving path around Lake Eyre to follow the line of the Mound Springs in an 
era when locomotives needed to take on water every fifty miles. However, this meant 
that the railway crossed every creek and watercourse that flowed into Lake Eye from 
the south or west, and the price it paid for its water supply was repairing annual flood 
damage, and the upkeep of a myriad bridges and culverts. All of this had become 
completely unnecessary, as the diesel locomotives never stopped at the dozen water 
tanks that now stood empty beside the line. 

In 1975, by agreement between the State and Commonwealth governments, all non
metropolitan railway lines in South Australia were taken over by Australian National 
Railways. This brought a fundamentally different set of values to the management of 
the railway network, which made the hard-nosed policies of Commonwealth Railways 
look positively sentimental. Whereas for a century the provision of rail transport had 
been seen as .a government service essential to the economy, like roads or water supply, 
the new pohcy was to operate only those lines which made a commercial profit. 
(Donovan & O'Neil 1992) One of Australian National Railways' first priorities was a 
new railway to Alice Springs. Like the Stuart Highway, this was to run far to the west 
of the Lake Eyre Basin, turning off the Transcontinental Railway at Tarcoola, and 
heading nearly due north on level going all the way to the Northern Territory border. 
Surveys of the new line commenced in 1975, and construction began soon after. 

The Tarcoola to Alice Springs railway opened on 9 October 1980, and the Marree to 
Alice Springs line officially closed twelve weeks later on 31 December 1980. (Donovan 
1992) This was the end of Oodnadatta's role as the principal transport node for traffic to 
central Australia, which it had been for ninety years . All of its historic 
telecommunications, rail and road functions were now ended. The loss of the railway 
brought further population decline to the townships along the Oodnadatta Track as 
businesses closed. 

There were equally dramatic changes happening on the pastoral properties. Aboriginal 
employees had been the mainstay of pastoral stations since the 1860s, but industrial 
relatio~s created new employment patterns from the 1970s onward. Equal pay for 
Aborigmal workers, together with increased employer liability for the health and 
educational welfare of their dependants - who for the past hundred years had simply 
camped on the stations - led to massive layoffs of Aboriginal stockmen, a result that 
probably no-one had intended. There was no corresponding increase in the European 
labour force; instead, mechanisation by means of cheaply available four wheel drive 
vehicles, motor bikes and contract mustering by helicopter has enabled property owners 
to employ fewer employees than ever before. Simultaneously, polypropylene pipe was 
enabling water to be run cheaply and reliably for kilometres across paddocks from dams 
and bores to establish new watering points for stock. How Kidman would have loved 
the new technology! 

The impact of these changes was being felt just as the railway closed, and Oodnadatta 
saw unemployed station families moving into town as railway employees were moving 
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out. The Aboriginal Housing Association, the Dunjiba Community Council and Anta 
Kirinja Association were formed to promote Aboriginal community issues, and 
Oodnadatta now has an Aboriginal population of 150 or more, with well-organised 
housing, health and education facilities. 

Stripping the railway of its assets began immediately after the line closed; the steel rails 
were taken up, and timber buildings sold at auction. A new industry suddenly developed 
in South Australia: taking up wooden sleepers from the Central Australian Railway and 
hauling them to Adelaide by the truckload to build retaining walls in suburban gardens. 
Many of the fettlers cottages still stand, although most have had no maintenance for 75 
years now, and are in sad condition. The ones closest to the road have been robbed of 
their stonework. Bridges, water tanks and water softening towers were left in place 
because they were unlikely to repay the cost of their removal, and these are now the 
most conspicuous monuments in the region. Only one station and a section of track 
remained intact; at the end of 1980 when the railway closed, the Ghan Railway 
Preservation Society successfully requested that a section of track and fittings be left in 
place at the Curdimurka siding and the nearby Stuart Creek bridge. 

In July 2001, construction commenced on the Alice Springs to Darwin railway, the 
project first dreamed of when the railway was approaching Quom 120 years ago, and 
promised by the Commonwealth government 90 years ago. Travelling through Tarcoola 
and to the west of Coober Pedy, the new transcontinental line is unlikely to have any 
impact whatever on the Oodnadatta Track region. 

The newest industry in the Oodnadatta Track region is tourism. While railway transport 
has ceased entirely, road transport through the region has been increasing steadily since 
the 1970s. Motivated by new interest in the natural environment and a sense of 
adventure, and given the means to travel in the outback by modern four-wheel drive 
vehicles, tens of thousands of tourists now visit the Oodnadatta Track region every year. 
The influx is seasonal, occurring mostly in the winter months, and peaking during 
school holiday times, for many of the travellers are in family groups. This has brought 
new conunercial life to William Creek, Coward Springs and Oodnadatta, which supply 
fuel, food and campground accommodation to tourists. As the pastoral stations rely on 
long eli stance road transport and obtain very few goods and services locally, tourists 
now generate virtually all of the local townships' business. That business is not to be 
sneezed at; some tourist suppliers along the track now see bigger annual cash flows than 
the neighbouring cattle stations. It was recognition of the region's new economy that led 
Adam Plate to propose the name Oodnadatta Track in the late 1970s. 

Oodnadatta is the liveliest settlement in the region, with a strong community spirit. The 
Dunjiba Community Council acts as local government in the town, and the Anta Kirinja 
Association operates the store and other services. Coward Springs, deserted for many 
years, now has a tourist campground and its historic buildings are being restored. And 
there are some other surprising activities along the Oodnadatta Track. In 1986, the Ghan 
Railway Preservation Society held a formal dinner in the rather improbable location of 
the Curdimurka railway siding to celebrate the centenary of the railway's construction, 
and raise funds for conservation work. This inspired a formal ball at the same place two 
years later. It was a great success, and went on to become a regular event. The biennial 
Curdimurka Ball has become a landmark occasion in South Australia's social calendar. 

Stranger things happen along the Oodnadatta Track. In 1998, an enormous outline 
depicting an Aboriginal man with a throwing stick was excavated on a stony plain about 
60km west of Marree. The figure is about four kilometres in length, and can only be 
seen in its entirety from an aircraft. It is not publicly known who did it, or why, but it 
obviously required earthmoving machinery, satellite navigation equipment and 
surveying skills. In May and June 2000 there was a large gathering of peace, Aboriginal 
rights and anti-uranium protest groups at Alberrie Creek. The physical legacy of the 
events was 'Plane-Henge', a monument in the form of two aeroplanes standing vertically 
on their tails, erected by the track 'to mark the passing of the Earth Dream Journey'. 
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The region has a long history of degradation of land, vegetation and water resources, 
but active measures are underway to conserve the natural environment. For years the 
Mines and Environment departments have been co-operating in capping disused or 
blown-out artesian bores to reduce needless waste of the basin's water resource. Many 
of the Mound Springs have been degraded by trampling and pollution by cattle, and 
since the 1980s the Department of Environment has been progressively fencing many of 
the more sensitive springs. With the commencement of copper-uranium"gold 
production from the Olympic Dam mine at Roxby Downs in 1987, there was alarm in 
the pastoral industry at the implications of the new plant's consumption of artesian 
water. The outcome has been extremely positive, with Western Mining Corporation 
implementing stringent environmental measures to monitor water use and quality 
throughout the Lake Eyre South section of the Great Artesian Basin. The company's 
Borefield Road, linking Woomera through Roxby Downs to the Oodnadatta Track near 
Lake Eyre South, now provides the best vehicle access into the southern part of the 
region. In 1998 the company bought the pastoral lease of Stuart Creek, where one of its 
borefields is located. 

Large areas of land have been acquired by the state for conservation purposes. The 
whole of Lake Eyre is a National Park. Finniss Springs station has special significance 
for the Arabana people of the Marree district because of their long association with the 
mission community there, and has been acquired by the state as the Finniss Springs 
Aboriginal Land. In 1984 Mount Dare station, including the Dalhousie spring complex, 
was purchased by the State as the Witjira National Park. More recently in 1995 the 
Mound Springs complex at Blanche Cup and The Bubbler, close to the Mount Hamilton 
homestead ruins, have also been developed as the Wabma Kadarbu Mound Springs 
Conservation Park. There is general recognition that the region's environmental values, 
and the tourists who come to share them, are the brightest hope for the future of the 
Oodnadatta Track region. 
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Heritage of the Oodnadatta Track: Chronology of Events 

1836 Colony of South Australia established 

1839 Eyre explores north to Mount Arden 

1840 Eyre discovers the salt lakes, formulates theory of the 'horseshoe' 

1842 First Waste Lands Act establishes annual Occupation Licences 

1843 

1845 

1851 

1856 

1858 

Frome declares the north unsuitable for farming or grazing 

Sturt discovers the Cooper and Strzelecki creeks 

Second Waste Lands Act establishes 14-year Pastoral Leases 

Babbage discovers Blanchewater 

Babbage explores north-west of the 'horseshoe' 

Gregory arrives through the 'horseshoe' 

Warburton and Babbage discover the Mound Springs 

Blanchewater Run taken up 

Stuart discovers Stuart Creek 

1859 Stuart follows the Mound Springs to the Neales River 

Reward offered for first transcontinental crossing 

Stuart Creek, Finniss Springs, Mount Hamilton, Mount Margaret, Strangways 

Springs Runs 

1860 Stuart's fourth expedition reaches Tennant Creek 

Burke and Wills set out from Melbourne 

1861 Stuart's fifth expedition fails 

Burke and Wills dead 

1862 

1863 

1864 

1866 

1869 

1870 

1871 

1872 

Stuart's sixth expedition leaves Adelaide 

Stuart reaches the north coast 

Northern Territory annexed 

Beginning of the Great Drought 

Nearly all runs in the region abandoned 

Thomas Elder takes up Finniss Springs 

Overland Telegraph construction conunenced 

Dalhousie Springs discovered 

Alluvial gold found in Neales River 

Overland Telegraph opened to the Angle Pole 

Overland Telegraph opened to Darwin 

Dalhousie Run taken up 

1873 Giles expedition into Western Desert 

1874 

1876 

1875 

1883 
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Warburton & Forrest expeditions into Western Desert 

Anna Creek established 

Finke Mission established 

Railway reached Marree 
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Tarkaninna artesian bore 

1884 Construction of Great Northern Railway commenced from Marree 

Second major drought conunenced 

Artesian bores drilled along railway 

1888 Railway reached Coward Springs 

1889 

1890s 

1891 

1896 

Copper ore found at The Peake and Finniss Springs 

Railway reached Warrina 

Rabbits arrived, dingoes increasing in numbers 

Artesian bores on pastoral properties 

Railway reached Oodnadatta 

Telegraph re-built along railway 

Clara St Dora mine developed 

Willowie Pastoral Company bought Anna Creek and Stuart Creek runs 

1899 Sidney Kidman bought Eringa 

Third major drought commenced 

1901 Kidman bought The Peake and extended holdings south 

1902 Copper Top smelter opened 

1904 Copper Top smelter closed 

1911 Commonwealth took over Northern Territory 

1915 Opals discovered at Coober Pedy 

Clara St Dora mine closed 

1917 Commonwealth Railways formed 

1918 Willowie Pastoral Company sold out - Anna Creek grazing cattle 

1924 United Aborigines Mission Children's Home established at Oodnadatta 

1926 

1928 

1929 

1933 

1934 

1939 

1941 

1942 

Commonwealth railways took over Marree-Oodnadatta railway 

Most fettlers cottages closed 

Construction of Central Australian Railway commenced 

Railway reached Alice Springs 

Edwin Lowe bought Dalhousie - last sheep gone from region 

Kidman controlled Anna Creek and Macwnba 

United Aborigines Mission established at Finniss Springs 

Pacific War began 

Overland Telegraph replaced by voice telephone link 

Central Australian Railway upgraded for military traffic 

Alice Springs-Birdum road sealed 

Oodnadatta Children's Home closed 

1943 Water softeners installed along railway 

1945 War ended 

1946 Most stations on Central Australian Railway closed 

Dog Fence Act created continuous dingo fence 
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1947 

1949 

1954 

1960 

1962 

1967 

1969 

1971 

1974 

1976 

1979 

1980 

1985 

1987 

1988 

1991 

1995 

2000 
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Anglo-Australian Joint Project established at Woomera 

Stuart Creek opal field discovered 

Lake Eyre filled 

Central Australian Railway converted to diesel operation 

Finniss Springs Mission closed 

French Petroleum Company drilling east of Dalhousie 

Beresford missile tracking station built 

First Black Arrow test 

Last Black Arrow test 

Lake Eyre filled 

Construction of Tarcoola-Alice Springs railway conunenced 

Construction of Stuart Highway conunenced 

Central Australian Railway closed 

Witjira National Park established 

Stuart Highway completed 

Olympic Dam mine opened - Borefleld Road to Bopeechee 

First Curdimurka Ball held 

Finniss Springs Aboriginal Land established 

Wabma Kadarbu Mound Springs Conservation Park established 

Lake Eyre filled 
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3.0 Inventory Recommendations 

3.1 State Heritage Places 

The following places within the Oodnadatta Track survey area are already entered in the 
State Heritage Register. 

• Algebuckina Bridge (SHR:OOl) 

• Arckaringa Hills State Heritage Area (SHR:002) 

• Coward Springs Railway Siding and Plantation (SHR:003) 

• Curdimurka Railway Siding (and Stuart Creek Bridge) (SHR:004) 

• Old Mount Hamilton Homestead (SHR:005) 

• Oodnadatta Railway Station (SHR:006) 

• Peake Historic Site (SHR:007) 

• Strangways Springs Overland Telegraph Station (SHR:008) 

• William Creek Hotel (SHR:009) 

The following places within the Oodnadatta Track survey area are recommended for 
entry in the State Heritage Register and the Register of the National Estate. 

• Abminga Railway Siding (SHP: 001) 

• Cootanoorinna Homestead Ruins (SHP:002) 

• Dalhousie Homestead Ruins (SHP:003) 

• Edward Creek Railway Siding (SHP:004) 

• Finniss Springs Homestead Ruins (SHP:005) 

• Finniss Springs Mission (SHP:006) 

• Old Nilpinna Homestead Ruins (SHP:007) 

• Old Stuart Creek Homestead Ruins (SHP:008) 

3.2 State Heritage Areas 

No area within the Oodnadatta Track survey area is considered worthy of 
recommendation as a State Heritage Area. 
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3.3 Local Heritage Places 

The following places within the Oodnadatta Track survey area are recommended for 
inclusion in a Local Heritage Register under the Out of Hundreds Development Plan: 

• Afghan Cemetery (LHP:OO 1) 

• Algebuckina Railway Siding (LHP:002) 

• Allandale Homestead (LHP:003) 

• Angle Pole Overland Telegraph Line (LHP:004) 

• Anna Creek Railway Siding (LHP:OOS) 

• Anna Creek Woolshed Ruins (LHP:006) 

• Beresford Railway Siding (LHP:007) 

• Black Arrow Tracking Station (LHP:008) 

• Boorthanna Railway Siding (LHP:009) 

• Box Creek Railway Siding (LHP:OlO) 

• Clara St Dora Mine (LHP:Oll) 

• Dunjiba Community Centre (LHP:Ol2) 

• Eringa Homestead Ruins (LHP:Ol3) 

• Horse Trap Yards (LHP:O 14) 

• Ilbunga Railway Siding (LHP:015) 

• Mount Dutton Railway Siding (LHP:016) 

• Oodnadatta Cemetery (LHP:O 17) 

• Oodnadatta General Store (LHP:018) 

• Oodnadatta Hospital (LHP:019) 

• Oodnadatta Railway Dam (LHP:020) 

• Pedirka Railway Siding (LHP:021) 

• Pups Lagoon Hut Ruin (LHP:022) 

• W arrina Railway Siding (LHP:023) 

• Willalinchina Yards (LHP:024) 

3.4 Historic (Conservation) Zones 

No Historic (Conservation) Zones are recommended in the Oodnadatta Track Heritage 
Survey. 
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4.0 Places Already Entered in the State Herita2e Re2i,ster 

Any place, whether it be land, building or structure, may be entered in the State 
Heritage Register provided that it meets one or more of the criteria for entry under 
Section 16 of the Heritage Act 1993. These criteria help to determine whether a place 'is 
part of the environmental, social or cultural heritage of the State' The criteria are listed 
in Chapter 5.0 of this volume. 

The following places within the Oodnadatta Track survey area are currently entered in 
the State Heritage Register. 

• Algebuckina Bridge (SHR:OOI) 

• Arckaringa Hills State Heritage Area (SHR:002) 

• Coward Springs Railway Siding and Plantation (SHR:003) 

• Curdimurka Railway Siding (and Stuart Creek Bridge) (SHR:004) 

• Old Mount Hamilton Homestead (SHR:005) 

" 
• Oodnadatta Railway Station (SHR:006) 

• Peake Historic Site (SHR:007) 

• Strangways Springs Overland Telegraph Station (SHR:008) 

• William Creek Hotel (SHR:009) 

These places still exist and are in good condition. 

Heritage Assessment Reports for these places follow. 
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ALGEBUCKINA BRIDGE SHR:OOI 

Place Name and Address: Algebuckina Bridge, off Oodnadatta Track 

LOCATION: 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT AREA: 
LAND DESCRIPTION: 

OWNER: 

REGISTER STATUS: 
Heritage SA File No.: 

PHOTOGRAPH: 

Oodnadatta 
Unincorporated 
CR 5450/295 Section 611 Hundred Out Of 
Hundreds 

Department for Environment and Heritage 
Property Manager 

Registered 20 November 1986 
11528 

Film 4, negs 3-7 

Algebuckina Bridge 
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ALGEBUCKINA BRIDGE SHR:OOl 

DESCRIPTION 

The metal truss Algebuckina Bridge across the Neales River includes the remains of 
railway track, embankments, abutments, earthworks and approaches to Neale's River 
bridge. There are 17 spans of 101 feet 6 inches and 2 spans of 98 feet 4 and a half 
inches. It has wrought iron superstructure and piers. 

The site has undergone no significant change since it was entered in the State Heritage 
Register. 

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE 

This is one of the most significant bridges in South Australia, remarkable for its 
construction and particularly its isolated location. The scale of the bridge reflects the 
importance which colonial South Australians gave to the proposed railway to Central 
Australia and beyond. No other item associated with this railway exemplifies to the 
same extent the immensity of the task of building a transcontinental railway and the 
dogged determination of nineteenth century South Australians to do so. It is a 
significant landmark in a remote area. 

HISTORY 

The Algebuckina Bridge over the Neales River was built in 1890-91 as part of the Great 
Northern Railway which was seen as a means of opening up the north of the State for 
settlement. 

In 1891 during construction a temporary deviation of traffic was necessary. The 
completed bridge has a length of 1922 feet and 3 inches and is an historical 
representation of the engineering techniques of the time. It was a major feat of hard 
labour in harsh conditions for the approximately 200 workers involved. 

The recurrent myth that this bridge was intended for the River Murray is nonsense. The 
contracts for the ironwork for the piers and trusses of the Algebuckina bridge were let in 
1889 and 1890, whereas the railway over the River Murray at Murray Bridge had 
opened by 1886. 

REFERENCES: 

Donovan & Associates, Railway Heritage, 1991 
Kinhill Stearns, Heritage of the Mound Springs, 1986 
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ARCKARINGA mLLS STATE HERITAGE AREA SIIR:002 

Place Name and Address: Arckaringa Hills~ off Oodnadatta Track 

LOCATION: 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT AREA: 
LAND DESCRIPTION: 

OWNER: 

REGISTER STATUS: 
Heritage SA File No.: 

PHOTOGRAPH: 

CooberPedy 
Unincorporated 
CL 133317 Block 1191 Hundred out of 
Hundreds 

EngorraPIL 
c/- Wayne J Williams 

Registered 20 December 1985 
13663 

Film 3, negs 2-5 

Arckaringa Hills State Heritage Area 
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ARCKARINGA illLLS STATE HERITAGE AREA SHR:002 

DESCRIPTION 

Arckaringa Hills State Heritage Area comprises hills, cliff lines and mesas formed by 
the erosion of a Cainozoic Plateau. There are some fossilised termite burrows. The 
vegetation includes some rare species (Lepidium Strongylophyllum and Goodenia 
Chambersii) The hills are thought to provide the southern limit of habitat for the 
perentie (Varanus giganteus), the largest monitor in Australia. 

The area has undergone no significant change since it was entered in the State Heritage 
Register. 

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE 

The Arckaringa Hills State Heritage Area is geologically significant as a site illustrating 
the effects of a prolonged weathering history. Several old land surfaces which remain in 
the landscape are also of geomorphological interest. The site is a striking example of 
Badlands or Breakaway topography where the dissected plateau of Cretaceous 
mudstone and younger rock forms a spectacular landscape displaying a range of strata 
coloured by red, brown and yellow oxides in the eroded escarpments. 

IDS TORY 

The Arckaringa Hills area is located on a pastoral lease but has defied intensive 
European use because of its arid and rugged topography. 

REFERENCES: 

Parkin, L.W. Handbook ofS.A. Geology. 1978. 
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COWARD SPRINGS RAILWAY SITE SHR:003 

Place Name and Address: Coward Springs Railway Site, off Oodnadatta Track 

LOCATION: 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT AREA: 
LAND DESCRIPTION: 

OWNER: 

REGISTER STATUS: 
Heritage SA File No.: 

.. 
PHOTOGRAPH: 

Marree 
Unincorporated 
Pastoral Lease 2431 

Restditch P/L 
cl- GR Emmett 

Registered 13th August 1998 
16266 

Film 1, negs 21-24 

Coward Springs Stationmaster's House 
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COWARD SPRINGS RAILWAY SITE SHR:003 

DESCRIPTION 

Coward Springs Railway Site consists of a bore, the stationmaster's house, the engine 
driver's cabin, two inground rainwater tanks, date palms and tamarisk trees. 

The complex has undergone masonry conservation work (to the stationmaster's house, 
the engine driver's cabin and two inground rainwater tanks) since it was entered in the 
State Heritage Register. 

STATEMENTOFHERITAGEVALUE 

Coward Springs Railway Site, a good example of an outback railway station, is an 
important stopover on the Oodnadatta line as well as a stock and supply terminus. The 
date palms are a reminder of commercial ventures in the interior and the Tamarisk trees 
are good examples of introduced species suitable for arid conditions. 

IDSTORY 

The Coward Springs railway station and siding, constructed in 1888, became important 
as a watering point and terminus for stock and supply routes for the Tarcoola goldfields 
as well as bringing passengers and freight to the surrounding pastoral district. The 
foundations of a rainwater tank and the Tamarisk trees mark the site of the Coward 
Springs Hotel, built in 1897 and demolished in 1965. Little is left of the siding and 
station. The Stationmaster's House and Engine Driver's cabin were probably built 1886 
~ 1888. The last railway employee to occupy the site was in 1951. 

The bore was sunk in 1886-87 and exemplifies the importance of water supply to the 
railway and pastoral industry. It was unsuccessfully capped in 1889 and as a result an 
artificial wetland developed. As the pipework corroded the flow was controlled by the 
1920s. 

Date palms, originally planted in arid areas by Afghan cameleers in the 1870s were 
planted at Coward Springs in 1898 and are an example of attempts to establish viable 
industries in these areas. Five trees of the two acres planted have survived. 

The Tamarisk trees, introduced from Texas in the 1930s, were probably planted in the 
1940s. 

REFERENCES: 

Coulls, Prue 1995, A Guide for the Historically Curious, 1995 
Kinhill Stearns, Heritage of the Mound Springs, 1986 
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CURDIMURKA SIDING AND STUART CREEK BRIDGE SHR:004 

Place Name and Address: Curdimurka Siding and Stuart Creek Bridge, off 
Oodnadatta Track 

LOCATION: 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT AREA: 
LAND DESCRIPTION: 

OWNER: 

REGISTER STATUS: 
Heritage SA File No.: 

PHOTOGRAPH: 

Marree 
Unincorporated 
CR 5450/295 Section 612 Hundred Out of 
Hundreds Section 613-622 

Department for Environment and Heritage 
Property Manager 

Registered 8 November 1984 
12666 

Film 1, negs 10-17 

Curdimurka Trolley Sheds, Station and Water Tanks 
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CURDIMURKA SIDING AND STUART CREEK BRIDGE SHR:004 

DESCRIPTION 

Curdimurka (formerly Stuart Creek) Railway Siding Complex includes the station, 
fettler's quarters and water treatment plant, a water tank and the metal girder Stuart 
Creek Bridge. 

The complex has undergone no significant change since it was entered in the State 
Heritage Register. 

STATEMENTOFHERITAGEVALUE 

The complex reflects the expansion of the northern railway into the very remote areas as 
a result of land settlement. The siding is the last remaining station yard of significance 
remaining on the old Ghan line and contains a station yard, water treatment plant, tower 
and associated holding tank. 

The items are of a design common to similar items associated with this line, however, 
together they form a complex which is of particular significance because of their 
identification with the Great Northern Railway. 

IDSTORY 

The Curdimurka Station is typical of many stops along the Ghan railway line. The block 
of stone fettlers' cottages was probably constructed during 1886 and it, the water tank 
and the nearby Stuart Creek Bridge represent the first construction phase of the Great 
No~hern Railway. The .trolley shed was probably built by Commonwealth Railways 
dunn~ the 1920s. The lme saw a lot of traffic during the Second World War and the 
Kenmcott water softening plant was built in 1943. The line closed in 1980, and the 
station was preserved by the Ghan Historic Preservation Society. 

REFERENCES: 

Kinhill Stearns, Heritage of the Mound Springs, 1986 
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OLD MOUNT HAl\fiLTON HOMESTEAD SHR:OOS 

Place Name and Address: Old Mount Hamilton Homestead, off Oodnadatta Track 

LOCATION: 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT AREA: 
LAND DESCRIPTION: 

OWNER: 

REGISTER STATUS: 
Heritage SA File No.: 

PHOTOGRAPH: 

Marree 
Unincorporated 
CL 1378/16 Allotment 430 Section 577 
Hundred Out of Hundreds PE 2431 

WMC (Olympic Dam Corporation) 
P0Box474 
Marleston SA 5033 

Registered 11 June 1998 
16265 

Film 5, neg 29 

Old Mt Hamilton Homestead Ruins 
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OLD MOUNT HAWLTON HOMESTEAD SHR:OOS 

DESCRIPTION 

The former Mount Hamilton Station Site consists of collapsed buildings of local 
limestone with mud mortar and a ruined stockyard nearby, all located on the artesian 
water source. A large number of artefacts are scattered throughout the site. 

The complex has undergone no significant change since it was entered in the State 
Heritage Register. 

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE 

The former Mount Hamilton Station site is particularly significant because of the direct 
relationship between the head station and the artesian water source. It is also of heritage 
significance in terms of early settlement/pastoral history. The local limestone structures 
were built for permanence. The remains of the buildings show a fme masonry skill. 

The site is also rich in archaeological surface artefacts which make this a significant 
place for the study of early pastoral history. 

IDSTORY 

Mount Hamilton Spring is the first permanent water north of Stuart Creek. Aboriginal 
mythology has the spring as the place where the wife of Kakakatunha was sitting when 
he killed the Kanmari snake (the Rainbow Serpent) with his boomerang. 

Europeans first arrived in 1858 and by 1861 Peter Ferguson began work on a Pastoral 
Lease covering 260 square miles (673 square km). 

Several lessees battled floods, drought and difficulties in obtaining supplies until the 
huge Peake Pastoral Company added it to their vast holdings and the former homestead 
complex became part of Stuart Creek Station. 

REFERENCES: 

Harris, Colin, Oases in the Desert: the Mound Springs of Northern South Australia, 
Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society of Australasia (SA Branch), Vol 81 
(1980-81) 26-39 
K.inhill Stearns, Heritage of the Mound Springs, 1986 
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OODNADATTA RAILWAY STATION SHR:006 

Place Name and Address: Oodnadatta Railway Station, Oodnadatta 

LOCATION: 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT AREA: 
LAND DESCRIPTION: 

OWNER: 

REGISTER STATUS: 
Heritage SA File No.: 

PHOTOGRAPH': 

Oodnadatta 
Unincorporated 
CT 5477/121 Sections 622 & 623 Out Of 
Hundreds 

Dunjiba Community Council 

Registered 28th May 1987 
11527 

Film 2, negs 28-30 

Oodnadatta Railway Yard 
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OODNADATTARAILWAYSTATION SHR:006 

DESCRIPTION 

Oodnadatta Railway Complex, including Station/Residence, Goods Shed and Crane is 
one of the most substantial structures in the town and is representative of an era of 
considerable activity in the area. 

The complex has undergone no significant change since it was entered in the State 
Heritage Register. 

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE 

The Oodnadatta Railway Station identifies the dream of a transcontinental railway and 
underscores the fact that Oodnadatta was founded essentially as a railway town. It was 
part of the first Commonwealth owned railway. The significance of the station building 
is enhanced by the existence of the goods shed and crane. 

IDSTORY 

The railway station was built in early 1891 and remains little unchanged. It is located in 
the centre of the town and the railway complex is largely intact. It was the northern 
tenninus for the Great Northern Railway from 1891 until 1929 and was the railhead 
whereby passengers, produce and supplies were transported to and from remote areas in 
Central Australia. The last train pulled out of Oodnadatta in late 1980 and the 
Aboriginal Housing Society have purchased the railway buildings, which now house a 
local history museum. 

REFERENCES: 

Kinhill Stearns, Heritage of the Mound Springs, 1986 
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THE PEAKE mSTORIC SITE 

Place Name and Address: The Peake Historic Site, off Oodnadatta Track 

LOCATION: 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT AREA: 
LAND DESCRIPTION: 

OWNER: 

REGISTER STATUS: 
Heritage SA File No.: 

PHOTOGRAPH: 

Oodnadatta 5734 
Unincorporated 
CL 1332/1) Pastoral Lease 2432 

Peake Pastoral Company PJL 
62-70 Currie Street 
Adelaide 5000 

Registered 28 May 1987 
13624 

Film 4, negs 3-7 

The Peake Historic Site Telegraph Station 
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THE PEAKE IDSTORIC SITE SHR:007 

DESCRIPTION 

The Peake Historic Site is a large and complex area, incorporating mound springs, 
evidence of Aboriginal occupation, stone ruins of a pastoral homestead and telegraph 
repeater station buildings, an eating house and outlying elements such as a copper 
smelter, mines and lime kilns. The most conspicuous elements are the eleven unroofed 
and ruinous stone buildings of varying sizes. 

The complex has undergone extensive masonry conservation work and had 
interpretation signs erected since it was entered in the State Heritage Register. 

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE 

The Peake Historic Site is of great value in illustrating several important historic 
themes. It is one of the largest and best-preserved of the remote arid lands pastoral 
homestead ruins, and one of only three surviving repeater stations of the Overland 
Telegraph Line. 

IDS TORY 

The Peake was taken up as Mount Margaret Run by Philip Levi in 1859, and for some 
years was the northernmost outpost of European settlement in South Australia. It was 
abandoned in the great drought of the 1860s, but was chosen as the site of a repeater 
station on the Overland Telegraph Line in 1870. The telegraph buildings alongside the 
homestead were functioning by 1871, and the complex became an important centre on 
the road north until the telegraph was re-routed along the new railway in 1891. The 
repeater station moved to Oodnadatta, and the buildings reverted to being the 
homestead of The Peake cattle and horse station, later operated for many years as part 
of Sir Sidney Kidman's empire. The nearby smelter dates from an episode of 
unsuccessful mining by the Copper Top Proprietary Mining Company in 1899-1904. 

REFERENCES: 

L. Brasse et al, The Peake Historic Site, 1987 
Kinhill Stearns, Heritage of the Mound Springs, 1986 
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STRANGWAYS SPRINGS TELEGRAPH STATION SHR:OOS 

Place Name and Address: Strangways Springs Telegraph Station, off Ood.nadatta 
Track 

LOCATION: 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT AREA: 

Marree 
Unincorporated 

LAND DESCRIPTION: Pastoral Lease 2433 Pastoral Block 1196 Out 
of Hundreds 

OWNER: 

REGISTER STATUS: 
Heritage SA File No.: 

PHOTOGRAPH: 

S Kidman and Company 
Attention Greg Campbell 

Registered 20 November 1986 
10320 

Film 5, negs 11-13 

Strangways Springs Telegraph Station 
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STRANGWAYS SPRINGS TELEGRAPH STATION SHR:008 

DESCRIPTION: 

The former Strangways Telegraph Station Historic Site consists of the ruins of the 
former telegraph station, water tank, police station, kitchen, food store, holding and 
drafting yards, shearing shed and sheep fold, Strangways Springs Head Station and 
Railway station and associated historical debris, including telegraph poles, historical 
archaeological deposits and Aboriginal items, and natural mound springs. 

The complex has undergone some conservation work since it was entered in the State 
Heritage Register. 

STATEl\1ENT OF HERITAGE VALUE 

The locally quarried stone buildings and dry stone walling of yards are believed to be 
some of the earliest permanent European structures in northern South Australia. There 
are strong Aboriginal/European contact associations. 

The buttressed water tank is believed to be unique architecturally. 

The site is of enormous importance in illustrating the themes of early pastoral 
settlement of the north of the state and the construction and operation of the Overland 
Telegraph line which linked Australia to the outside world in the 1870s. 

IDSTORY 

The buildings associated with the Strangways Springs Telegraph Station were gazetted 
in March 1883. Named after Premier Strangways, who recommended the legislation for 
the construction of the Overland Telegraph Line which subsequently opened in October 
1872. 

The Springs were discovered in 1858. The main homestead of the pastoral station was 
located there between 1867-1872. The manager's house was taken over to be used as 
one of only three Overland Telegraph Repeater Stations from 1872-1887. 

The site was abandoned in 1896 and has gradually fallen into a ruin as the lack of 
natural firewood has accelerated the destruction of the buildings. 

REFERENCES: 

Kinhill Stearns, Heritage of the Mound Springs, 1986 
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WILLIAM CREEK HOTEL SHR:009 

Place Name and Address: William Creek Hotel, William Creek 

LOCATION: 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT AREA: 
LAND DESCRIPTION: 

OWNER: 

REGISTER STATUS: 
Heritage SA File No.: 

,. 
PHOTOGRAPH: 

Marree 
Unincorporated 
CT 5530/945 Allotment 16 Section 1270ut of 
Hundreds 

RI McGowan & MK Anderson 
NA&A Wandell 

Registered 11 December 1997 
13129 

Film 5, neg9 

---

William Creek Hotel 
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WILLIAM CREEK HOTEL SHR:009 

DESCRIPTION 

T~e .William Creek ~otel is made ~p of a number of elements consisting of the hotel 
bmldmg and surrounding petrol statiOn, storage sheds, accommodation units, toilet and 
shower bloc~s, b~nkhouses, camping ground and caravan park. The section identified 
f?r the Reg1ster IS the main building only which includes lessee accommodation 
kitchen, hotel dining room, billiards alcove and the famous bar. ' 

The_ comple~ has undergone no significant change since it was entered in the State 
Rentage Register. 

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE 

The Will~arn <;r~k Hotel is a well-known example of a remote pub which has retained 
much of tts ongmal character over .the years. It is located on the tracks to Coober Pedy, 
Marree and <?od~ada.tta and contributes to an understanding of early transport routes 
~d .commumcatlon bnks. It has ~ultural. associations with an image of Australian life, 
linking ~e modem four-wheel drive tounst and back-packer with the bullock teamsters, 
camel trams, and overland telegraph, railway and road gangs of the past. 

IDS TORY 

As pastoral activity increased in the wake of the establishment of a route throuoh the 
cen~e of the continen~ in pr~paration for a proposed railway from Port Augusta tot:> Alice 
Spnngs, J~~es I ago~ s ~atmg house was recorded as being near the bore which was 
sunk at Wtlbam Spnng m October 1886. This formed the frrst portion of the William 
Creek Hotel. 

In 1890 Henry Lane successfully applied for a 'wine licence' and probably operated 
froiD: a large Iron shed (now part of the hotel). He also took over the boarding house 
posstbly run by Jagoe on the same site. 

Various additional bui~dings mostly between 1897 and 1920 were built and by the 
1 ~3~s the accommodation was L shaped with a total of six or seven bedrooms, some 
~ng;IDally ma~e of l?acking cases lined with hessian until a subsequent licensee replaced 
It With fluted tm. It IS thought that the structure today is mostly as it was by about 1935. 

Wh~n the <?han v.:as rerouted in 1980 the hotel was isolated but continues to provide 
services to mcreasmg numbers of motoring tourists in the outback. 

REFERENCES: 

Philip and Ifeta Gee, History of the William Creek Hotel:, prepared for State Heritage 
May 1986. ' 
Kinhill Stearns, Heritage of the Mound Springs, 1986 
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W Heritage Assessment Reports: State HeritaR Places 

The Heritage Act 1993 provides the statutory basis for criteria under which places (land, 
buildings or structures) are assessed for entry in the State Heritage Register. There must 
be a process of selection, assessment and critical judgement involved the evaluation of 
places for entry in the Register. Under the Act, a place is deemed to be of heritage value 
and may be eligible for entry in the Register if it satisfies one or more of the following 
criteria: 

(a) it demonstrates important aspects of the evolution or pattern of the State's history; 
or 

(b) it has rare, uncommon or endangered qualities that are of cultural significance; or 

(c) it may yield information that will contribute to the understanding of the State's 
history, including its natural history; or 

(d) it is an outstanding representative of a particular class of places of cultural 
significance; or 

(e) it demonstdtes a high degree of creative, aesthetic or technical accomplishment or 
is an outstanding representative of particular construction techniques or design 
characteristics; or 

(f) it has strong cultural or spiritual associations for the community or a group within 
it; or 

(g) it has special associations with the life or work of a person or organisation or an 
event of historical importance. 

The following places within the Oodnadatta Track survey area are considered to meet 
the selection criteria under Section 16 of the Heritage Act 1993 and are recommended 
for entry in the State Heritage Register and the Register of the National Estate. This 
recommendation is based upon the historical research, fieldwork and evaluation 
undertaken as part of the Oodnadatta Track heritage survey. 

• Abminga Railway Siding (SHP: 001) 

• Cootanoorinna Homestead Ruins (SHP:002) 

• Dalhousie Homestead Ruins (SHP:003) 

• Edward Creek Railway Siding (SHP:004) 

• Finniss Springs Homestead Ruins (SHP:005) 

• Finniss Springs Mission (SHP:006) 

• Old Nil pinna Homestead Ruins (SHP:007) 

• Old Stuart Creek Homestead Ruins (SHP:008) 

Heritage Assessment Reports for these places follow. 
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Q9dnad3tta Irack Heritage Survey Recommendation: State Heritage Places 

ABMINGA RAILWAY SIDING SHP:OOl 

Place Name and Address: Abminga Railway Siding, Old Ghan Railway Route 

SUMMARY OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

Description: 

The site contains a group of typical railway siding buildings (fettlers cottages, trolley 
shed, station building, foundations and inspection pits of an engine shed, a coal bin, 
water tank and multiple rail tracks) as well as remnant infrastructure from the Second 
World War (a loading or storage platform, and foundations and footings from removed 
buildings). 

The fettlers cottages are constructed of concrete and formerly had corrugated 
galvanized iron (cgi) roofs (now missing/collapsed). There are two groups of four single 
rooms separated 'by a large mess with a fireplace and attached storeroom. A verandah 
ran the length of the east side of the building. A later mess or smoko room has been 
constructed of cgi to the immediate east of the old mess. The buildings are in poor 
condition. To the rear (west) of the cottages and reached by concrete paths is a 
bathroom. This is constructed of cgi with a gabled roof; it has a date marked into the 
concrete floor- 10/6/44. To the south of this is a small concrete floor pad with two 
smashed toilet pedestals. To the east of the cottages and immediately adjacent to the 
railway tracks is a small trolley shed. This is constructed from railway line uprights and 
a timber frame with cgi cladding. 

A loading or storage platform made from lengths of railway line is located on the east 
side of the track and to the north of the trolley shed; only the frame is extant. A 
structure constructed from flattened 200 litre ( 44 gallon) drums and used as an ash bin 
is located approximately 200m to the north east of the storage platform. Approximately 
200m to the south of the trolley shed is the former railway station building. This is a 
small weatherboard structure with a gabled cgi roof. To the immediate south of this is a 
typical elevated South Australian Railways cast iron water tank. Located nearby is a set 
of steel shearlegs over a small cgi shed which houses a pump and a bore casing. The 
foundations and floor (including inspection pits) from an engine shed lie about another 
1OOm to the south near a small creek. This has been dammed by the construction of a 
small rudimentary concrete and stone reservoir. A large elevated timber coal bin 
(incidentally the only one noted in the entire survey) is located about 200m to the east 
of the water tower on a spur line. 

Statement of Heritage Value: 

Abminga Railway Siding is of heritage value as an intact example of a railway siding 
complex in the Far North region. It contains all the essential elements of a railway 
siding and contains several features such as the coal bin and pump shed with shearlegs 
which do not exist at any other railway siding along the Old Ghan Railway route. The 
site also has archaeological potential. 

Relevant Criteria (Under Section 16 of the Heritage Act 1993): 

(a) It demonstrates important aspects of the evolution or pattern of the State's 
history. 
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ABMINGA RAILWAY SIDING SHP:OOl 

(c) 

(d) 

It. may Y.ield i~fo~ation that will contribute to an understanding of the State's 
history, mcludmg 1ts natural history. 

I~ is. an outstanding representative of a particular class of places of cultural 
stgmficance. 

RECO.MMENDATION: 

It is reco~ende~ that the Abminga Railway Siding be provisionally entered in the 
State Rentage Register and be declared a place of archaeological significance. 
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ABMINGA RAILWAY SIDING SHP:OOl 

ASSESSMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

(a) It demonstrates important aspects of the evolution or pattern of the State's 
history. 

For many years Oodnadatta was the terminus of the Great Northern Railway, and 
supplies were taken further north to central Australia by camel team or bullock wagon. 
When the Commonwealth took over administration of the Northern Territory from 
South Australia in 1911, a major term of the Commonwealth-State agreement was a 
commitment to build a Commonwealth railway north from Oodnadatta to connect with 
the North Australia Railway from Darwin to Pine Creek. (South Australians had ample 
opportunity in the following ninety years to notice that the agreement made no mention 
of the date when this would happen, but work to complete the line finally commenced 
in 2001.) 

Construction of the first section of line north from Oodnadatta began in 1928. It was a 
relatively simple· matter across flat going in dry country, with only the channels of 
Alberga Creek and the Hamilton River presenting significant obstacles. Commonwealth 
Railways' large locomotives required only three water tanks in the 120 miles between 
Oodnadatta and the Northern Territory border. The only fettlers cottages on the new line 
were spaced out about fifty miles apart at Pedirka and Abminga. 

In December 1928 the line commenced operating from Oodnadatta to Rumbalara in the 
Northern Territory, and in August 1929 it opened all the way to Alice Springs. 
Abminga- the most northerly railway station in South Australia - was built about ten 
miles south of the border in 1928 during the first phase of construction, to serve as a 
cattle loading stop for Eringa, Mount Dare and other far northern runs. The siding on 
the north bank of Abminga Creek consisted of three parallel tracks, a triangle leading to 
cattle loading yards, a locomotive shed, station building, goods shed, a dam and water 
tower and fettlers cottages. These new Commonwealth cottages, while similar in plan to 
the older stone cottages built by South Australian Railways in the 1880s, were built of 
reinforced concrete, as were other structures along the line such as culverts and bridge 
abutments. 

During the Second World War as military traffic increased on the line, additional goods 
loading platforms were added to the Abminga complex, and a fifty ton capacity coal bin 
was built beside the triangle. After the war ended, Commonwealth Railways drastically 
reduced services on the line. In 1946 Abminga ceased to be an attended station and was 
staffed only by the fettlers' cook. The dam was found to be inadequate to supply 
locomotive water, and a bore was sunk. In 1951 the loco shed was demolished and the 
material used to build a pumphouse beside the bore. The Central Australian Railway 
closed at the end of 1980, saleable assets were removed and the site was abandoned. 
The land has now been amalgamated with the Crown Point Pastoral Lease. 

(c) It may yield information that will contribute to an understanding of the 
State's history 

Abminga is a relatively large and intact railway complex - see discussion under 
criterion (d) below - and also formed an isolated settlement in the arid far north of the 
State. It is potentially of great archaeological interest not only for its surviving variety 
of railway technology and the Second World War additions to its fabric, but for the 
information it may provide on living and working conditions for employees in 
government infrastructure in one of the most inhospitable environments in Australia. 
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ABMINGA RAILWAY SIDING SHP:OOI 

(d) It is an outstanding representative of a particular class of places of 
cultural significance. 

Of the 36 former railway sites in the survey area between Marree and the Northern 
Territory border, only six still have substantial remains of a building complex: 
Curdimurka, Coward Springs, Beresford, Edward Creek, Oodnadatta and Abminga. Of 
these, Abminga was the only one built by the Commonwealth, and is the most 
substantial surviving relic in South Australia of the Central Australian Railway. 
Protected by its remoteness, it retains features rarely found on railway sites in the 
region, and nowhere else in combination: concrete buildings, a dam, a bore, loco shed 
foundations, an ash bin. It has the only coal bin surviving anywhere on the line. These 
features make it an outstanding representative of the 'Old Ghan' railway, and easily the 
best representative of the section of line built by Commonwealth Railways in 1928. 

REFERENCES: 

Donovan & Associates, Railway Heritage of South Australia, 1990 
Quinlan & Newland, Australian Railway Routes, 2000 
National Archives of Australia files B300 4318; B300/2 7217; B300/2 9489 
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ABMINGA RAILWAY SIDING 

SITE RECORD: 

FORMER NAME: 

DESCRIPTION OF PLACE: 

DATE OF COMPLETION: 

REGISTER STATUS: 

CURRENT USE: 

PREVIOUS USE(S): 
" 

ARCHITECT: 

BUILDER: 

SUBJECT INDEXING: 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT AREA: 

LOCATION: 

LAND DESCRIPTION: 

R.ecommendation: State Heritage Places 

SHP:OOl 

Known briefly as (or confused with) Bloods Creek 

Railway station complex with fettlers cottage, coal 
bin, water tank and bore 

1928 

Description: 
Date: 

Description: 

Description: 
Dates: 

Name: 
Dates: 

Name: 
Dates: 

Group: 
Category: 

Description: 

Unit No.: 
Street No.: 
Street Name: 
Town/Suburb: 
Post Code: 
Region No.: 
Region Name: 

Title Type: 
Volume: 
Folio: 
Lot No.: 
Section: 
Hundred: 

n/a 

Grazing Land 
1980-2001 

Railway Station 
1928-1980 

n/a 

n/a 

Transport (Rail) 
Railway Station 

Unincorporated 

Oodnadatta 
5734 
13 
Far North & Far West 

CL 
1628 
20 
Block 1264 

Out of Hundreds 
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ABMINGA RAILWAY SIDING SHP:OOl ABMINGA RAILWAY SIDING SHP:OOl 

General View of Abminga Abminga Coal Bins 

Abminga Water Tank and Pump Shed Abminga Fettlers Cottages 
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COOTANOORINNA HOMESTEAD RUINS SHP:002 

Place Name and Address: Cootanoorinna Homestead Ruins, off Oodnadatta Track 

sUMMARY OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

Description: 

The site consists of four ruinous stone buildings located on a low rise on the confluence 
of Lora and Arckaringa Creeks which join to become Peake Creek. 

The main building (Government House on the historic plan) is constructed of local 
random stone bound with a lime mortar. Remnants of walls stand to 2m in height. There 
is no evidence of the roof. The building was rectangular in shape and measures 
approximately 15m x 8m; it possibly had a verandah along the eastern wall. It appears 
to have had three r~oms with a fireplace in the dividing wall of the southern room. 

The second ruin (Kitchen on the historic plan) is also constructed of local random stone 
bound with a lime mortar. It is an 'L' shaped building of three rooms measuring 
approximately lOrn x 12m. It is almost entirely collapsed. 

The third ruin (Harness Room on historic plan) is also constructed of local random 
stone bound with a lime mortar. It is a rectangular shaped building of two rooms 
measuring approximately 5m x 7m. It is almost entirely collapsed. 

The fourth ruin (Smithy on historic plan) is also constructed of local random stone 
bound with a lime mortar. It is a rectangular shaped building of one room and measures 
approximately 9m x 5m. It is almost entirely collapsed. It still contains the remains of a 
large stump which probably supported an anviL The eastern end wall has two stone 
buttresses supporting it. 

There are also the remains of some timber stockyards located between the ruins and 
Arckaringa Creek. 

Artefacts of European origin noted at the site include ceramics (mainly domestic 
earthen wares), glass (bottle) and iron wares (horse shoes and metal off cuts near the 
smithy). 

Statement of Heritage V aloe: 

Cootanoorinna Homestead Ruins are of heritage value as an example of a pastoral 
station complex surviving from the early pastoral industry of the mid-nineteenth 
century. The site has a high degree of archaeological potential both within the building 
footprints and the surrounding areas. Archaeological investigation of the site may 
provide information on the development of the pastoral industry, the lives of the 
inhabitants (including Aboriginal workers), the European approach to surviving in a 
remote and hostile environment, and their relationship and interactions with the local 
Aborigines. 
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COOTANOORINNA HOMESTEAD RUINS SHP:002 

Relevant Criteria (Under Section 16 of the Heritage Act 1993): 

(a) 

(c) 

(d) 

It demonstrates important aspects of the evolution or pattern of the State's 
history. 

It may yield information that will contribute to an understanding of the State's 
history) inclucling its natural history. 

It is an outstanding representative of a particular class of places of cultural 
significance. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

It is recommended that the Cootanoorinna Homestead Ruins be provisionally entered in 
the State Heritage Register and be declared a place of archaeological significance. 
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COOTANOORINNA HOMESTEAD RUINS SHP:002 

ASSESSMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

(a) It demonstrates important aspects of the evolution or pattern of the State's 
history. 

Cootanoorinna was first taken up for pastoral settlement in 1875 among the second 
generation of pastoral leases in the Oodnadatta Track region. The first round of leases 
taken up between 1859 and 1862 were mostly abandoned in the great drought a few 
years later, and pastoral settlement effectively had to begin all over again in the 1870s, 
after the Overland Telegraph had brought infrastructure and investment back to the 
region. 

Documentary records of the Cootanoorinna run are scanty, but the name Catanaranna 
appears on a lease from 1875, taken up by a synclicate of George Tinline) Alexander 
Murray and Thomas Borthwick, all city investors. There is no indication that they spent 
much on improving the property. The first documentary reference to improvements 
appears in a Pastoral Lease Inspector's plan of 1896, but there is no further record of the 
lease after 1899. 

The opening of the Great Northern Railway to Warrina nearby in 1889 had probably 
increased the economic viability of grazing in the area, but Cootanoorinna never 
became prominent among the region' s grazing properties. The year 1899 saw the region 
descending into the third major drought since European settlement, and runs throughout 
the region were being abandoned. The Tinline synclicate declined to renew the lease in 
1899. S.M. McDonald, presumably the manager, was appointed caretaker. In later years 
the lease was incorporated into the Nilpinna run. 

The Cootanoorinna homestead ruins are in remote country between the Neales River 
and Peake Creek, a long way west of the railway. The layout of the buildings is shown 
clearly on the Pastoral Lease Inspector's plan of 1896. The homestead was not 
associated with a mound spring, but was built between two seasonal creeks (marked as 
Lake Conway on the plan), and the improvements plan shows the Baltabaltana bore 
nearby, beside which the Inspector optimistically wrote: 'Supply unlimited'. But 
describing grazing conclitions not far away on the same plan he wrote: 'stones, poor 
pasture'. 

All the inclications are that the homestead was in use for only a relatively short time. 
Apart from the silence in documentary sources, the clearest indication of this is that the 
ruins on the site today correspond exactly to the layout shown in the only historical plan 
known - the Inspector's plan of lease improvements - suggesting that there was no 
significant change over time. This is very unusual in grazing properties, which are 
normally subject to repeated changes in layout from year to year. 

There was an earlier homestead on Cootanoorinna on a waterhole about 20krn to the 
west, shown on the lease plan as 'Old Station (stockyard and two huts)'. This was 
presumably the homestead established during the 1870s, but according to local 
information, the two sites continued to be occupied seasonally according to the water 
supply. The other site was not located in the course of this survey. 
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COOTANOORINNA HOMESTEAD RUINS SHP:002 

(c) The high archaeological potential of the site may yield information that 
will contribute to an understanding of the State's history. 

The most remarkable thing about Cootanoorinna is that there has been little physical 
change or development to the site since the Pastoral Lease Inspector's plan was drawn. 
The layout of buildings and structures shown on the plan corresponds exactly to the 
number, arrangement and function of the now ruinous buildings and yards on the site 
over a hundred years later. This exact correspondence is a function of the short and 
uneventful life of Cootanoorinna homestead, and has two implications. The fust is to 
make the site very valuable for archaeological research. The second is to enhance the 
significance of the site as an example of a nineteenth century homestead; see Criterion 
(d) below. 

The remote location of the site and the nature of the collapse of the buildings are two 
major factors which have contributed to the rating of high archaeological potential for 
the place. At an overview level, archaeological investigation, coupled with more 
detailed historical research, is likely to produce new insights into the development of 
the pastoral industry in South Australia. At a site specific level, such investigation is 
l~ely to produce detailed information about the construction and development of the 
Site, the uses of the buildings, the lives and material culture of the inhabitants and the 
relationship between Aborigines and the pioneers. Collation of such information will 
contribute to an understanding of this early phase of development of one of Australia's 
premier industries in the Far North Region. 

(d) It is an outstanding representative of a particular class of places of 
cultural significance. 

The fact that there has been little or no physical change at Cootanoorinna since the 
Pastoral Lease Inspector's plan was drawn in about 1896. The buildings and structures 
which the inspector showed on the plan correspond exactly to the appearance of the site 
over a hundred years later. This is extremely rare, because there has almost invariably 
been significant change to buildings over time in the very long period since such plans 
were made by government inspectors. It is more usual for a homestead site today to bear 
little resemblance - or indeed no resemblance whatever - to the Pastoral Lease 
Inspector's plans. This exact correspondence enhances the significance of the site as an 
example of a nineteenth century homestead which appears to have undergone no 
alteration except natural decay. 
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Part of Pastoral Lease Inspector's plan 507 ofCootanoorinna Homestead in 1899. 
This plan is still accurate and was used to identify features at the site during the survey. 

(Courtesy of Philip Gee) 
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Old Cootanoorinna Homestead Ruins 

Old Cootanoorinna Homestead Ruins 
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Place Name and Address: Dalhousie Homestead Ruins, Witjira National Park 

SlJMl\tlARY OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

Description: 

The main elements at the site consist of four ruinous stone buildings - a homestead, a 
detached kitchen and a store room - as well as a remnant of timber yards and a massive 
clump of date palms growing on a mound spring. The buildings are all sited on the 
south western side of the mound spring. The entire area has recently been fenced. The 
three buildings have all been recently stabilised by Heritage SA. 

The homestead only has a small comer section of two walls standing. The rest of the 
stonework lies in a mound where the building once stood and is also scattered over the 
site. The homestead appears to have been constructed of random local stone bonded 
with lime mortar. 

The kitchen is the most intact building of the group. It is also constructed of random 
local stone bonded with lime mortar and has a chimney at the north eastern end. 
Substantial portions of the walls still stand as does the entire chimney. The building 
appears to originally have had a gabled roof structure. 

The store building is also substantially intact with the south western gable still standing. 
It is of similar construction to the kitchen. 

Remains of a fourth building near the stockyards are possibly a smithy. 

Statement of Heritage Value: 

Dalhousie Homestead Ruins are of heritage value as an example of a pastoral station 
complex surviving from the early pastoral industry of the mid~nineteenth century. The 
site has a low to medium degree of archaeological potential. This is due to the high 
level of public visitation (and hence fossicking) and other intervention which has 
occurred there. Archaeological investigation of the site may provide information on the 
development of the pastoral industry, the lives of the inhabitants (including Aboriginal 
workers), the European approach to surviving in a remote and hostile environment, and 
their relationship and interactions with the local Aborigines. 

Relevant Criteria (Under Section 16 of the Heritage Act 1993): 

(a) It demonstrates important aspects of the evolution or pattern of the State's 
history. 

(c) It may yield information that will contribute to an understanding of the State's 
history, including its natural history. 

(d) It is an outstanding representative of a particular class of places of cultural 
significance. 
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DALHOUSIE HOMESTEAD RUINS SHP:003 

RECOMMENDATION: 

It is recOI;nmended_that the Dalhousie Homestead Ruins be provisionally entered in the 
State Hentage Regtster and be declared a place of archaeological significance. 
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ASSESSMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

(a) It demonstrates important aspects of the evolution or pattern of the State's 
history. 

The Dalhousie spring complex is the largest and most prolifically flowing group of 
Mound Springs, producing 43% of the natural outflow of the Great Artesian Basin. Yet, 
isolated as they are to the east of the main trend of the springs, they were not discovered 
by Europeans until relatively late. when an Overland Telegraph survey party came 
across them on 11 December 1870. (Originally the springs were named Lady Edith 
Springs after the wife of Governor Fergusson - this continued a long tradition, for in 
1858 Warburton had named the first spring he discovered Blanche Cup after the wife of 
Governor MacDonnell - but Lady Fergusson requested that they be given her family 
name, Dalhousie.) 

Ned Bagot, the contractor who built that section of the Overland Telegraph, took up the 
Dalhousie pastorarlease in 1872 when construction was completed, and stocked it with 
sheep and cattle. But, prolific as the springs were, they were on the edge of the Simpson 
Desert, in extremely arid surroundings with an average annual rainfall of only 130mm 
barely five inches - which even at its best provided only marginal grazing country. A 
single source of water was not sufficient; the carrying capacity of the land depended on 
the rain that fell. The homestead was built at the southern edge of the spring complex, 
on a prominent site overlooking the plain to the south and west. When Bagot died in 
1886, the lease was continued by his son Charles Bagot. 

John Lewis took over the lease in 1896, and diversified the stock, adding horses and 
angora goats. His correspondence shows that by the 1890s feral camels were already a 
nuisance around the springs. In the late 1890s date palms were planted around the 
homestead complex, some years after the government date plantations were established 
at Lake Harry and Coward Springs, and these have flourished, the grove of palms now 
forming a conspicuous landmark. The Sandford family took over some land from the 
Lewises in 1912, and occupied the homestead from 1923 when John Lewis died. About 
1926, while the Oodnadatta-Alice Springs railway line was being planned through the 
property, they abandoned the original homestead at the spring complex, and shifted to 
Mount Dare, SOkm north-west on Abrninga Creek and close to the railway. The old 
homestead remained in use as an outstation. From this time the property was often 
known as Mount Dare. 

Dalhousie was the last pastoral lease in the Oodnadatta Track region to graze sheep, 
long after Kidman got rid of the sheep on Anna Creek. However when Edwin Lowe 
took over Dalhousie in 1933, he sold the sheep and brought his own cattle down from 
the Northern Territory. He enlarged the lease over the following years, amalgamating 
the Blood Creek and Federal leases, and formed the Dalhousie Pastoral Company in 
1948. Mount Dare/Dalhousie remained unfenced until the 1970s when fencing arid 
cattle grazing lands became general throughout Australia for disease control. In the 
1970s a proposal arose to declare the Dalhousie spring complex a National Park for its 
natural environmental values. The Lowe family argued that without access to the 
springs the surrounding grazing lands would no longer be viable, and offered to sell the 
entire property. In 1984 the whole Mount Dare lease was acquired by the State 
Government and developed as the Witjira National Park. 
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(c) The archaeological potential of the site may yield information that will 
contribute to an understanding of the Statets history. 

~t an. overview le~el,. archaeological investigation, coupled with more detailed 
histone~ resear~h, IS hkely to produce new insights into the development of the 
pastoral mdustry m ~outh A~stralia. At a site speci~c level, such investigation is likely 
to produce detru~e~ mfonnatto!l about the construction and development of the site, the 
uses of the buddmgs, the hves and material culture of the inhabitants and the 
relationship between Aborigines and the pioneers. Collation of such information will 
contz?,bu~e to~ ul"l:derstanding of this early phase of development of one of Australia's 
prenuer mdustnes m the Far North Region. 

{d) It is an outstanding representative of a particular class of places of 
cultural significance. 

Of all the Mou~d Sprin~s ~hich ~ormed the focus for an early pastoral homestead (such 
as Moun.t Hanulton, F~nmss Sprmgs, ~trangways Springs, Nilpinna and The Peake), 
palhous~~ today prov1~es the most Impressive cultural landscape, with its close 
JUxtap~sttion of substant;~al stone f~:!ins, date ~alms and natural vegetation surrounding 
the spru~g complex, all m a conspicuous settmg. Its physical appearance makes it an 
outstandmg representative of this class of historic places. 

REFERENCES: 

Harris, Oases in the Desert, 1981 
Kinhill Stearns, Mound Springs of South Australia 1984 
Lewis, John, letters 1896-99 ' 
Lewis, Fought and Won, 1922 
Maddaford, Survey of Historic Sites in Reserves, 1985 
Manning, Place Names of South Australia 1990 
N a?onal Parks Service, Witjira National Park Management Plan, 1995 
Zeidler & Ponder (eds), Natural History of Dalhousie Springs, 1989 
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Store Ruins at Dalhousie General view of Dalhousie Homestead Ruins 

Dalhousie Homestead Ruins Kitchen Ruins at Dalhousie 
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Part of Pastoral Lease Inspector's plan of Dalhousie Homestead, probably c 1890. This 
plan shows all the original features at the site. Surviving elements include the main 
homestead (Govt. House), kitchen, store (Store and Stable), stockyards and the date 
palms at the spring. (Courtesy, of Philip Gee.) 
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Place Name and Address: Edward Creek Railway Siding, Oodnadatta Track 

SUMMARY OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

Description: 

This railway siding site is larger than most as it includes railway accommodation from 
two phases of development as well as a Kennicott water softener. The latter structure 
rises starkly from the flat and featureless plain through which the railway line passes. 

The original fettlers cottages are typical of the Old Ghan Railway style and are located 
at the southern end of the site on the eastern side of the main line. They comprise two 
separate accommodation buildings constructed of random rubble stone with skillion 
corrugated galvanized iron (cgi) roofs (now mainly missing). The southern~ost 
building is unusual in that it still retains a portion of its ver~dah on the w~stem stde. 
To the rear (east). is a small weatherboard shower block w1th a gabled cg1 roof. The 
buildings are all in reasonably sound condition. Two shade trees (acacias?) are located 
between the buildings. 

To the north of the cottages on the eastern side of the line is the Kennicott water 
softener and a typical elevated cast iron water tank. These are both in reasonably sound 
condition. The tank is a typical elevated, riveted, cast iron water tank. It is of square 
shape and is mounted on cross braced cast iro~ columns. The Kennicott water softener 
is a large cylindrical iron (steel?) structure buxlt on a concrete base. A platform at the 
top is accessed by an external spiral staircase. 

To the north of these items is the former Running (or Engine) Shed floor. This has rails 
fixed in the concrete floor surface. The northernmost feature on the eastern side of the 
main line and reached by a single spur line, are the remnant concrete foundations of a 
raised loading platform. 

On the western side of the line opposite the water softener, there are three standing 
chimneys. These are the sole standing remnants of three houses which were constructed 
of weatherboards on concrete stumps. They appear to have had gabled and hipped cgi 
roofs. There is a lot of remnant building materials lying about from their demolition. A 
fourth house is still standing with part of its roof intact. This is constructed of concrete 
blocks on a concrete floor and has a gabled and hipped cgi roof. Two shade trees 
(acacias?) are located near the houses. 

The former station building lies to the immediate north of the houses. It is also 
constructed of concrete blocks on a concrete floor and has a hipped cgi roof with 
gablets. It is in reasonable condition but most of the roof cladding has been removed. 
Just to the north of the station building is a small concrete floor pad - a remnant of an 
unknown structure. 

Statement of Heritage Value: 

Edward Creek Railway Siding is of heritage value as a relatively intac~ example of a 
railway siding complex in the Far North region. It c?ntain~ ~I the essential elements of 
a railway siding as well two phases of accommodatiOn bU1ldmgs and a fine example of 
a Kennicott water softener. The site also has archaeological potential. 
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EDWARD CREEK RAILWAY SIDING SHP:004 

Relevant Criteria (Under Section 16 of the Heritage Act 1993): 

(a) I~ demonstrates important aspects of the evolution or pattern of the State's 
history. 

(c) 

(d) 

It. may Y.ield i~fo~ation that will contribute to an understanding of the State's 
history, mcludmg Its natural history. 

I~ is. an outstanding representative of a particular class of places of cultural 
s1gruficance. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

It is recomm~nded th~t the Edward Creek Railway Siding be provisionally entered in 
the State Rentage Register and be declared a place of archaeological significance. 
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EDWARD CREEK RAILWAY SIDING SHP:004 

ASSESSMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

(a) It demonstrates important aspects of the evolution or pattern of the State's 
history. 

In July 1884 the Great Northern Railway was extended west from Marree through 
country in the grip of drought. There was no planned destination, parliament simply 
authorised construction of the line in several stages, to Strangways Springs in 1884, The 
Peake in 1885 and to the Angle Pole (later Oodnadatta) in 1888. The line was opened as 
far as Coward Springs by February 1888, then to William Creek in June 1889 and to 
Wanina in November. The line reached Oodnadatta in January 1891 and was halted 
there by depression. 

The line was serviced by water tanks every fifty miles and fettlers cottages about ten 
miles apart. Edward Creek station was built in late 1889 as one of the more significant 
maintenance centres, with one of the twelve water tanks on the line, fed initially from a 
dam on the creek, and one of the five large fettlers cottages, housing 24 employees. 
Later an artesian bore was sunk at Edward Creek to provide a more reliable water 
supply. When Commonwealth Railways took over operation of the line in 1926 they 
shut down most of the stations and fettlers cottages, but Edward Creek remained open. 

The Second World War transformed operations on the Central Australian Railway, 
which came to play a major role in the defence of Australia from invasion. From 1942, 
Commonwealth Railways upgraded facilities on the line to carry increased tonnages. 
Edward Creek now became the major stopping place between Marree and Oodnadatta, 
with a coal bin, new crossing lines and goods handling platforms. It became a crew 
change station, and three timber houses were built for staff and crew accommodation. 

The peak military traffic coincided with two years of drought. The reservoirs at 
Beresford and Oodnadatta dried up, and there was insufficient rainwater to dilute the 
mineralised bore water provided by most of the water tanks along the line. Boilers 
running on water with dissolved minerals quickly formed deposits of lime and gypsum 
in their water tubes, reducing their efficiency and eventually blocking them entirely. To 
solve this problem, Commonwealth Railways installed a Kennicott water softener at 
Edward Creek to treat the bore water by precipitating out the harmful dissolved 
minerals that caused boiler scaling. The water softener is a great steel cylinder which is 
a conspicuous landmark to the present day. 

After the war ended, Commonwealth Railways drastically reduced services on the line, 
and Edward Creek ceased to be an attended station, although the fettlers cottages 
remained in service. The water supply facilities fell into disuse after dieselisation of the 
line in 1954. The coal bin and staff houses were demolished. The Central Australian 
Railway closed at the end of 1980, saleable assets were removed and the site was 
abandoned. The land has now been amalgamated with the Nilpinna Pastoral Lease. 
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(c) It may yield information that will contribute to an understanding of the 
State's history. 

Ed.ward C!eek is one of the largest and most intact railway complexes on the Marree to 
Alice Spnngs railway, and in a central and strategic location .. The site is reasonably 
well-doc~ented, ~d co~t~s a number of very interesting elements, for example the 
only surv1vmg ~tation buddmg on the Marree-Alice Springs railway, and the ruins of 
the largest housmg complex on the line. It is potentially of great archaeological interest 
not .o.nly for _its surviving variety of railway technology and the Second World War 
addxt_I~ns t? Its ~abric, but. for the information it may provide on living and working 
conditions man Isolated rrulway community. 

(d) 
It is an outstanding representative of a particular class of places of 
cultural significance. 

Of ~e 36 former railway sites in the survey area between Marree and the Northern 
Tern~ory border, only ~ix still have substantial remains of a building complex: 
Curdimurka, Coward Spnngs, Beresford, Edward Creek, Oodnadatta and Abminga. Of 
these, Edwar~ Creek retains features rarely found on railway sites in the region, and 
nowhere else m combination: stone, concrete and timber buildings, a water tank, a bore, 
lar~e fettl~rs. cottages and ruins of train crew housing. It has the only intact railway 
station bulldmg and one of the three Kennicott water softeners surviving on the line. 
These features make it an outstanding representative of the 'Old Ghan' railway, and the 
best representative of the upgrading of facilities by Commonwealth Railways in the face 
of the wartime emergency of 1942-1944. 

REFERENCES: 

Do~ovan & Associates, Railway Heritage of South Australia, 1990 
Qwnlan & Newland, Australian Railway Routes, 2000 
National Archives of Australia files B300 4318; B300/2 9489 
Inteltrans plans S 4709; S 723 
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Place Name and Address: Finniss Springs Homestead Ruins, Oodnadatta Track 

sUMMARY OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

Description: 

The site consists of four ruinous stone buildings located on the margin of a mound 
spring. 

The largest building is located about 150m from the mound spring and is constructed of 
local flat stone bound by lime mortar and internally plastered. Remnants of walls stand 
to 3m in height. A set of steps is located at the north western comer. There is no 
evidence of the roof. The building was rectangular in shape and measures 
approximately 13m x 8.5m. It appears to have had six rooms. Remnants of a ships tank 
(a riveted cast iron ttorage container of about one cubic metre) are located nearby. 

Located to the north on the top of a low rise are the remains of a large (8m x 5m) 
rectangular single room structure with a large fireplace at the southern end. It is of 
similar construction to the larger building and also shows evidence of internal 
limewash. Remnants of walls stand to 2.5m in height. 

A smaller (6m x 4m) two room rectangular structure lies close by to the north west. It is 
of similar construction to the larger buildings and the wall remnants stand to a height of 
lm. 

A small stone rectangular building (3m x 3m) constructed with only three masonry 
walls lies to the south of the main building ruin. This is possibly a water closet or shed. 

The entire site is littered with artefacts of both Aboriginal and European origin. 
Aboriginal artefacts include stone tools as well as some flaked glass. Items of European 
origin include ceramics (ink bottle and earthen wares), glass (bottle) and iron wares 
(horse shoes, a bellows nozzle, parts of a light buggy and bullet cartridge). 

Statement of Heritage Value: 

Finniss Springs Homestead Ruins are of heritage value as an example of a pastoral 
station complex surviving from the early pastoral industry of the mid-nineteenth 
century. The site has a high degree of archaeological potential both within the building 
footprints and the surrounding areas. Archaeological investigation of the site may 
provide information on the development of the pastoral industry, the lives of the 
inhabitants (including Aboriginal workers), the European approach to surviving in a 
remote and hostile environment, and their relationship and interactions with the local 
Aborigines. 
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Relevant Criteria (Under Section 16 of the Heritage Act 1993): 

(a) It demonstrates important aspects of the evolution or pattern of the State's 
history. 

(c) It may yield information that will contribute to an understanding of the State's 
history, including its natural history. 

(g) It has a special association with the life or work of a person or organisation or 
an event of historical importance 

RECOMMENDATION: 

~t is reconunen~ed that ~e Finniss Springs Homestead Ruins be provisionally entered 
m the State Hentage Register and be declared a place of archaeological significance. 
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ASSESS:MENT OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

(a) It demonstrates important aspects of the evolution or pattern of the State's 
history. 

The Mound Springs at Finniss Springs near the foot of Hermit Hill were discovered by 
Warburton's party in November 1858, in the episode of exploration that opened up the 
Lake Eyre South region to pastoralists. Finniss Springs run was taken up by Samuel 
Davenport and David Power and stocked with cattle the following year, as one of the 
first pastoral leases outside the 'horseshoe' of salt lakes. The homestead buildings were 
probably completed in much their present form during the period 1859~1864. The run 
became famous for Governor MacDonnell's observation after a visit to the Finniss 
Springs that their water supply could support 20,000 head of cattle, an extraordinary 
claim that simply demonstrates how little Governor MacDonnell knew about cattle 
grazing. The same partnership simultaneously took up Davenport Springs run to the 
east, but Davenport's involvement was brief, for he sold his interest to Henry Scott in 
1862. ,. 

Davenport's timing was spot on, for Finniss Springs was one of the runs devastated by 
the great drought two years later, losing most of its stock. The lease had been 
surrendered by 1866. It was next taken up by Thomas Elder in 1869, and bitterly 
described byE J Harris, passing through in 1871, as: 'one of Elder's cattle stations some 
of the most wretched places I ever hope to be in'. It is unlikely that any significant 
changes have been made to the buildings since early in the Elder period. By the onset of 
the next drought in 1884 the homestead had been abandoned, and for the next twelve 
years, the property seems to have been used mainly to agist stock from Mundowdna 
station. 

In 1896 both Finniss Springs and Stuart Creek runs were taken up by the Willowie 
Pastoral Company and stocked with sheep. The property was known as Stuart Creek, 
and Finniss Springs became an outstation, with an overseer living in the old homestead. 
It remained sheep land until 1918 when the Kidman empire bought Stuart Creek,and 
converted it to cattle grazing once more. However, the Finniss Springs run was bought 
from Kidmans by a partnership of Francis Warren and William Woods. They re~ 
occupied the old homestead, but were plagued by mosquitoes and the poor quality of 
the mineralised water. Finniss Springs homestead was abandoned for the third time in 
1922, and Warren and Woods moved to a new location at New Well, 20km south. In 
later years the new site became the Finniss Springs Mission. In 1991 the State 
Government resumed the Finniss Springs pastoral lease, and it is now the Finniss 
Springs Aboriginal Land. 

(c) The high archaeological potential of the site may yield information that 
will contribute to an understanding of the State's history. 

The remote location of the site and the nature of the collapse of the buildings are two 
major factors which have contributed to the rating of high archaeological potential for 
the place. At an overview level, archaeological investigation, coupled with more 
detailed historical research, is likely to produce new insights into the development of 
the pastoral industry in South Australia. At a site specific level, such investigation is 
likely to produce detailed information about the construction and development of the 
site, the uses of the buildings, the lives and material culture of the inhabitants and the 
relationship between Aborigines and the pioneers. Collation of such infonnation will 
contribute to an understanding of this early phase of development of one of Australia's 
premier industries in the Far North Region. 
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(g) It has a special association with the life or work of a person or 
organisation or an event of historical importance. 

The Finniss Springs homestead ruins are closely associated with the episode of 
exploration and settlement in 1858-59 which saw pastoral industry break out of the 
'horseshoe' barrier and spread into the Lake Eyre, Oodnadatta and Cooper regions. 
Finniss Springs was the second run taken up outside the 'horseshoe'. 

The site also has close associations with a long list of prominent individuals, notably 
Peter Warburton, prominent as a police administrator, grazier and explorer, John 
McDouall Stuart, the most competent explorer in South Australian history and the one 
whose discoveries did most to affect it economically and politically, Samuel Davenport, 
one of the leaders of the first wave of northern pastoral expansion, Thomas Elder and 
Sidney Kidman, national leaders of the sheep industry in the nineteenth century and the 
cattle industry in the twentieth, I ohn Howard An gas and the Willowie Pastoral 
Company, who established an enormous grazing empire in the late nineteenth century, 
Franci~ ~arr~n. ~~ the Finniss Springs Missio~, established as an unusual private 
humarutanan 1rut1atJ.ve, and the Arabana commuruty, many of whom moved from their 
traditional country to the Finniss Springs area, and who still have strong links to the 
land. 
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Plan of the Finniss Springs Homestead Complex (from Howard Pearce, 1980) 
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Site Plan 
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Finniss Springs Homestead Ruins and Hennit Hill 

Finniss Springs Homestead Ruins 
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Finniss Springs Homestead Ruins 
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Place Name and Address: Finniss Springs Mission, off Oodnadatta Track 

SUMMARY OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

Description: 

The Finniss Springs Mission is sited on a flat area between Finniss Creek on the north 
side and a low rise on the south. It is spread over a large area separated by a small gully 
and contains about twelve extant buildings, some foundations of demolished buildings 
and structures, tanks, windmills, fences and plantings. 

The two largest buildings are located in a group on the western side of the gully; these 
are constructed of concrete blocks with gabled corrugated galvanized iron (cgi) roofs 
and comprise a chapel and a mess building. Two other buildings of the same 
construction are a bathroom and possibly a generator shed. In this part of the complex 
there is also a latge underground concrete tank which shows evidence of a former 
conical cgi roof. Across a track to the south of this group are located four small 
dormitory buildings; these are constructed solely of cgi with gable roofs. 

On the eastern side of the gully is a group of five buildings. The two most substantial of 
these are constructed of random local stone with hipped and gabled cgi roofs. These 
have shade plantings around them. The others are (respectively) timber framed on a 
slate floor, a steel framed cgi shed and a raised cgi drumstore /loading dock. This part 
of the complex also contains a badly damaged windmill and a cgi tank, a small cgi tank, 
and a circular Hills hoist. 

A set of horse yards is located further away to the east while a large circular concrete 
tank is located on top of the rise to the south. 

Statement of Heritage Value: 

Finniss Springs Mission is of heritage value as an intact example of a mission complex 
in the Far North. Three of these were built in the vicinity of Lake Eyre, but unlike 
Killalpaninna and Kopperarnanna this one survives in relatively good condition. The 
place has important social associations and significance for the Arabana conununity 
who now manage the site. The site also has archaeological potential. 

Relevant Criteria (Under Section 16 of the Heritage Act 1993): 

(a) It demonstrates important aspects of the evolution or pattern of the State's 
history. 

(b) It has rare, unconunon or endangered qualities that are of cultural significance. 

(c) It may yield information that will contribute to an understanding of the State's 
history, including its natural history. 

(d) It is an outstanding representative of a particular class of places of cultural 
significance. 

(f) It has strong cultural or spiritual associations for the conununity or a group 
within it. 
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(g) It has a speci.al a~soci.ation with the life or work of a person or organisation or 
an event of hlstoncal illlportance. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

It is. recomm~nded that the Finniss Springs Mission be provisionally entered in the State 
Hentage Regtster and be declared a place of archaeological significance. 
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ASSESSMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

(a) It demonstrates important aspects of the evolution or pattern of the State's 
history. 

Finniss Springs was taken up by Samuel Davenport and David Power as a cattle run in 
1859, one of the first pastoral leases outside the 'horseshoe' lakes. It was devastated by 
the great drought five years later and surrendered by 1866, then taken up by Thomas 
Elder in 1869, only to be abandoned again in the next drought in 1884. In 1896 Finniss 
Springs was taken up by the Willowie Pastoral Company and stocked with sheep. The 
homestead was at Stuart Creek, and Finniss Springs became an outstation until 1918 
when the Kidman empire bought Stuart Creek. The old Finniss Springs run was bought 
from Kidmans by a partnership of Francis Warren and William Woods. They re
occupied the old homestead, but were plagued by mosquitoes and poor water. In 1922 
the original Finniss Springs homestead was abandoned for the final time for a new 
location at New Well on Deep Creek, a side branch ofFinniss Creek, 20krn south. 

" 
Francis Warren had an Aboriginal family, employed Aboriginal stockmen on his lease, 
and provided rations for their families. A number of Arabana people moved south from 
Anna Creek and William Creek, and some Dieri people moved down from the closed 
mission at Killalpaninna. Pastor Vogelsang was a regular visitor. By the 1930s there 
was a large Aboriginal community living at the new Finniss Springs homestead. The 
United Aborigines Mission, which had established its first school at Oodnadatta in 
1924, approached the pastoral lessees for permission to establish a mission school at 
Finniss Springs. Warren was initially reluctant to accept the intrusion of an outside 
organisation, but realising the importance of a good education for the children, he 
agreed, and the school was in operation by 1939. 

The settlement grew with the displacement of Aboriginal people from the railway 
townships during the Second World War, and during the 1940s and 1950s fluctuated 
between about 75 and sometimes 200 people, the largest Aboriginal community in the 
region. A church, schoolroom and other buildings were built from concrete blocks 
moulded on site. Some of the people worked for Finniss Springs station, which supplied 
rations to the community, others lived in a partly traditional lifestyle. The mission is 
remembered as a happy and peaceful place, and operated as a very successful settlement 
until Warren's death in 1958. By then the water supply was failing, the United 
Aborigines Mission was losing momentum, and the school closed in 1960. Most of the 
residents moved to nearby Marree, although small numbers of Aboriginal people have 
maintained a presence at the mission site to the present day. In 1991 the State 
Government resumed the Finniss Springs pastoral lease, and it is now the Finniss 
Springs Aboriginal Land. 

(b) It has rare, uncommon or endangered qualities that are of cultural 
significance. 

Missions and other sites of contact between European and Aboriginal people are poorly 
represented on the State Heritage Register, given the importance of this aspect of South 
Australian history. Only Moorundie, Raukkan (Point McLeay), Poonindie, 
Killalpaninna and Point Pearce are entered in the Register at present. Finniss Springs 
Mission is of special interest for two reasons; first because it commenced as a private 
rather than a government or church initiative, and second because, unlike some other 
mission settlements, it is remembered with great affection by former Aboriginal 
residents. 
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{c) It may yield information that will contribute to an understanding of the 
State's history. 

A well~documented settlement, occupied for about forty years by a mixed Aboriginal 
and European community living a range of lifestyles from European/industrial to near
traditional, Finniss Springs could potentially be of great value for archaeological 
investigation. 

(d) It is an outstanding representative of a particular class of places of 
cultural significance. 

Aboriginal-European contact is an important theme in the history of the Oodnadatta 
Track region, occurring at every homestead, township and fettlers cottage, but is 
difficult to represent on the Register. Finniss Springs is an excellent representative of 
this theme, a settlement created for precisely the purpose of fostering a positive 
relationship between the two cultures, existing as a successful community for forty 
years, and still remembered today as a positive success. 

(f) It has strong cultural or spiritual associations for the community or a 
group within it. 

Finniss Springs Mission is still held in high esteem and affection by the Aboriginal 
community, especially the Arabana and other people of the Marree district. This is 
demonstrated in the documentary record by the reminiscences of Reg Dodd and others. 
(Dodd & Gibson 1989) This association has been recognised by the State through the 
creation of the Finniss Springs Aboriginal Land in 1991. 

(g) It has a special association with the life or work of a person or 
organisation or an event of historical importance. 

Finniss Springs Mission has a special association with the life of Francis Dunbar 
Warren and the work of the United Aborigines Mission. Warren was a remarkable man. 
From a patrician Scottish family and Saint Peters College educated, he worked in the 
pastoral industry around Anna Creek. His father had publicly commented on the 
devastating effect on Aboriginal families of taking away their children; the modern 
'stolen generation' issue. After buying Finniss Springs from Kidmans, Warren shifted 
the homestead from the old site at Hermit Hill 20km south to the New Well in 1922. He 
lived at the new site until his death in 1958, and is buried in the mission cemetery. 
Warren's wife was an Arabana woman from Anna Creek station, and they had a number 
of children. He employed a number of Aboriginal people and encouraged them to live 
in family units at the homestead. At a time when Aboriginal and especially part
Aboriginal children were removed from their families to receive a European education, 
Warren refused to allow the Finniss Springs children to be taken away. Initially he had 
no way of providing them an education, as he was reluctant to allow churches to 
become involved in Finniss Springs, fearing they would want too much control. 
Eventually he came to a satisfactory arrangement with Andrew Pearce of the United 
Aborigines Mission, which operated the Aboriginal Children's School in Oodnadatta, 
and the UAM opened a school at Finniss Springs in 1939. 

When Oodnadatta became a focus for military transport activity in 1942 the school 
there closed, and more Aboriginal families moved to Finniss Springs. For the next 
fifteen years it provided an environment where Aboriginal families could live together, 
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find part-time employment, and their children could receive bot~ tr~ditional and 
European education. This cultural environment was decade~ ~ead of 1ts ume. Warren's 
contribution was apparently crucial to its success, for the m.tsston closed two years after 
his death. 
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Plan of the Finniss Springs Mission (from Howard Pearce, 1980) 
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Finniss Springs Mission 

Finniss Springs Mission 
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Place Name and Address: Old Nilpinna Homestead Ruins, off Oodnadatta Track 

SUMMARY OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

Description: 

The site consists of three ruinous buildings - a homestead, a detached kitchen and 
possibly a tack room I stable - as well as a remnant of timber yards and a massive 
clump of date palms growing on a mound spring. These elements are all sited on the 
low mound spring which slopes down to the west where there is a wetland area. The 
entire area has recently been fenced. 

The buildings are all constructed of random local stone and have generally collapsed 
with only low sections of wall and the fireplaces I chimney butts still standing. The 
main homestead appears to have been a building of five rooms while the kitchen, 
located about lOrn away, had four. Located off the end of the homestead is a single 
large date palm and a renmant post and wire enclosure. The stable/tack room is located 
about 20m from the kitchen. Apart from the date palms there are pepper trees. Other 
features include another post and wire enclosure (for chickens?), a ships tank (a riveted 
cast iron storage container of about one cubic metre), a wooden lined well shaft, some 
old fence posts and remnants of timber horse or cattle yards. 

Statement Of Heritage Value: 

Old Nilpinna Homestead Ruins are of heritage value as an example of a pastoral station 
complex surviving from the early pastoral industry of the mid-nineteenth century. The 
site has a high degree of archaeological potential both within the building footprints and 
the surrounding areas. Archaeological investigation of the site may provide information 
on the development of the pastoral industry, the lives of the inhabitants (including 
Aboriginal workers). the European approach to surviving in a remote and hostile 
environment, and their relationship and interactions with the local Aborigines. 

Relevant Criteria (Under Section 16 Of The Heritage Act 1993): 

(a) It demonstrates important aspects of the evolution or pattern of the State's 
history . 

(c) It may yield information that will contribute to an understanding of the State's 
history, including its natural history. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

It is recommended that the Old Nilpinna Homestead Ruins be provisionally entered in 
the State Heritage Register and be declared a place of archaeological significance. 
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ASSESSMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

(a) It demonstrates important aspects of the evolution or pattern of the State's 
history. 

Nilpinna was among the second generation of pastoral leases taken up in the 
Oodnadatta Track region. The first round of leases taken up between 1859 and 1862 
were mostly abandoned in the great drought a few years later, and pastoral settlement 
effectively had to begin all over again in the 1870s, after the Overland Telegraph had 
brought infrastructure and investment back to the region. 

Nilpinna was taken up in 1875 by a syndicate of John and Christopher Bagot, who held 
The Peake nearby, with investors Robert Tarlton, Charles Rischbieth and George Wills, 
all Adelaide merchants. The early 1880s saw the region descending into the second 
major drought since European settlement, and Nilpinna never became prominent among 
the region's grazing properties. However, the Great Northern Railway was built through 
the property, and the opening of W arrina station with its stock loading yards nearby in 
1889 probably brought some economic relief to the operation. In later years the property 
went over to horse breeding, concentrating on army remount contracts. The original 
lessees declined to renew in the great drought that began in 1899. When Sidney Kidman 
began establishing his chain of cattle stations through the region in the early twentieth 
century, he passed Nilpinna by. Pastoral lease records are very poor from the early 
twentieth century onward, but Nilpinna has retained its identity to the present under a 
succession of other lessees. 

The Nilpinna homestead was sited right beside a spring complex, on the mound itself, 
providing a view over the plain. The price the occupants paid for this amenity was of 
course a plague of biting insects which bred in the spring outflow. The buildings on site 
were typical of the homesteads of the region, constructed of locally quarried limestone 
rubble. Late in the nineteenth century, probably in the 1890s, date palms were planted 
around the spring complex. 

The homestead site was never a success, partly because of its insects, and also because 
it was inconveniently located too far from the railway corridor. Early in the twentieth 
century a new homestead was built not far from the railway line south of Edward Creek, 
and Old Nilpinna as it became known served as an outstation and stockyards. By the 
mid-twentieth century it had been abandoned altogether, and the buildings were falling 
into ruin. In the 1980s the spring complex was identified as one which had been 
degraded by stock trampling, and by agreement between the Department of 
Environment and the leaseholders, the springs were fenced. The homestead ruins are 
now entirely within the fenced enclosure where the immediate environment of the 
spring is being allowed to regenerate naturally. 
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(c) The high archaeological potential of the site may yield information that 
will contribute to an understanding of the State's history. 

The remote location of the site and the nature of the collapse of the buildings are two 
major factors which have contributed to the rating of high archaeological potential for 
the place. At an overview level, archaeological investigation, coupled with more 
detailed historical research, is likely to produce new insights into the development of 
the pastoral industry in South Australia. At a site specific level, such investigation is 
likely to produce detailed information about the construction and development of the 
site, the uses of the buildings, the lives and material culture of the inhabitants and the 
relationship between Aborigines and the pioneers. Collation of such information will 
contribute to an understanding of this early phase of development of one of Australia's 
premier industries in the Far North Region. 

REFERENCES: " 

Cockburn, Pastoral Pioneers of South Australia, 1925 
Gee, History of Pastoralism of the Lake Eyre South Basin, 2000 
Kinhill Stearns, Mound Springs of South Australia, 1984 
Manning, Place Names of South Australia, 1990 
Pastoral Board Lease Records 
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SITE RECORD: 

FORMER NAME: 

DESCRIPTION OF PLACE: 

DATE OF COMPLETION: 

REGISTER STATUS: 

CURRENT USE: 

PREVIOUS USE(S): 
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BUILDER: 
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT AREA: 

LOCATION: 

LAND DESCRIPTION: 
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Old Nilpinna Homestead Ruins 

Old Nilpinna Homestead Ruins and Date Palms 
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OLD NILPINNA HOMESTEAD RUINS SHP:007 

Old Nilpinna Homestead Ruins and Date Palms 
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Place Name and Address: Old Stuart Creek Homestead Ruins, off Oodnadatta Track 

SUMMARY OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

Description: 

The site consists of three partially intact buildings - a homestead, a former 
accommodation building and a tack room cum store - as well as a large cattle and horse 
yard, some stone walling, a concrete floor pad and a post and wire enclosure. All these 
elements are sited around a large central depression which has a small gully leading 
away to the south beside the yards. Stuart's Creek is located approximately 50 m to the 
north of the homestead over a low sandhill. 

The main homestead building appears to have been built in at least three stages. It is 
constructed of random local stone and internally plastered. It appears to have originally 
consisted of three rooms under a gable roof with a detached kitchen to the north. The 
first addition comprised two more rooms in a similar sized structure built adjacent to the 
south side; this created a double gable or 'M' roof form. The third phase included 
infilling between the gable ends to create a larger gable, adding verandahs or enclosed 
verandahs all round and a link to the kitchen. The building is in poor condition without 
a roof, but still has all its major walls, one stone gable end and a chimney. 

The former accommodation building is a two room structure constructed of random 
local stone with a gabled corrugated galvanized iron roof and a chimney to the south 
west room. There are remnants of timber posts from a verandah or landing stage to the 
south east wall. It appears to have most recently been used as a store and workshop. 

The tack room cum store is a roofless building constructed of random local stone. It 
consists of two rooms and previously had a gabled roof. It is half buried in sand drift. 

The yards are constructed from massive timber posts and rails have four distinct 
enclosures there is a heavy duty cattle crush which is also constructed from large 
timbers. 

Statement Of Heritage Value: 

Old Stuart Creek Homestead Ruins are of heritage value as the first pastoral run taken 
up in the region, a relatively intact example of a pastoral station complex surviving 
from the early pastoral industry of the mid-nineteenth century. The site has a high 
degree of archaeological potential and may provide information on the development of 
the pastoral industry, the lives of the inhabitants (including Aboriginal workers), the 
European approach to surviving in a remote and hostile environment, and their 
relationship and interactions with local Aborigines. 

Relevant Criteria (Under Section 16 of the Heritage Act 1993): 

(a) It demonstrates important aspects of the evolution or pattern of the State's 
history. 

(c) It may yield information that will contribute to an understanding of the State's 
history, including its natural history. 
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(g) It has a special association with the life or work of a person or organisation or 
an event of historical importance. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

It is recommended that the Old Stuart Creek Homestead Ruins be provisionally entered 
in the State Heritage Register and be declared a place of archaeological significance. 
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ASSESSMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

(a) It demonstrates important aspects of the evolution or pattern of the State's 
history. 

The long near-permanent waterhole on Stuart Creek, Wabmapianna to local Aboriginal 
people, played an important part in the early exploration and pastoral settlement of the 
Oodnadatta Track region. Discovered by John McDouall Stuart in 1858, it was to assist 
pastoral expansion beyond the 'horseshoe' lakes, and became a key to Stuart's strategy 
in penetrating the interior, which was to lead within four years to his successful 
continental crossing. (Stuart actually named it Chambers Creek after his principal 
financial backers, but it was re-named by Babbage the same year.) 

In October 1858, Stuart applied for a pastoral lease surrounding the creek as his 
discoverer's reward under the Waste Lands Act. It was the first run taken up outside the 
'horseshoe', and the first in the Oodnadatta Track survey area. The run was actually 
stocked by John and fames Chambers in 1859 with sheep driven up from their Oratunga 
run in the Flinders Ranges. Although Stuart surveyed the run (leading to several years 
disputing boundaries with neighbouring lessees including fellow explorers Babbage and 
Warburton), he never actually worked it. By the time the lease was up and running in 
1863, Stuart had returned to Europe, his health broken. 

Stuart Creek was devastated by the Great Drought, lost most of its stock, and was 
abandoned by 1866. Pastoralists returned to the region with the construction of the 
Overland Telegraph, and the lease was next taken up by John Howard Angas in 1870, 
and transferred to the Willowie Pastoral Company in 1876. From 1896 it was managed 
jointly with Finniss Springs, with the head station at Stuart Creek. In 1918 the lease was 
sold to Kidman family interests and converted to cattle grazing. After 1934 when 
Kidman bought the adjacent Anna Creek, Stuart Creek became virtually an outstation of 
the larger property. In about 1970 a new Stuart Creek homestead was built 5km further 
east, and the old homestead buildings became store sheds. 

With the development of the Olympic Dam mine in 1987, bores were put down on 
Stuart Creek to supply water to the mining operation. In 1998, the property was divided, 
a northern portion remaining with Kidman' s Anna Creek property, while WMC 
(Olympic Dam Corporation) Pty Ltd bought the remainder, including the old homestead 
site, to manage their borefield operation. 

(c) The high archaeological potential of the site may yield information that 
will contribute to an understanding of the State's history. 

Stuart Creek is the oldest, and among the longest-occupied, European sites in the 
region, and is located on a site which played a significant part in Aboriginal culture. 
The remote location of the site and the nature of the collapse of the buildings are two 
other factors which have contributed to the rating of high archaeological potential for 
the place. At an overview level, archaeological investigation, coupled with more 
detailed historical research, is likely to produce new insights into the development of 
the pastoral industry in South Australia. At a site specific level, such investigation is 
likely to produce detailed information about the construction and development of the 
site, the uses of the buildings, the lives and material culture of the inhabitants and the 
relationship between Aborigines and the pioneers. Collation of such information will 
contribute to an understanding of this early phase of development in the Far North 
Region of one of Australia's premier industries. 
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(g) It has a special association with the life or work of a person or 
organisation or an event of historical importance. 

Stuart Creek was the first pastoral lease taken up ~utside the ~ors:shoe lak~s, .and the 
first in the Oodnadatta Track survey area. Its most unportant histoncal associations are 
with the exploring achievements and brief pastoral career of John McDouall Stuart, but 
it also has close associations with the life and work of John and James Chambers, John 
Howard Angas, Sidney Kidman, the Willowie Pastoral Company, Kidman Pastoral 
Company and Western Mining Corporation. 

REFERENCES: 

Cockburn, Pastoral Pioneers of South Australia, 1925 & 1927 
Gee, John McDouall Stuart, 1995 
Gee, History of Pastoralism in the Lake Eyre South Basin, 2000 
Kinbill Stearns, Mowui Springs of South Australia, 1986 
Manning, Place Names of South Australia, 1990 
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Old Stuart Creek Homestead Ruins Old Stuart Creek Homestead Ruins 

Old Stuart Creek Homestead Ruins Old Stuart Creek Stockyards 
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Qodnadatta Track Heritaee Survey Recommendation: State Heritaee Areas 

§.0 Heritaee Assessment Reports: State Heritaa:e Areas 

The brief for the heritage survey states: 

The significance of a State Heritage Area should rest on the qualities which are exceptional, not 
commonplace, and it should constitute a continuous and unified area comprised for the most part, 
of significant fabric, relatively free from unsympathetic intrusions. Individual places of particular 
heritage value (State and local) within the Area should be identified and described. 

The boundary of a State Heritage Area should be clearly defined, following cadastral boundaries 
where possible, and simple in outline. It should take in the continuously significant area without 
the addition of a buffer zone. 

No area within the Oodnadatta Track Heritage Survey area is considered worthy of 
recommendation as a State Heritage Area. 
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7.0 Herita2e Assessment Reports: Local Herita2e Places 

Places considered to be of local heritage value within the Oodnadatta Track survey area 
are detailed below. The level of documentation for each place is sufficient to allow the 
inclusion of each place on the local heritage register under the Out of Hundreds 
Development Plan. 

A place may be designated as being of local heritage value if: 

(a) it displays historical, economic or social themes that are of importance to the local 
area; or 

(b) it represents customs or ways of life that are characteristic of the local area; or 

(c) it has played an important part in the lives of local residents; or 

(d) it displays aesthetic merit, design characteristics or construction techniques of 
significance to the local area; or 

(e) it is associated with a notable local personality or event; or ,. 
(f) it is a notable landmark in the area. 

The following places within the Oodnadatta Track survey area are considered to meet 
these selection criteria and are recommended for entry into a Local Heritage Register 
under the Out of Hundreds Development Plan. This recommendation is based upon the 
historical research, fieldwork and evaluation undertaken as part of the Oodnadatta Track 
Heritage Survey. 

• Afghan Cemetery (LHP:OOl) 

• Algebuckina Railway Siding (LHP:002) 

• Allandale Homestead (LHP:003) 

• Angle Pole Overland Telegraph Line (LHP:004) 

• Anna Creek Railway Siding (LHP:005) 

• Anna Creek Woolshed Ruins (LHP:006) 

• Beresford Railway Siding (LHP:007) 

• Black Arrow Tracking Station (LHP:008) 

• Boorthanna Railway Siding (LHP:009) 

• Box Creek Railway Siding (LHP:OlO) 

• Clara St Dora Mine (LHP:Oll) 

• Dunjiba Community Centre (LHP:012) 

• Eringa Homestead Ruins (LHP:013) 

• Horse Trap Yards (LHP:O 14) 

• llbunga Railway Siding (LHP:O 15) 
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• Mount Dutton Railway Siding (LHP:016) 

• Oodnadatta Cemetery (LHP:O 17) 

• Oodnadatta General Store (LHP:018) 

• Oodnadatta Hospital (LHP:019) 

• Oodnadatta Railway Dam (LHP:020) 

• Pedirka Railway Siding (LHP:021) 

• Pups Lagoon Hut Ruin (LHP:022) 

• Warrina Railway Siding (LHP:023) 

• Willalinchina Yards (LHP:024) 

Heritage Assessment Reports for these places follow. 
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AFGHAN CEMETERY 

LOCATION: 

Place Name and Address: Afghan Cemetery, Oodnadatta 5734 

Land Description: Section 1184 and other land 

Certificate of Title: CR 5435/454 

OWNER: Minister for Environment & Heritage 
GPO Box 1047, Adelaide 5001 

State Heritage Status: • 

Other Assessments: nla 
II 

PHOTOGRAPH NOS.: Film 2, neg 20 

Afghan Cemetery 

Austral Archaeology Pty Ltd and Historical Research Pty Ltd 

LHP:OOl 

SHR File No.: n/a 
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AFGHAN CEMETERY LHP:OOl 

DESCRIPTION: 

The cemetery is a small plot of fenced land on the northern outskirts of Oodnadatta. 

It contains some low burial mounds marked by lines of stones. There are no identifiable 
grave markers or other features. 

There are two signs placed by the Aboriginal Lands Trust stating that the site is 
protected by the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1988. 

HISTORY: 

When the Great Northern Railway opened to Oodnadatta early in 1891, the town 
became an important transport centre for central Australia. The cameleers travelled with 
the railhead, and Oodnadatta replaced Marree as their main centre in South Australia. In 
1893, two years after the railway opened, there were said to be 400 camels working out 
of Oodnadatta, and there was a significant Afghan community in and around the town. 
Camel transport remained important until the railway was extended to Alice Springs in 
1929. 

Burials in the cemetery are not documented, and very little is known about them. One 
known burial in the cemetery is the Aboriginal wife of cameleer Nameth Khan from 
Peshewar. She had been a Sunday school teacher at the Hermannsburg mission. 

STATE:MENT OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

The Afghan Cemetery is of heritage value as a tangible reminder of the Afghan 
community who played such a vital role in the early transportation industry in the Far 
North. 

RELEVANT CRITERIA: 

(a) It displays historical, economic or social themes that are of importance to the 
local area. 

(b) It represents customs or ways of life that are characteristic of the local area. 

REFERENCES: 

Dallwitz & Fazio, White to Black: Oodnadatta School1892-1992, 1992 
Stevens, Tin Mosques & Ghantowns, 1989. p. 303-304 
Wangkanyi: Aboriginal Recollections of Oodnadatta, 1987? 
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ALGEBUCKINA RAILWAY SIDING LHP:002 

LOCATION: 

Place Name and Address: Algebuckina Railway Siding. Oodnadatta Track 

Land Description: 034373/ A20 19 

Certificate of Title: CL 1333/25 

OWNER: Pamatta Pty Ltd 
68 Greenhill Road 
Wayville 5034 

State Heritage Status: ~ 

Other Assessments: n/a 

PHOTOGRAPH NOS.: Film 3, negs 20 - 29 

Algebuckina Fettlers Cottage 

Austral Archaeology Ply Ltd and Historical Research Pty Ltd 

SHR File No.: n/a 
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ALGEBUCKINA RAILWAY SIDING LIIP:002 

DESCRIPTION: 

The siding is located approximately 500m to the south of the Algebuckina Bridge 
(which is entered in the State Heritage Register). 

The main feature at the site is a single early fettlers accommodation building. It is 
constructed of local random stone with stone quoins and bonded with lime mortar; it 
originally had a skillion corrugated galvanised iron (cgi) roof which has been removed. 
Internally it is plastered. The lower walls are badly salt damp affected. A large portion 
of the front (west) wall has collapsed. 

IDSTORY: 

Algebuckina was one of the stations on the Great Northern Railway, built in 1890 in the 
last stage of construction while the line was being extended to Oodnadatta. The fettlers 
cottages were originally spaced only ten miles apart, but the majority like Algebuckina 
were closed when Commonwealth Railways took over the running of the line in 1926. 
The land is now part of The Peake Pastoral Lease 

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

Algebuckina Railway Siding has heritage value as an example of early phase fettlers 
accommodation on the Old Gban railway. 

RELEVANT CRITERIA: 

(a) The fettlers cottage at the Algebuckina Railway Siding displays historical 
themes that are of importance to the local area. 

(f) The building is a notable landmark in the area. 

REFERENCES: 

Donovan & Associates, Railway Heritage of South Australia, 1992 
Gee, History of Pastoralism in the Lake Eyre South Basin, 2000 
National Archives of Australia files 
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ALLANDALEHOMrnSTEAD LHP:003 

LOCATION: 

Place Name and Address: Allandale Homestead, Oodnadatta Track 

Land Description: D34373/A2019 

Certificate of Title: CL 1333/25 

OWNER: Pamatta Pty Ltd 
68 Greenhill Road 
Wayville 5034 

State Heritage Status: -

Other Assessments: " n/a 

PHOTOGRAPH NOS.: Film 3, negs 10 - 13 

Allandale Homestead 

Austral Archaeology Pty Ltd and Historical Research Pty Ltd 

SHR File No.: n/a 
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ALLANDALE HOMESTEAD LHP:003 

DESCRIPTION: 

The homestead is still in use and is in good condition. It is constructed of local stone 
bonded with lime mortar and features brick quoins to openings. The house features a 
central door in the front (north) wall and two flanking windows. It has a central hallway 
with rooms at each side and a kitchen at the rear. The house has a verandah on three 
sides. This is now enclosed by fly-wire mesh. 

The roof of the house is of hipped design rising to a very steep apex; it is constructed of 
corrugated galvanised iron (cgi). The verandahs are now under an extension of the main 
roof. An historic photo of the building taken about 1912 shows that the verandahs 
previously were under a concave skillion roof attached to a wall plate. 

ffiSTORY: 

The land that is now Allandale was one of the second generation of pastoral runs, taken 
up by a syndicate of George Wills, Robert Tarlton and Charles Rischbieth in 1875. 
Several small runs - W ondillina, W arringina and Cecelia Creek - were amalgamated by 
George Bennett in 1900 to form Allandale, which he operated as a Hereford stud. The 
homestead built by Bennett was the most gracious in the region, a stone house that 
would not look out of place in Unley or Burnside. The property later became part of the 
Kidman empire, but is now independently owned. The owners have built a modern 
house, and the old homestead is used as a schoolroom and guest accommodation. 

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

Allandale Homestead is of heritage value as an example of a pastoral homestead 
building surviving from the turn of the century in the Far North. 

RELEVANT CRITERIA: 

(a) It displays historical, economic or social themes that are of importance to the 
local area. 

(b) It represents customs or ways of life that are characteristic of the local area. 

REFERENCES: 

Allandale, Oodnadatta, Garden & Field, c.l91 0 
Gee, History of Pastoralism in the Lake Eyre South Basin, 2000 
Kinhill Steams, Heritage of the Mound Springs, 1986 
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ANGLE POLE, OVERLAND TELEGRAPH LINE LHP:004 

LOCATION: 

Place Name and Address: Angle Pole, Overland Telegraph Line, Oodnadatta 

Land Description: Pastoral Lease PE 2430 Todmorden 

Certificate of Title: CL 1341140 

OWNER: G.K. & M.L. Lillecrapp 
Dalgety Bennetts Fanners 
12 Currie Street 
Adelaide 5000 

State Heritage Status:~ SHR File No.: n/a 

" 
Other Assessments: n/a 

PHOTOGRAPH NOS.: Film 2, neg 17 

Angle Pole Overland Telegraph Line Pole Monument 
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ANGLE POLE, OVERLAND TELEGRAPH LINE LHP:004 

DESCRIPTION: 

The pole, which marks a point at which the Overland Telegraph Line (OTL) changed 
direction, consists of an upright timber bough or slender tree trunk and is surrounded by 
a post and rail fence. The upright pole is lashed to a shorter post for support. It is not 
clear how much of the pole is original and how much a replacement. There is an 
interpretation sign attached to the fence which explains the significance of the pole. 

IDSTORY: 

The Overland Telegraph line from Adelaide to Darwin, commenced in 1870 and 
completed in 1872, was of national significance for the communications link it provided 
with Europe. The Angle Pole near a waterhole in the Neales River was a braced pole at 
a point where the line changed direction. Later the vicinity became the tenninus of the 
Great Northern Railway and the town of Oodnadatta was built nearby in 1890. The pole 
fell into disuse when this section of the telegraph line was re-routed along the railway 
extension to Alice Springs in 1928. Located beside the main road north, the pole has 
been a historic landmark for decades. Not much, if anything. remains of the original 
1870 pole, but like the Old Gum Tree at Glenelg, its symbolic significance is probably 
more important than the integrity of its fabric. 

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

The Angle Pole has heritage value as a well known landmark and reminder of the 
important role of the Overland Telegraph in the history of Australian communications. 

RELEVANT CRITERIA: 

(a) The Angle Pole displays historical themes that are of importance to the local 
area. 

(f) The Angle Pole is a notable landmark in the area. 

REFERENCES: 

Wilson, Relics of the Overland Telegraph Line, 1986 
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ANNA CREEK RAILWAY SIDING LHP:OOS 

LOCATION: 

Place Name and Address: Anna Creek Railway Siding, off Oodnadatta Track 

Land Description: Pastoral Lease PE 2433 

Certificate of Title: CL 1331/50 

OWNER: Strangways Springs Pty Ltd 
POBox 346 
North Adelaide 5006 

State Heritage Status:-

Other Assessments: n/a 

PHOTOGRAPH NOS.: Film 4, negs 32 - 36 
Film 5, neg 2 

Anna Creek Fettlers Cottage 

Austral Archaeology Pty Ltd and Historical Research Pty Ltd 

SHR File No.: n/a 
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Recomrnendation: Local Heritan Places 
Oodnadatta Track Berita&e Su'"!tt 

-ANNACREEKRAILWAYSIDING LHP:OOS 

DESCRIPTION: 

The siding is among the better-preserved stations along the line. It has three main 
~lements: ~ elevat~d cast iron water tank, two stone fettlers cottages, and a four-span 
rron truss railway bndge over Calthoorinna Creek. 

The tank is a typical elevated, riveted, cast iron water tank. It is of square shape and is 
mounted on cross braced cast iron colwnns. 

The fettlers acconunodation buildings are constructed of local random stone with stone 
9uoins ~d bonded. with lime mortar; they originally had skillion corrugated galvanised 
uon (cg1) roofs which have been removed almost entirely. Internally they are plastered. 
The lower walls are salt damp affected. The presence of wall plates on the eastern 
exte~al walls is evidence of a verandah to that side of the cottages. There are also tree 
plantings, remnant gardens and fences extant on the eastern side. 

The bridge is constructed from riveted cast iron trusses supported by three pairs of 
splayed, cross braced, riveted cast iron piers founded on concrete footings. The 
abu~ents .are later replacements of concrete and feature sloping, angled concrete 
retammg wmg walls to each side. 

IDSTORY: 

Ann~ Creek was one of the stations on the Great Northern Railway, built in 1889 while 
the lme ~as bein~ exter:tded from William Creek to W arrina. It subsequently became a 
locomotive watenng pomt when a bore was put down. The fettlers cottages survived the 
closures when Commonwealth Railways took over the line in 1926, and were among 
the few to remain in service until the line closed in 1980. The land is now part of Anna 
Creek Pastoral Lease. 

STATE:MENT OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

Anna Creek .railway siding has he~itage value as an example of early phase fettlers 
accommodation on the Old Ghan railway. The nearby bridge and water tank contribute 
to the heritage value of the site. 

RELEVANT CRITERIA: 

(a) The Anna Creek Railway Siding displays historical themes that are of 
importance to the local area. 

(f) The railway siding is a notable landmark in the area. 

REFERENCES: 

Donovan & Associates, Railway Heritage of South Australia, 1992 
Gee, History of Pastoralism in the Lake Eyre South Basin 2000 
National Archives of Australia files ' 
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{!gdnadatt.a Track Heritue Survey Recommendation; Local Heritage Places 

ANNA CREEK WOOLSHED RUINS LHP:006 

LOCATION: 

Place Name and Address: Anna Creek Woolshed Ruins, off Oodnadatta Track 

Land Description: Pastoral Lease PE 2433 

Certificate of Title: CL 1331/50 

OWNER: Strangways Springs Pty Ltd 
POBox346 
North Adelaide 5006 

State Heritage Status:· 

Other Assessments: nfa 

PHOTOGRAPH NOS.: Film 5, negs 3- 8 

Anna Creek Woolshed Ruins 

Austral Archaeology Pty Ltd and Historical Research Pty Ltd 

SHR File No.: nla 
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ANNA CREEK WOOLSHED RUINS LHP:006 

DESCRIPTION: 

Ruins at the woolshed site include the structural remains of the kitchen, a timber wind 
mill, a stone foundation for the former wool washing machinery and an upright boiler 
(now lying on its side and no longer in situ). 

The kitchen remains include the former end wall of the building which incorporates two 
cooking fireplaces complete with chimneys and a bread oven. The structure is built of 
local random stone bonded with a lime mortar. 

The windmill is constructed from four long oregon (or similar) timber posts in a typical 
pyramidal form; the windmill blades are bent and many are missing. Access to the top 
of the windmill was via a ladder constructed by nailing short slats to one of the posts. 

The foundation for the wool washing machinery is also constructed of local stone. It is a 
substantial piece of masonry and stands about 1.3 min height. The tie down bolts for 
the machinery are still partially extant. The machinery itself has been removed to the 
'heritage park' at William Creek. 

The upright boiler, which would have once powered the washing machinery, lies on the 
ground nearby. 

IDSTORY: 

The area was taken up as the Strangways Springs run in 1859, one of the first pastoral 
leases in the region. The homestead was moved to Anna Creek in 1876, and the 
woolshed probably dates from about that time. It is the only property in the region that 
has been continuously occupied, and never abandoned because of drought. It was also 
among the last runs on the Oodnadatta Track to persist with sheep grazing, having been 
fenced by the Willowie Pastoral Company after the dingo infestation of the 1890s. The 
property was bought by Kidman interests in 1918 and converted to cattle grazing, 
subsequently growing into the largest pastoral property in Australia. The woolshed 
would have been disused from that time. 

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

Anna Creek Woolshed Ruins are of heritage value as they demonstrate aspects of the 
early pastoral industry in the Far North. 

RELEVANT CRITERIA: 

(a) The Anna Creek Woolshed Ruins display historical themes that are of 
importance to the local area. 

REFERENCES: 

Bowen, Kidman, 1987 
Gee, History of Pastoralism in the Lake Eyre South Basin, 2000 
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Qodnadatta Track Hedtap Survey Recommendation; Los:aJ Heritaee Places 

BERESFORD RAILWAY SIDING LHP:007 

LOCATION: 

Place Name and Address: Beresford Railway Siding, Oodnadatta Track 

Land Description: Pastoral Lease PE 2433 

Certificate of Title: CL 13 31/50 

OWNER: Strangways Springs Pty Ltd 
P0Box346 
North Adelaide 5006 

State Heritage Status: -

" Other Assessments: nla 

PHOTOGRAPH NOS.: Film 5, negs 20-27 

Beresford Railway Siding 

Austral Archaeology Pty Ltd and Historical Research Pty Ltd 

SHR File No.: Dia 
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BERESFORD RAILWAY SIDING LHP:007 

DESCRIPTION: 

The siding has four main elements - an elevated cast iron water tank for re-watering 
trains, a Kennicott water softener, a small stone fettlers accommodation building 
complete with detached ablutions block, and a water supply dam. The site has been well 
conserved since the railway closed and most features are in basically good condition. It 
is a favoured overnight stop for campers along the Track. 

The Kennicott water softener and elevated cast iron water tank are located toward the 
southern end of the site. These are both in reasonably sound condition. The tank is a 
typical elevated, riveted, cast iron water tank. It is of square shape and is mounted on 
cross braced cast iron columns. The northern wall of the tank is missing. The Kennicott 
water softener is a large cylindrical steel structure built on a concrete base. A platform 
at the top is accessed by an external spiral staircase. Next to the water softener is an 
active artesian bore with a standpipe and tap. 

The fettlers accommodation building is constructed of local random stone with stone 
quoins and bonded with lime mortar; it has a largely intact skillion corrugated 
galvanised iron (cgi) roof. Internally it is plastered. The area between the two 
protruding rear rooms is walled with cgi to create another room. While most of the early 
fettlers cottages would have once hosted such additions, only at Curdirnurka and 
Beresford are such additions still extant. There is a verandah to the western side of the 
building. There are also remnant gardens and fences extant on the western side. The 
ablutions building at the rear (east) is a small gabled cgi clad and cgi roofed structure. 

The dam is an earth walled structure with a stone paved slipway and stone retaining 
walls. 

IDSTORY: 

Beresford is on the section of the Great Northern Railway between Coward Springs and 
William Creek that opened in June 1889. It was one of the major watering and line 
maintenance stations, with a reservoir for rainwater catchment and a fettlers cottage. 
Later an artesian bore was drilled to supplement the reservoir. When Commonwealth 
Railways closed most of the fettlers cottages in 1926, Beresford was among the few that 
stayed open. During the Second World War a Kennicott water softener was added to the 
complex, but all this water technology became redundant when the line was dieselised 
in 1954. Since the line closed in 1980, Beresford has been maintained in fair condition, 
and now has one of only three fettlers cottages on the line that retain their roofs. 

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

The Beresford Railway Siding has heritage value as an example of an early phase siding 
complex on the Old Ghan railway. The reservoir, cast iron water tank, artesian bore, and 
Kennicott water softener demonstrate three generations of water supply technology and 
contribute to the heritage value of the site. 

RELEVANT CRITERIA: 

(a) The Beresford Railway Siding displays themes important to the local area. 

170 Austral Archaeology Pty Ltd and Historical Research Pty Ltd 

Qodnadatta Track Herita&e Survey Recommendation: LocaJ Heritage Places 

BERESFORD RAILWAY SIDING 

(f) It is a notable landmark in the area. 

REFERENCES: 

Donovan & Associates, Railway Heritage of South Australia, 1991 
Kinhill Stearns, Heritage of the Mound Springs, 1986 
Gee, History of Pastoralism in the Lake Eyre South Basin, 2000 
Quinlan & Newland, Australian Railway Routes, 2000 

Austral Archaeology Pty Ltd and Historical Research Pty Ltd 

LHP:007 
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172 Austral Archaeology Pty Ltd and Historical Research Pty Ltd 

Qodna<latta Track Berltaae Survey Recommendation; L9cal Heritage Places 

BLACK ARROW TRACKING STATION 

LOCATION: 

Place Name and Address: Black Arrow Tracking Station, Beresford, 
off Oodnadatta Track 

Land Description: Pastoral Lease PE 2433 

Certificate of Title: CL 1331150 

OWNER: Strangways Springs Pty Ltd 
P0Box346 
North Adelaide 5006 

LHP:008 

State Heritage Status: ~ SHR File No.: nla 
" 

Other Assessments: nla 

PHOTOGRAPH NOS.: Film 5, negs 14 - 15 

Black Arrow Tracking Station 

Austral Archaeology Pty Ltd and Historical Research Pty Ltd 173 



RecommeruJation; Local Heritage Places OocJnadatta Track Heritage Survey 

BLACK ARROW TRACKING STATION LHP:008 

DESCRIPTION: 

The remains at the Tracking Station are located on a small rise on the west side of the 
Oodnadatta Track, opposite the Beresford Railway Siding. They consist of a concrete 
foundation pad with a raised circular concrete foundation for the tracking device at the 
southern end. Some large steel pipe uprights are set into the concrete and there is a 
channel in the foundation which extends to the north. 

The fust stage of the third Black Arrow missile is displayed in a park at William Creek. 
There are also parts of Woomera tracking instruments there, and in the grounds of the 
Oodnadatta school, but none of these are known to be associated with the Beresford 
site. 

IDSTORY: 

The Beresford radar station was built by the Australian Army in 1967 to track test 
firings from Woomera of a British missile, the Black Arrow, which was designed to 
launch satellites into polar orbit, and required a new set of tracking instruments to be 
built along the new northward flight line. Three tests were launched between 1969 and 
1971, the third launching the Prospera satellite, which is still in orbit. Beresford briefly 
became famous for an inexplicable S-bend which appeared on the plotted track of each 
test as the missile passed by - the 'Beresford wiggle' - presumably caused by some 
interference effect in close proximity to the radar station. After the third launch, Britain 
withdrew from satellite development altogether, and the Black Arrow program was 
wound up. The Beresford tracking station was dismantled in 1971. 

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

The remains of the Black Arrow Tracking Station are of heritage value as they 
demonstrate the important role that the region played in space research. 

RELEVANT CRITERIA: 

(a) It displays historical themes that are of importance to the local area as tangible 
evidence of the Woomera space program. 

(d) It displays design characteristics or construction techniques of significance to 
the local area as a relic of scientific tracking equipment. 

(e) It is associated with a notable local event, the Black Arrow trials of 1969-71. 

REFERENCES: 

Morton, Fire Across the Desert, 1989, pp. 499-525 
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Qodnadatta Track Beritaee Survey Recommendation; Local Heritage Places 

BOORTHANNA RAILWAY SIDING LHP:009 

LOCATION: 

Place Name and Address: Boorthanna Railway Siding, off Oodnadatta Track 

Land Description: Pastoral Lease PE 2433 

Certificate of Title: CL 1331/50 

OWNER: Strangways Springs Pty Ltd 
P0Box346 
North Adelaide 5006 

State Heritage Status: -

Other Assessments: nla 

PHOTOGRAPH NOS.: Film 4, neg 29 

Boorthanna Fettlers Cottages 

Austral Archaeology Pty Ltd and Historical Research Pty Ltd 

SHR File No.: n/a 
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Recommendation: Local Heritaee Places Oocinadatta Track Heritage S1JrYU 

BOORTHANNA RAIL WAY SIDING LHP:009 

DESCRIPTION: 

The main features at the site are two early fettlers accommodation buildings. These are 
constructed of local random stone with stone quoins and bonded with lime mortar; they 
originally had skillion corrugated galvanised iron (cgi) roofs which have been removed. 
Internally they are plastered. The lower walls are badly salt damp affected. 

IDSTORY: 

Boorthanna was one of the stations on the Great Northern Railway, built in 1890 in the 
last stage of construction while the line was being extended to Oodnadatta. The fettlers 
cottages were originally spaced only ten miles apart, but the majority like Boorthanna 
were closed when Commonwealth Railways took over the running of the line in 1926. 
The land is now part of the Anna Creek Pastoral Lease. 

STATE:MENT OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

Boorthanna Railway Siding has heritage value as an example of early-phase fettlers 
accommodation on the Old Ghan railway. 

RELEVANT CRITERIA: 

(a) The fettlers cottage Boorthanna Railway Siding displays historical themes that 
are of importance to the local area. 

(f) The building is a notable landmark in the area. 

REFERENCES: 

Donovan & Associates, Railway Heritage of South Australia, 1992 
Gee, History of Pastoralism, 2000 
National Archives Of Australia files 
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BOX CREEK RAILWAY SIDING LHP:OlO 

LOCATION: 

Place Name and Address: Box Creek Railway Siding, off Oodnadatta Track 

Land Description: Pastoral Lease PE 2433 

Certificate of Title: CL 1331150 

OWNER: Strangways Springs Pty Ltd 
P0Box346 
North Adelaide 5006 

State Heritage Status: -

Other Assessmen'ls: nla 

PHOTOGRAPH NOS.: Film 4, negs 30 - 31 

Box Creek Fettlers Cottages 

Austral Archaeology Pty Ltd and Historical Research Pty Ltd 

SHR File No.: nla 
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Recommendation: Local HeritaU Places Oodnadatta Track Heritage Survn 

BOX CREEK RAILWAY SIDING LHP:OlO 

DESCRIPTION: 

The main feature at the site is a single early fettlers accommodation building. It is 
constructed of local random stone with stone quoins and bonded with lime mortar; it 
originally had a skillion corrugated galvanised iron ( cgi) roof which has been removed. 
Internally it is plastered. The lower walls are badly salt damp affected. 

mSTORY: 

Box Creek was one of the stations on the Great Northern Railway, built in 1890 in the 
last stage of construction while the line was being extended to Oodnadatta. The fettlers 
cottages were originally spaced only ten miles apart, but the majority like Box Creek 
were closed when Commonwealth Railways took over the running of the line in 1926. 
The land is now part of the Anna Creek Pastoral Lease. 

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

The Box Creek Railway Siding has heritage value as an example of early phase fettlers 
accommodation on the Old Ghan railway. 

RELEVANT CRITERIA: 

(a) The fettlers cottage at the Box Creek Railway Siding displays historical themes 
that are of importance to the local area. 

(f) The building is a notable landmark in the area. 

REFERENCES: 

Donovan & Associates, Railway Heritage of South Australia, 1992 
Gee, History of Pastoralism in the Lake Eyre South Basin, 2000 
National Archives Of Australia files 
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CLARA ST DORA MINE LHP:Oll 

LOCATION: 

Place Name and Address: Clara St Dora Mine, Finniss Springs, off Oodnadatta Track 

Land Description: D34847/A2 

Certificate of Title: CR 5751/53 

OWNER: Minister for Environment and Heritage 
GPO Box 1047, 
Adelaide 5001 

State Heritage Status:-

" Other Assessments: n/a 

PHOTOGRAPH NOS.: Film 6, negs 27 - 32 

Clara St Dora Mine 

Austral Archaeology Pty Ltd and Historical Research Pty Ltd 

SHR File No.: n/a 
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CLARA ST DORA MINE LHP:Oll 

DESCRIPTION: 

This is a small copper mine which is located on the east side of the access road to the 
Finniss Springs Mission. There are a number of small open cuts and gouges as well as 
several deep shafts. The site is covered by mounds of mullock (waste rock). 

The machinery on site includes a jawbreaker primary crusher, some dislodged overhead 
line shafting, a piece of unidentified milling machinery, and an upright boiler with 
associated remains of a pump attached. Only the boiler appears to be in its original 
location. 

HISTORY: 

Originally known as the Two Franks mine, this small copper prospect was first reported 
in 1888, while the railway was being built from Marree to Coward Springs. In 1897 it 
was taken over by the English & Australian Copper Company, who renamed it and 
equipped it with machinery. The mine remained in intermittent production until 1915, 
employing up to 15 men and producing at least 160 tons of copper metal. 

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

Clara St Dora Mine is of heritage value because it represents the effort that was 
expended in the nineteenth century in trying to locate payable new mines in a remote 
and forbidding environment. The presence of the machinery on the site (although 
mainly dislodged from its original locations) adds to the heritage value because it 
illustrates the technology that was used. 

RELEVANT CRITERIA: 

(a) The mine displays historical themes that are of importance to the local area as 
tangible evidence of the early copper mining industry. 

REFERENCES: 

Brown, Record of the Mines of South Australia, 1908, p. 42 
Kinhill Steams, Heritage of the Mound Springs, 1986 
PIRSA Record of Mines Summary Card 
South Australian Register 1 March 1897 
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Qodnaclatta Track Heritage Survey Recommendatiop; Local Heritage Places 

DUNJIBA COMMUNITY CENTRE (FORMER SCHOOL) LHP:012 

LOCATION: Oodnadatta 

Place Name and Address: Dunjiba Community Centre, Ooclnadatta 5734 

Land Description: Section 622 

Certificate of Title: CT 5477/121 

OWNER: Ooclnadatta Aboriginal Housing Society 
Oodnadatta 5734 

State Heritage Status: -

Other Assessme~: n/a 

PHOTOGRAPH NOS.: Film 3, neg 6 

Dunjiba Community Centre 

Austral Archaeology Pty Ltd and Historical Research Pty Ltd 

SHR File No.: n/a 
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DUNJIBA COMMUNITY CENTRE (F0Rl\1ER SCHOOL) LHP:012 

DESCRIPTION: 

The building is timber framed and is clad with corrugated galvanised iron (cgi). It has a 
cgi clad gabled roof with timber ventilation louvres to the gables and cylindrical metal 
ventilators to the main roof structure. There is a straight skillion cgi verandah to three 
sides (east, north and west) of the building. Part of the western verandah has been 
enclosed with cgi walls to form a small room. On the south side the roof overhangs the 
windows substantially and is supported by a series of struts; these give the building a 
distinctive appearance. The windows are quite large to allow more light into the 
building. 

ffiSTORY: 

Oodnadatta Provisional School opened in 1892, in a hut with a roof of saltbush. For a 
time it shared a teacher with Coward Springs, the teacher commuting by train and 
teaching a week about. The present timber-framed classroom was built by 1901 and was 
extended in length in 1909. Oodnadatta became a Public School in 1910. For its flrst 
sixty years it was predominantly a European school; although Afghan and Chinese 
children were enrolled. Aboriginal children only began to attend in significant numbers 
in the 1950s. A new school was built in Kataya Terrace in 1973, and the old school 
building became the Dunjiba Community Centre and office. 

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

Dunjiba Community Centre has heritage value as the original school building in the 
town. The building also has social significance to the Aboriginal community because of 
its current function. 

RELEVANT CRITERIA: 

(a) It displays historical, economic or social themes that are of importance to the 
local area. 

(b) It represents customs or ways of life that are characteristic of the local area. 

(c) It has played an important part in the lives of the local residents. 

REFERENCES: 

Dallwitz & Fazio, White to Black: Oodnadatta schoo/1892~1992, 1992 
Wangkanyi: Aboriginal Recollections of Oodnadatta, 1987? 
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ERINGA HOMESTEAD RUINS LHP:013 

LOCATION: 

Place Name and Address: Eringa Homestead Ruins, off Old Ghan Railway Route 

Land Description: Pastoral Lease PE 2460 

Certificate of Title: CL 1607/84 

OWNER: Antequam Pty Ltd 
PO Box 7, 
Carrieton 5432 

State Heritage Status: -

" Other Assessments: n/a 

PHOTOGRAPH NOS.: Film 2, neg 11 

Eringa Homestead Ruins 

Austral Archaeology Pty Ltd and Historical Research Pty Ltd 

SHR File No.: nla 
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ERINGA HOMESTEAD RUINS LHP:Ol3 

DESCRIPTION: 

The main historic feature at the site is the ruins of the homestead building. This is a 
small structure constructed of random local stone bonded with a lime mortar. It has a 
substantial chimney and fireplace at the southern end. The walls are all intact but the 
roof is missing. The building was enlarged at some time as evidenced by the concrete 
floors surrounding the stone remains and remnants of external stud walls - now 
removed. This probably occurred during the 1940s or 1950s by the evidence. 

To the east of the homestead is a large, open-sided, conical-roofed shade house 
structure. This is constructed of steel and timber and appears to have had branches or 
fronds woven to the roof framing. 

HISTORY: 

Eringa was one of the runs taken up in the marginal grazing country of the far north 
after the extension of the railway to Oodnadatta in 1890. In 1899, the lease was bought 
by Sidney Kidman, the first significant property he owned in his own right, rather than 
as a syndicate member. This was obviously an important milestone for Kidman, who 
later named two of his urban houses 'Eringa', one in K.apunda (now part of the High 
School), and the other in Northgate Street at Unley Park. In contrast with these gracious 
homes, the simple homestead min demonstrates the austerity of the Kidman pastoral 
enterprises. 

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

Eringa Homestead Ruins have heritage value for their association with the career of Sir 
Sidney Kidman, and as an example of a homestead surviving from the pastoral industry 
of the late nineteenth century in the Far North. 

RELEVANT CRITERIA: 

(a) Eringa Homestead Ruins displays historical themes that are of importance to 
the local area. 

(e) The homestead is associated with a notable local personality, Sir Sidney 
Kidman. 

REFERENCES: 

Bowen, Kidman: the forgotten king, 1987 
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HORSE TRAP YARDS LHP:Ol4 

WCATION: 
Place Name and Address: Horse Trap Yards, Warburton Springs, Oodnadatta Track 

Land Description: Pastoral Lease PE 2433 

Certificate of Title: CL 1331150 

OWNER: Strangways Springs Pty Ltd 
POBox346 
North Adelaide 5006 

State Heritage Status: -

Other Assessments: n/a 
" 

PHOTOGRAPH NOS.: Film 5, negs 16- 18 

Horse Trap Yards 

Austral Archaeology Pty Ltd and Historical Research Pty L!d 

SHR File No.: n!a 
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HORSE TRAP YARDS LHP:014 

DESCRIPTION: 

The yards are situated on a low rise beside a mound spring. The main yard is an 
irregular oval in plan, constructed of large diameter posts with a combination of timber 
rails and heavy gauge wires between the posts. Access to the yards was through a large 
gate located adjacent to the spring on the western side, where the horses were driven in 
between wing fences extending part-way around the spring. There is an exit chute on 
the south side, narrowing at its outer end to a small but heavily constructed gate 
opening sideways like a rodeo chute. 

ffiSTORY: 

The yards are known locally as the Murdering Yards, because they were built for a 
particularly brutal episode of feral horse culling about 1943. Beef prices rose during the 
Second World War, and pastoralists tried to increase stocking rates on the land during a 
drought. This land was part of Anna Creek at the time, and manager Archie McLean 
sought to reduce the number of brumbies competing for feed and water on the property 
by trapping them as they drank at Warburton Springs. The horses were killed by 
releasing them one by one after inflicting a fatal stab wound to the carotid artery in the 
neck. According to one version of the story this was to save the price of bullets; more 
likely it was to allow them to disperse before dying, saving the trouble of disposing of 
the carcasses. 

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

The Horse Trap Yards are of heritage value because they demonstrate the dominance of 
the pastoral industry, and the threat that feral horses posed to the viability of that 
industry. The site is also of significance to the local Aboriginal community because 
they acknowledge it as a place where Aboriginal stockmen were unwillingly involved 
in the destruction of brumbies for the pastoralists. 

RELEVANT CRITERIA: 

(a) It displays historical themes that are of importance to the local area. 

(b) It represents customs or ways of life that are characteristic of the local area. 

(d) It displays construction techniques of significance to the local area. 

(e) It is associated with a notable local personality or event . 

REFERENCES: 

Hercus & Sutton, Aboriginal Heritage Significance, 1985, p. 37 
Information from Philip Gee 
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Qodnadatta Track Heritage Survey Recommendation; Local Heritage Places 

ILBUNGA RAILWAY SIDING LHP:OlS 

LOCATION: 

Place Name and Address: llbunga Railway Siding, Old Ghan Railway Route 

Land Description: Pastoral Lease PE 2460 

Certificate of Title: CL 1607/84 

OWNER: Antequam Pty Ltd 
PO Box 7, Carrieton 5432 

State Heritage Status: • SHR File No.: nla 

Other Assessments: nfa 
" 

PHOTOGRAPH NOS.: Film 2, negs 14- 15 

llbunga Railway Siding Water Tank 
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Recommendation: Local Heritage Places Oodnadatta Track Heritage Survn 

ILBUNGA RAILWAY SIDING LHP:OIS 

DESCRIPTION: 

The main surviving element at the site is an elevated water tank for re-watering 
locomotives. The tank is a typical elevated, riveted, square, cast iron water tank. It 
differs from other tanks noted in the survey in that it appears to be an original tank but 
is mounted on a newer structure. It is mounted on two large rolled steel joists supported 
on four upright, cross braced rolled steel joists. The tank is accessed by a steel ladder 
located on its north side. 

The tank is situated in a vast treeless plain and is obvious for quite a distance. 

There is minimal evidence of the foundations of a former station building located to the 
north of the tank. 

mSTORY: 

llbunga was one of the stations on the Central Australian Railway, built in 1928 while 
the line was being extended to Alice Springs. The water tanks were spaced out forty 
miles apart to serve the larger Commonwealth Railways engines. llbunga closed as a 
station in 1946, and the water tank fell into disuse with dieselisation in 1954. The land 
is now part of the Eringa Pastoral Lease. 

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

The tank at llbunga Railway Siding has heritage value as a standing remnant of a small 
remote siding on the Old Ghan railway. 

RELEVANT CRITERIA: 

(a) The water tank at llbunga Railway Siding displays historical themes that are of 
importance to the local area. 

(f) The water tank is a notable landmark in the area. 

REFERENCES: 

Donovan & Associates, Railway Heritage of South Australia, 1992 
Gee, History of Pastoralism in the Lake Eyre South Basin, 2000 
National Archives of Australia flies 
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Oodnadatta Track Httit.age Survey Recommendation; Local Herit.a&e Places 

MOUNTDUTTONRAILWAYSIDING LHP:016 

LOCATION: 

Place Name and Address: Mount Dutton Railway Siding, off Oodnadatta Track 

Land Description: D34373/ A20 19 

Certificate of Title: CL1333/25 

OWNER: Allandale Pastoral Company 
Pamatla Pty Ltd 
68 Greenhill Road, 
Wayville 5034 

State Heritage Status: • 

/1 

Other Assessments: n/a 

PHOTOGRAPH NOS.: Film 3, negs 14- 18 

Mount Dutton Railway Siding 

Austral Archaeology Pty Ltd and Historical Research Pty Ltd 

SHR File No.: n/a 
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Recommendation: Local Heritage Places Ood.nadatta Track Heritage Survty 

MOUNT DUTTON RAILWAY SIDING LHP:Ol6 

DESCRIPTION: 

The siding has four main elements - an elevated cast iron water tank for re-watering 
trains, a small stone fettlers accommodation building, a pumphouse containing a steam 
pump and upright boiler and an external windmill, and a grave surrounded by a timber 
fence. 

The tank is a typical elevated, riveted, cast iron water tank. It is of square shape and is 
mounted on cross braced cast iron colunms. 

The fettlers accommodation building is constructed of local random stone bonded with 
lime mortar; it originally had a skillion corrugated galvanised iron (cgi) roof which has 
been removed. It has two accommodation areas divided by a central kitchen and dining 
area. 

The pumphouse is a gabled timber framed building with cgi cladding and roof. There 
are louvred timber ventilators in the gable ends and large double timber doors to the 
south wall. A small steam pump is still extant next to an upright boiler. This pumped 
water from a bore to the elevated cast iron tank near the railway line. It is the only 
steam pump surviving on the Ghan railway. 

lflSTORY: 

Mount Dutton was one of the stations on the Great Northern Railway, built in 1890 in 
the last stage of construction while the line was being extended to Oodnadatta. It 
subsequently became a locomotive watering point when an artesian bore was put down. 
The Mount Dutton fettlers cottages and bore were disused after Commonwealth 
Railways took over the running of the line in 1926. The bore was leased by Mount 
Dutton Pastoral Company for stock watering in 1927, and subsequently by Macumba in 
1932 and Allandale in 1968. The land is now part of Allandale Pastoral Lease. 

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

Mount Dutton Railway Siding has heritage value as an example of early-phase fettlers 
accommodation on the Old Ghan railway. The intact pumphouse, water tank and grave 
contribute to the heritage value of the site. 

RELEVANT CRITERIA: 

(a) The Mount Dutton Railway Siding displays historical themes that are of 
importance to the local area. 

(f) The siding is a notable landmark in the area. 

REFERENCES: 

Donovan & Associates, Railway Heritage of South Australia, 1992 
Gee, History of Pastoralism n the Lake Eyre South Basin, 2000 
National Archives of Australia B300/6 6771/16 Lease of land at Mt Dutton 
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Oodnadatta Track Heritage Survey Recommendation: Local Heritaee Places 

OODNADATTACEMETERY 

LOCATION: 

Place Name and Address: Oodnadatta Cemetery, Oodnadatta 5734 

Land Description: Section 1186 

Certificate of Title: CR 5607/263 

OWNER: Minister for Environment and Heritage 
GPO Box 1047, Adelaide 5001 

State Heritage Status: -

Other Assessments: nla 
It 

PHOTOGRAPH NOS.: Film 2, neg 23 

Oodnadatta Cemetery 

Austral Archaeology Pty Ltd and Historical Research Pty Ltd 

LHP:017 

SHR File No.: n/a 
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Recommendation: Local Heritage Places OodDidatta Track Heritage Survey 

OODNADATTA CEMETERY LHP:Ol7 

DESCRIPTION: 

The cemetery is a small plot of fenced land on the southern outskirts of Oodnadatta. 

It contains about four graves marked by iron railings and headstones. 

IDSTORY: 

Oodnadatta was established as a township with the arrival of the Great Northern 
Railway in 1891. From its earliest years, the town had two cemeteries; this one was for 
European burials, prominently located near the railway line, and the other, 
inconspicuous and a mile from town, was for Afghan burials. This cemetery has been 
superseded by a modem cemetery further from town and is now closed. 

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

Oodnadatta Cemetery has heritage value as a legacy of the early history and 
development of the town. 

RELEVANT CRITERIA: 

(a) It displays historical, economic or social themes that are of importance to the 
local area. 

(c) It has played an important part in the lives of local residents. 

(f) It is a notable landmark in the area. 

REFERENCES: 

Wangkanyi: Aboriginal Recollections ofOodnadatta, 1987? 
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Oodnadatta Track Heritage Survey Recommendation; Local Herit12e Places 

OODNADATTA GENERAL STORE LHP:018 

LOCATION: 

Place Name and Address: Oodnadatta General Store, Oodnadatta 5734 

Land Description: Allotments 3 & 4, Township Plan 831302 

Certificate of Title: CT 5822/11 

OWNER: Antikirinya Pty Ltd 
Oodnadatta 5734 

State Heritage Status:· 

Other Assessments: n/a 
" 

PHOTOGRAPH NOS.: Film 2, negs 26 - 27 

Oodnadatta General Store 

Austral Archaeology Pty Ltd and Historical Research Pty Ltd 

SHR File No.: n/a 
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Recommendation: Local Heritage Places Oodnadatta Track Heritage Survu 

OODNADATTAGENERALSTORE LHP:018 

DESCRIPTION: 

The building is timber framed with a timber floor and is clad with corrugated 
galvanised iron (cgi). It bas three cgi clad gabled roofs and a straight sk.illion cgi 
verandah supported by bush timber poles. There are two large display windows to the 
front wall. 

IUSTORY: 

Oodnadatta was established when the railway arrived in 1891. The date of construction 
of the store is unknown, but it is prominent in photographs of Oodnadatta from the early 
twentieth century. The Oodnadatta Aboriginal Housing Society now owns the store as 
well as the Railway Station, the Transcontinental Hotel, the Post Office and the Railway 
Dam. 

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

Oodnadatta General Store has heritage value as one of the early commercial buildings 
in the town. 

RELEVANT CRITERIA: 

(a) It displays historical, economic or social themes that are of importance to the 
local area .. 

(c) It has played an important part in the lives of the local residents. 

(f) It is a notable landmark in the area. 

REFERENCES: 

Gibson, Some Oodnadatta Genealogies, 1988 
Wangkanyi: Aboriginal Recollections of Oodnadatta, 1987? 
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Oodnadatta Track Heritage Syrvey Recommendation: LocaJ Heritage Places 

OODNADATTA HOSPITAL LHP:019 

LOCATION: 

Place Name and Address: Oodnadatta Hospital, Oodnadatta 5734 

Land Description: Allotment 10, Township Plan 831302 

Certificate of Title: CT 5822/920 

OWNER: Department of Human Services 
11 Hindmarsh Square, Adelaide 5000 

State Heritage Status: - SHR File No.: n/a 

Other Assessments: nla 
/0 

PHOTOGRAPH NOS.: Film 3, neg7 

Oodnadatta Hospital 
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Recommendation: Local Heritage Places OOOnadatta Track Heritage Survu 

OODNADATTA HOSPITAL LHP:Ol9 

DESCRIPTION: 

The building is constructed of local stone and red brick. It has a hipped roof clad with 
corrugated galvanised iron and features timber ventilation louvres in small gablets. 
There is a verandah under the main roof. 

HISTORY: 

Nurse Main of the Presbyterian Church's Smith of Dunesk Mission arrived in 
Oodnadatta in 1906 and started a bush nursing service at the boarding house. John 
Flynn raised £350 and built a nursing hostel in Oodnadatta in 1911, following a measles 
epidemic. Opened on 10 December 1911, it became the model for Flynn's later nursing 
homes, and the Australian Inland Mission (AIM)was fonned the following year. The 
building was modernised in 1971 and became the Oodnadatta AIM Hospital. It was 
taken over by the South Australian Health Commission in 1986. 

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

Oodnadatta Hospital has heritage value as the first Australian Inland Mission Bush 
Nursing Home and for its associations with John Flynn who was instrumental in the 
formation of the Royal Flying Doctor Service. 

RELEVANT CRITERIA: 

(a) It displays historical, economic or social themes that are of importance to the 
local area. 

(c) It has played an important part in the lives of the local residents. 

(e) It is associated with a notable local personality or event. 

REFERENCES: 

Shaw & Gibson, Invasion & Succession, 1988 
Dallwitz & Fazio, White to Black: Oodnadatta school 1892-1992, 1992 
Wangkanyi: Aboriginal Recollections of Oodnadatta, 1987? 
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Oodnadatta Track Heritage Survey Recommendation; Local Heritage Places 

OODNADATTA RAn.. WAY DAM LBP:020 

LOCATION: 

Place Name and Address: Oodnadatta Railway Dam, Oodnadatta 5734 

Land Description: Section 622 

Certificate of Title: CT 5477/121 

OWNER: Oodnadatta Aboriginal Housing Society 
Oodnadatta 5734 

State Heritage Status: -

Other Assessments: n/a ,. 

PHOTOGRAPH NOS.: Film 2, negs 18- 19 

Oodnadatta Railway Dam 

Austral Archaeology Pty Ltd and Historical Research Pty Ltd 

SHR File No.: n/a 
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Recommendation; Local Herita&e Places Oodnadatta Track Heritaze Snrvt:l: 

OODNADATTA RAILWAY DAM LHP:020 

DESCRIPTION: 

The dam is a large earth walled structure with a stone paved spillway and stone 
retaining walls at the northern end. 

IDSTORY: 

Oodnadatta became the terminus of the Great Northern Railway when it opened in 
1891, and the town was equipped with locomotive coaling and watering facilities. The 
railway dam was one of three along the line (the others were at Beresford and Alberrie 
Creek). Their function was to store rainwater which was used to dilute the mineralised 
water obtained from artesian bores along the line, to make it suitable for use in steam 
boilers. The dam has been disused for railway purposes since the line was dieselised in 
1954, but has remained a popu1ar swimming hole and an occasional supplement to the 
town's water supply ever since. 

STATE:MENT OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

Oodnadatta Railway Dam has heritage value as an example of important remnant 
infrastructure of the Old Ghan railway at Oodnadatta 

RELEVANT CRITERIA: 

(a) It displays historical, economic or social themes that are of importance to the 
local area 

(c) It has played an important part in the lives of the local residents. 

(f) It is a notable landmark in the area. 

REFERENCES: 

Donovan & Associates, Railway Heritage of South Australia, 1991 
K.inhill Stearns, Heritage of the Mound Springs 1986 
National Archives of Australia files 
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Oodnaclatta Track Herita&!l Survey Recommendation; Loc.a.l Beritaee PlacK 

PEDIRKA RAILWAY SIDING LHP:021 

LOCATION: 

Place Name and Address: Pedirka Railway Siding, Old Ghan Railway Route 

Land Description: Pastoral Lease PE 2460 

Certificate of Title: CL 1607/84 

OWNER: Antequam Pty Ltd 
POBox 7, 
Carrieton 5432 

State Heritage Status: • 

Other Assessme'"nts: n/a 

PHOTOGRAPH NOS.: Film 1, negs 25 - 27 

Pedirka Railway Siding Fettlers Cottages 

Austral Archaeology Pty Ltd and Historical Research Pty Ltd 

SHR File No.: n/a 
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Becmnmendatiog; Local Heritaee Places Oodnadatta Track Her;tau Surve)! 

PEDIRKA RAILWAY SIDING LHP:020 

DESCRIPTION: 

The main structure at the siding consists of a group of concrete fettlers cottages. There 
are four distinct blocks of bedrooms with two, three and four rooms respectively. These 
are arranged in a linear form with a central mess and kitchen. The kitchen has a large 
cooking fireplace. Next to the kitchen is a base for a circular rainwater tank. The whole 
linear structure (which measures about 40m x 4m) is surrounded by a concrete verandah 
floor about 2m in width. The roofs, doors and windows have been removed. The 
structure is in sound condition. 

A concrete path on the north side of the building leads to the concrete floor of the 
former Trolley Shed. This measures approximately 5m x Sm and is located alongside 
the main railway line and features a service pit. 

IDSTORY: 

Pedirka was one of the stations on the Central Australian Railway, built in 1928 while 
the line was being extended to Alice Springs. The fettlers cottages were spaced at fifty 
mile intervals and built of reinforced concrete to austere Commonwealth Railways 
specifications. Pedirka closed as a station in 1946, but the fettlers accommodation 
remained in use till the line closed in 1980. The land is now part of the Eringa Pastoral 
Lease. 

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

Pedirka Rail way Siding has heritage value as an example of the latter phase of fettlers 
accommodation on the Old Ghan railway. 

RELEVANT CRITERIA: 

(a) Pedirka Railway Siding displays historical themes that are of importance to the 
local area. 

(f) It is a notable landmark in the area. 

REFERENCES: 

Donovan & Associates, Railway Heritage of South Australia, 1992 
Gee, History of Pastoralism in the Lake Eyre South Basin, 2000 
National Archives of Australia files 
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Oodnadatta Track Berltaee Survey RecommendaCiog; Local Beritap Places 

PUPS LAGOON HUT RUIN LHP:022 

LOCATION: 

Place Name and Address: Pups Lagoon Hut Ruin, off Oodnadatta Track 

Land Description: Pastoral Lease PE 2431 

Certificate of Title: CL 1378/16 

OWNER: WMC (Olympic Dam Corporation) Pty Ltd 
1 Richmond Road 
Keswick 5035 

State Heritage Status: -

,. 
Other Assessments: n/a 

PHOTOGRAPH NOS.: Film 5, negs 32 - 35 

Pups Lagoon Hut Ruin 

Austral Archaeology Pty Ltd and Historical Research Pty Ltd 

SHR File No.: n/a 
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Recommendation: Local Heritage PJaces Oodn&datta Track Heritage Survu 

PUPS LAGOON HUT RUIN LHP:022 

DESCRIPTION: 

The Pups Lagoon Hut is located on a the bank of a large seasonal creek but has 
completely collapsed. The single room hut was constructed of local stone and bonded 
with lime mortar. It had a frreplace at the northern end; the form of its roof structure is 
unknown. 

IDSTORY: 

There is no record of when the Pup's Lagoon Hut was built, but it is a very early 
structure, associated with nineteenth century sheep management. Stuart Creek run was 
taken up by John McDouall Stuart in 1858, although subsequently abandoned during 
droughts. In 1870 it was taken up John Howard Angas and the Willowie Pastoral 
Company and managed as a sheep run until 1918. During this period sheep were 
intensively shepherded to keep them on good feed and protect them from dingoes. The 
Pups Lagoon Hut, at a seasonal watering point, would have been staffed by two 
shepherds and a team of dogs guarding sheep yarded at night. It would have fallen into 
disuse no later than 1918 when the run went over to cattle grazing. 

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

The ruin of the Pups Lagoon Hut is of heritage value as a rare surviving example of the 
early ephemeral huts associated with shepherding practices in the nineteenth century 
wool industry. 

RELEVANT CRITERIA: 

(a) It displays historical, economic or social themes that are of importance to the 
local area. 

(b) It represents customs or ways of life that are characteristic of the local area. 

REFERENCES: 

Gee, History of Pastoralism in the Lake Eyre South Basin, 2000 
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Oodnadatta Track Heritage Survey Recommendation: Local Heri ta&e PJaces 

WARRINA RAILWAY SIDING LHP:023 

LOCATION: 

Place Name and Address: Warrina Railway Siding, off Oodnadatta Track 

Land Description: 034373/ A2021 

Certificate of Title: CL 034373 A2021 

OWNER: Moockra Vale Pty Ltd 
68 Greenhill Road 
Wayville 5034 

State Heritage Status:· 

Other Assessments: n/a 

PHOTOGRAPH NOS.: Film 4, negs 8- 13 

W arrina Railway Siding Water Tank 

Austral Archaeology Pty Ltd and Historical Research Pty Ltd 

SHR File No.: n/a 
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Recommenciatlon: Local Heritage Places Oodnadatp Track Heritaee Survey 

WARRINA RAILWAY SIDING LHP:023 

DESCRIPTION: 

The siding has three main elements - an elevated cast iron water tank for re-watering 
trains, a set of stockyards and a small stone fettlers accommodation building. The 
earthworks for a triangle to turn trains can also be seen, as the station was the railway 
terminus for a time. 

The tank is a typical elevated, riveted, cast iron water tank. It is of square shape and is 
mounted on cross braced cast iron columns. It differs from most other tanks along the 
line in that it is only half the depth ie instead of the side walls being two panels in 
height, it is only one. 

The fettlers accommodation building is in poor condition and has been partially 
demolished. It is constructed of local random stone with stone quoins and bonded with 
lime mortar; it formerly had a skillion corrugated galvanised iron (cgi) roof. Internally it 
is plastered. There is evidence of a former verandah to the western side of the building. 

IDSTORY: 

Warrina, close to The Peake telegraph station, was briefly the terminus of the Great 
Northern Railway, authorised by the South Australian Parliament in 1885 and opened in 
November 1889. The line was extended to Oodnadatta the following year. Warrina 
subsequently became a locomotive watering point when a bore was put down, and for a 
few years in the early twentieth century was the railhead for the Peake copper mines. 
The fettlers cottages were closed when Commonwealth Railways took over the line in 
1926, and only the stockyards remained in use to load cattle from Kidman's Peake 
pastoral run. On the road near Warrina siding is a monument to William Giles' 
expedition of 1876. 

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

Warrina Railway Siding has heritage value as an example of an early phase-siding 
complex on the Old Ghan railway. The cast iron water tank, accommodation building 
and stockyards contribute to the heritage value of the site. 

RELEVANT CRITERIA: 

(a) The Warrina Railway Siding displays historical themes that are of importance 
to the local area. 

(f) The railway siding is a notable landmark in the area. 

REFERENCES: 

Donovan & Associates, Railway Heritage of South Australia, 1992 
Gee, History of Pastoralism in the Lake Eyre South Basin, 2000 
National Archives of Australia files 
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Oodnadatta Track Heritage Survey Recommendation; Local Heritage Places 

WILLALINCIDNA YARDS LHP:024 

LOCATION: 

Place Name and Address: Willalinchina Yards, off Oodnadatta Track 

Land Description: Pastoral Lease PE 2431 

Certificate of Title: CL 1378/16 

OWNER: WMC (Olympic Dam Corporation) Pty Ltd 
1 Richmond Road 
Keswick 5035 

State Heritage Status: • 

" Other Assessments: n/a 

PHOTOGRAPH NOS.: Film 6, negs 11 -13 

Willalinchina Yards Hut Ruin 

Austral Archaeology Pty Ltd and Historical Research Pty Ltd 

SHR File No.: n/a 
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Recommendation: Local Heritaee Places Oodnadatta Track Heritaee Suna 

WILLALINCHINA YARDS LHP:024 

DESCRIPTION: 

The yards are located on a sandy flat area adjacent to the main channel of Stuart Creek. 
They are constructed of red gum posts which are standing at an oblique angle to a 
height of about one metre; these are interleaved with smaller tree branches to fonn an 
impenetrable barrier. The remains of a cattle race, which is constructed from traditional 
post and rail fencing, is also incorporated into the structure. Wind-blown and perhaps 
water-borne sand has built up against the sides of the yards. 

Five hundred metres south-west of the yards is the ruin of a stone cottag~, wit~ i!s 
fireplace and end wall substantially intact. Although long abandoned and rumous, 1t IS 
evident that the cottage was remarkably well built. 

IDSTORY: 

There is no record of when the Willalinchina Yards or cottage were built, but they 
probably date from two different eras, before and after 1918 when the prope~y went 
over to cattle grazing. Stuart Creek run was taken up by John McDouall Stuart m 1858, 
then later by John Howard Angas and the Willowie Pastoral Company in 1870 and 
managed as a sheep run until 1918 when it was bought by Kidman interests and 
converted to cattle. The yards are what is known as 'stub' yards, built entirely of 
coolibah posts leaning at an angle, with no wire or metal fastenings in their 
construction. They are cattle yards from the post-1918 era. The cottage is much older, 
and is probably a shepherds hut from the nineteenth century sheep grazing era. 

STATE:MENT OF HERITAGE VALUE: 

Willalinchina Yards are of heritage value as a rare surviving example of early rural 
technological practices characteristic of the local region. 

RELEVANT CRITERIA: 

(a) It displays historical, economic or social themes that are of importance to the 
local area. 

(b) It represents customs or ways of life that are characteristic of the local area. 

REFERENCES: 

Gee, History of Pastoralism in the Lake Eyre South Basin, 2000 
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Oodnaclatta Track Heritaee Suryey Recommenclation: Historic (Conservation) Zopes 

8.0 Herita~:e Assessment Reports; Historic <Conservation) Zones 

In determining Historic (Conservation) Zones, the brief specifies that such zones should 
'possess a distinctive historic, architectural or other character which it is desirable to 
protect and enhance through the Development Plan, while not necessarily exhibiting the 
exceptional merit required of a State Heritage Area.' 

Designation of a Historic (Conservation) Zone usually relies on the integrity of the built 
form and its interaction with spaces, buildings, topography, plantings and street pattern. 
The combination of these elements constitutes the historic character of the zone. 

The main purpose of designating Historic (Conservation) Zones is to ensure that their 
character is not lost through uncontrolled demolition or alteration of buildings or other 
contributing elements without review by the relevant planning authority. 

No Historic (Conservation) Zones were identified in the Oodnadatta Track Heritage 
Survey. 

" 
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Oodnadatta Track Heritaee Suryey Summary or Heritaee Places Identified 

9.0 Summary of Heritaee Places Identified 

This section contains a list of places identified during the fieldwork. It was an essential 
tool in making decisions about recommendations for State and Local Heritage Places. 
The list includes places currently entered in the State Heritage Register, places 
recommended for the Register and places considered to be of local heritage value. 

The following explains how to use the list: 

PLACE NO: This is the place's identification number on the maps. 

PLACE: This is the name of the place in current use or as generally 
known. Otherwise it is a short descriptive name, or its best
known former historical name. 

ADDRESS Location of the place. 

CURRENT STATUS: This refers to existing listings in formal and informal 
registers. 

SHR State Heritage Register (Registered) 

SHN State Heritage Register (Nominated) 

SHI State Heritage Register (Identified) 

RNE Register of the National Estate 

NT National Trust of South Australia (Classified List, 
Recorded List or on File). 

RECOMMENDATION: The suggested registration status of the place given by this 
Survey. 

R Currently Entered in the State Heritage Register 
S Places Nominated by this Survey for the SHR 
L Places of local heritage value 

Maps and plans showing the location of all these places are in Section 3.0. The location 
of existing State Heritage Places are also shown on the maps. 
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Sgmmarv of Beritaee Places Identified 

9.1 Summary List 

State Heritage Places 

Oodn&datta Track Heritage Surv~ 

An asterisk indicates that the Place is already entered in the State Heritage Register. 

Place Address Current Reco 
Status 

SHR:OOl * Ale:ebuckina Bridge Oodnadatta Track SHR R 
SHR:002 * Arckaringa Hills State Heritage Area Oodnadatta Track SHR R 
SHR:003 *Coward Springs Railway Siding and Oodnadatta Track SHR R 

Plantation 
SHR:004 *Curdimurka Railway Siding (and Stuart Oodnadatta Track SHR R 

Creek Bridge) 
SHR:OOS *Old Mount Hamilton Homestead off Oodnadatta Track SHR R 
SHR:006 *Oodnadatta Railwav Station Oodnadatta SHR R 
SHR:007 *Peake Historic Site off Oodnadatta Track SHR R 
SHR:008 *Strangways Springs Overland off Oodnadatta Track SHR R 

Telesrraoh Station 
SHR:009 *William Creek Hotel William Creek SHR R 
SHP: 001 Abmin2a Railway Sidin2: Old Gban Railway Route s 
SHP:002 Cootanoorinna Homestead Ruins off Oodnadatta Track s 
SHP:003 Dalhousie Homestead Ruins Witiira National Park s 
SHP:004 Edward Creek Railway Siding Oodnadatta Track s 
SHP:005 Finniss Sprin~ Homestead Ruins Oodnadatta Track s 
SHP:006 Finniss Sorings Mission off Oodnadatta Track s 
SHP:007 Old Niloinna Homestead Ruins off Oodnadatta Track s 
SHP:008 Old Stuart Creek Homestead Ruins off Oodnadatta Track s 

Local Heritage Places 

Place No Place Address . Current Reco 
Status 

LHP:OOl Afghan Cemetery Oodnadatta L 
LHP:002 Algebuckina Railway Sidin2: Oodnadatta Track L 
LHP:003 Allandale Homestead Oodnadatta Track L 
LHP:004 Angle Pole Overland Telewa,ph Line Oodnadatta L 
LHP:005 Anna Creek Railway Siding off Oodnadatta Track L 
LHP:006 Anna Creek Woolshed Ruins off Oodnadatta Track L 
LHP:007 Beresford Railway Sidin2: Oodnadatta Track L 
LHP:008 Black Arrow Tracking Station Oodnadatta Track L 
LHP:009 Boorthanna Railway Siding off Oodnadatta Track L 
LHP:OlO Box Creek Railway Sidinsz off Oodnadatta Track L 
LHP:Oll Clara St Dora Mine off Oodnadatta Track L 
LHP:012 Duniiba CommunitY Centre Oodnadatta L 
LHP:013 Eringa Homestead Ruins off Old Ghan Railway L 

Route 
LHP:014 Horse Trao Yards Oodnadatta Track L 
LHP:015 Ilbunga Railway Siding Old Ghan Railway Route L 
LHP:016 Mount Dutton Railway Siding Oodnadatta Track L 
LHP:017 Oodnadatta Cemetery Oodnadatta L 
LHP:018 Oodnadatta General Store Oodnadatta L 
LHP:Ol9 Oodnadatta Hospital Oodnadatta L 
LHP:020 Oodnadatta Railway Dam Oodnadatta L 
LHP:02 I Pedirka Railway Siding Old Ghan Railway Route L 
LHP:022 Puos Lagoon Hut Ruin off Oodnadatta Track L 
LHP:023 Warrina Railway Siding Oodnadatta Track L 
LHP:024 Willalincbina Yards off Oodnadatta Track L 
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Oodnadatta Track Beritaee Suryey Summary of Plices Visited 

10.0 Suuunary of Places Visited 

This section contains a summary list of all sites and places visited during the fieldwork. 
Many heritage places were identified and have been listed in Sections 5.0 and 7.0 
above. 

The following list also contains the names of places which were inspected, but not 
considered to be of heritage value. 

Place Description Recommended 
Action 

Callanna. Water tank None 
Wangianna Ruined fettlers cotta~e None 

Alberrie Creek 'Plane benge' water tank and house None 

Bopeechee Nothing there None 

Finniss Springs Ruined house and outbuildings State 
Homestead ruins 
Curdimurka Fettlers cottage water tank treatment plant On Re~ister 

Stuart Creek Bridge On Register 

Blanche Cuo Mound soring ~in conservation oark None 
The Bubbler 10 Mound soring ~ in conservation oark None 
Coward Springs RailwaY houses spring, date plantation On Register 

Pedirka Ruined fettlers cottages, bases bore Local 
Hamilton Modem homestead None 
Dalhousie Ruined house and outbuildings, date trees State 
Homestead ruins 
Dalhousie Springs Mound sPrings ~ in national oark None 
Federal Stockyard feral exotic plants None 
Mount Dare Modem homestead None 

Blood Creek House ruins None 
Abminga Ruined fettlers cottages, coal bin tank bore State 
Eringa House ruins Local 

llbunga Water tank. Local 
Mount Sarah Modem homestead None 

RailwaY trolley shed None 

Angle Pole Modem reolica Local 

Oodnadatta Station, goods shed, cabin, fettlers cottage On Register 
Railway Station 
Oodnadatta Earth dam, stone spillway Local 
Railway Dam 
Oodnadatta Timber store Local 
General Store 
Oodnadatta Five marked graves 1891-1898 Local 
Cemetery 
Afghan Cemeterv Stone mounds Local 
Arckaringa Hills Natural feature On Register 

Dunjiba Former Oodnadatta school Local 
CommunitY Centre 
Oodnadatta Former AIM nursing home Local 
Hog~ital 

Oodnadatta Fuel Fuel tank bases and pump house None 
Deoot 
Allandale Stone house Local 
Homestead 
Mount Dutton Watertank & pump, fetders cottage Local 
siding 
Algebuckina Steel truss railway bridge On Register 
bridge 
Algebuckina siding Fettlers cottage Local 
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Place Description Recommended 
Action 

North Peake sidin2 Fettlers cotta~e None 
Peake Creek sidimr Nothine: there None 
Cootanoorinna Stone ruins State 
Homestead ruins 
Peake Historic Site Homestead & telegraph station ruins, smelter On Re2ister 
W anina sidin~ Water tank, cattle vards, fettlers cottage Local 
Old Nilpinna Stone ruins, date palms State 
Homestead ruins 
Edward Creek Water tan£ softener. houses station cottages .State 
Duff Creek siding Nothine: there None 
Boorthanna sidin~ Fettlers cottages Local 
Box Creek sidine Fettlers cottal!es Local 
Anna Creek siding Brid~~:e, water tank, fettlers cottages Local 
Anna Creek Quarters ruin, boilers, floor, windmill Local 
Woolsbed 
William Creek William Creek hotel On Re2ister 
lrrapatana siding Fettlers cottages None 
Strangways siding Nothing there None 
Strangways OT station, homestead, stone yards On Register 
Springs 
Black Arrow Concrete foundations Local 
tracking station 
Horse Trap Yards Timber horse vards. mound soring Local 
Beresford sidimz · Darn. water tank, softener, fettlers cottages Local 
Old Hamilton Stone ruins, stone yard, spring On Regis~er 
Homestead ruins 
Puos Lagoon · Stone hut ruin Local 
Old Stuart Creek Stone ruins, yards State 
Homestead 
Willalinchina Stub yard, cottage ruin Local 
Yards 
Finniss Springs Concrete, cgi & stone buildings State 
Mission 
Clara St Dora Shaft, opencut, boilers, machinery Local 
Mine, Finniss 
Sorings 

' . 
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11.0 Biblioeraphy 

Archival Documents 

Department of Primary Industries and Resources 

Newspaper Clipping Files (microfilm) 
Plans of Mine Workings 
Record of Mines - Summary Cards 

Heritage South Australia 

Jack Connell Collection (notes on mining and industrial sites) 
State Heritage Register Files 

Lands Titles Office 

Certificates of Title 
Hundred Books 
Pastoral Lease Inspectors Notebooks 

South Australian Pastoral Board 

Pastoral Lease Records 

National Archives of Australia (Adelaide) 

B30011 4318 
B300/2 7217 
8300/2 7242 
8300/2 8231137 
B300/2 9489 
B300/6 6771/16 
B300/6 8488 part 2 
Dl717/6 7118 
D1717/6 71111 
D1717/6 72/10 
D1717/6 75/5 
D 1717/6 90/6 sheet 4 

Coaling Facilities 
Station at Abminga 
Station at Pedirka 
Coal Stages, Alice Springs Railway 
Locomotive Boiler Water Treatment 
Lease of Mount Dutton Reservoir 
Historical Articles 
Edwards Creek Station Yard 
Beresford Station Yard 
Beresford Reservoir 
Edwards Creek Water Reserve 
Peake to Angle Pole 

Inteltrans (Formerly Australian National Plan Room) 

S470 Edward Creek 
Yard -: 
S540 Alberrie Creek Water Softening Plant [not built] 
S723 Edward Creek 
Treatment Plant 1944 
S 1420 Beresford Proposed New Residence [not built] 
S470 Beresford Fettlers Quarters 

Government Publications 

Biblioeraphy 

1858-1900 

1915-1927 
1928-1966 
1928-1968 
1943-1961 
1954-1959 
1927-1968 
1962-1968 
1887? 
1887? 
1887? 
1887? 
1887? 

Plan of Station 

1942 
Pumping and 

1949 

Badman, F.J., Arnold, B.K. & Bell, S.L. (eds), A Natural History of the Lake Eyre 
Region: a visitor's guide, National Parks and Wildlife Service Northern Consultative 
Conunittee, Adelaide, 1991 
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Bowes, Keith, Land Settlement in South Australia 1857-1890, Libraries Board of South 
Australia, Adelaide, 1968 

Brown, H.Y.L., Record of the Mines of South Australia, Government Printer, Adelaide, 
1908 (fourth edition, reproduced in facsimile 1982) 

Bucknall, Graeme, Pioneers ofthe Old Track: Oodnadatta-Alice Springs 1870-1929, 
Northern Territory Library Service, Darwin, 1990 

Buxton, George, South Australian Land Acts 1869-1885, Libraries Board of South 
Australia, Adelaide, 1966 

Casperson, Keith, Mound Springs of South Australia, Department for the Environment, 
1979 

Commonwealth Parliamentary Papers, especially: 

Annual Report on Commonwealth Railway Operations 

Donovan, Peter, Highways: a history of the South Australian Highways Department, 
Department of Road Transport, Adelaide, 1991 

Donovan, Peter, In the Interest of the Country: a history of the Pastoral Board of South 
Australia, Department of Environment & Natural Resources, 1995 

Donovan & Associates, 'Assessment of Exploration and Post-European Settlement 
Significance of the Mound Springs of South Australia' , in Kinhill Stearns, Mound 
Springs Heritage Survey, report to Department of Environment and Planning, Adelaide, 
1984 (incorporated into the three volume report Heritage of the Mound Springs, 
compiled by the department in 1986) 

Drexel, John, Mining in South Australia: a pictorial history, Department of Mines & 
Energy, Adelaide, 1982 

'Dust Free Road to the Red Heart', Highway South Australia 26, No.1, 1987, pp. 2-3 

Gooley, Milton, The Construction of the Overland Telegraph Line: Port Augusta to 
Darwin, Telecom Museum, Adelaide, 1972 

Griffin, Trevor & McCaskill, Murray, Atlas of South Australia, South Australian 
Government Printing Division, Adelaide, 1986 

Harris, Colin, The Simpson Desert and Surrounds: notes for a visit by the Royal 
Geographical Society of Australasia, Department of Environment & Planning, 
Adelaide, 1986 

Kwan, Elizabeth, Living in South Australia: a social history, two volumes, South 
Australian Government Printer, Adelaide, 1987 

Love, John, The Measure of the Land, Department of Lands, Adelaide, 1986 

Marsden, Susan, Historical Guidelines, Department of Environment and Planning, 
Adelaide, 1980 

O'Neil, Bernard, In Search of Mineral Wealth: the South Australian Geological Survey 
and Department of Mines to 1944, Department of Mines and Energy, Adelaide, 1982 

O'Neil, Bernard, Above & Below: the South Australian Department of Mines and 
Energy 1944~ 1994, Department of Mines and Energy, Adelaide, 1995 
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Price, A. Grenfell & Martin, F. Clarence, The Geographical Background of South 
Australia, Government Printer, Adelaide, 1946 

Scrymgour, J.M. & Risely, B.G., Important Geological Sites in South Australia with 
Maps, South Australian Museum, Adelaide, 1991 

Selby, Jonathan, (ed), South Australia's Mining Heritage, Department of Mines and 
Energy, Adelaide 1987 

South Australian Parliamentary Papers, especially: 

Annual Report of the Director of Mines 
Annual Report of the South Australian Railways Commissioner 
Report on Disposal of Crown Lands in South Australia (SAPP No. 60 of 1890) 
Statistical Register of South Australia 

Specht, Raymond, The Vegetation of South Australia: handbook of the flora and fauna 
of South Australia, Government Printer, Adelaide, 1972 

Teesdale-Smith, E.N., Bibliography of South Australian Geology, Department of 
Mines, Adelaide; 1959 

Threadgill, Bessie, South Australian Land Exploration 1856-1880, Public Library of 
South Australia, Adelaide, 1922 

Wangkanyi: Aboriginal recollections of Oodnadatta, Aboriginal Heritage Branch, 
Department of Environment & Planning, 1987? 

Williams, Michael, The Changing Rural Landscape of South Australia, (2nd edn) State 
Publishing, Adelaide, 1992 

Witjara National Park Management Plan, National Parks and Wildlife Service, 
Adelaide, 1995 

Woolmer, George, A Chronology of Aboriginal South Australia, Education Department, 
Adelaide, 1986 

Zeidler, W. & Ponder, W.F. , (eds), A Natural History of Dalhousie Springs, South 
Australian Museum, Adelaide, 1989 

Books and Articles 

Anderson, Robert, Solid Town: the history of Port Augusta, the author, Port Augusta, 
1988 

Ashton, Paul & Blackmore, Kate, On the Land: a photographic history of fanning in 
Australia, Kangaroo Press, Kenthurst, 1987 

Asbwin, Arthur, 'From South Australia to Port Darwin with Sheep and Horses in 1870-
71 ', Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society of Australasia (South Australian 
Branch) 32, 1930-3 1, pp. 47-93 

Barclay, Henry, 'Report on the Exploration of a Portion of Central Australia by the 
Barclay-Macpherson Expedition 1904-5', Proceedings of the Royal Geographical 
Society of Australasia (South Australian Branch) 16, 1914-15, pp. 106-130 
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12.1 Survey Photographic Records 

This index lists all monochrome photographs made during fieldwork for this report. The 
brief for the project required a photographic record of all historic places visited. Where 
possible, photographs were made at each site on 35mm black and white film, 35nun 
colour print film and 35mm colour transparency film. The black & white films are 
indexed here; the transparencies, which generally have the same subject matter, have 
been marked with the corresponding black & white film and negative numbers, e.g. 
5/14, meaning film 5, negative 14. All the original black & white negatives, proofsheets 
and colour transparencies have been provided to Heritage South Australia. The colour 
print film has been retained by the consultants. 
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2 Alberrie Creek 
3 Alberrie Creek 
4 Alberrie Creek 

23June2000 
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5 Finniss Springs 
6 Finniss Springs 
7 Finniss Springs 
8 Lake Eyre South 
9 Priscilla Creek 

10 Curdimurka 
11 Curdimurka 
12 Curdimurka 
13 Curdimurka 
14 Curdimurka 
15 Curdimurka 
16 Curdimurka 
17 Curdimurka 

18 Margaret siding 
19 Mound Springs 
20 Mound Springs 
21 Coward Springs 
22 Coward Springs 
23 Coward Springs 
24 Coward Springs 

Curdimurka mapsheet 

'Plane Henge' from W 
'Plane Henge' from SW 
'Plane Henge' from NW 

Homestead ruins & Hennit Hill from SE 
Homestead ruins from E 
Homestead ruins from NE 

Extant railway track from SE 
Trolley sheds, station & water tank from SE 
Fettlers cottage from SE 
Station signboard from NE 
Water tank & Kennicott water softener from N 
Water tank & Kennicott water softener from NE 
Water tank & Kennicott water softener from SE 
Stuart Creek bridge from E 

Fettlers cottage from W 
Blanche Cup & Mount Hamilton 
The Bubbler 
Stationmasters house from N 
Engine drivers house & water tank from W 
Engine drivers house from W 
Date plantation from NW 

25 June2000 

25 Pedirka 
26 Pedirka 
27 Pedirka 

Dalhousie mapsheet 

28 Dalhousie 
29 Dalhousie 
30 Dalhousie 
31 Dalhousie 
32 Dalhousie 
33 Dalhousie 

Fettlers cottages from N 
Fettlers cottages from NE 
Fettlers cottages from NE 

Homestead ruins from NE 
Homestead ruins from SW 
Homestead ruins from N 
Homestead ruins from N 
Homestead ruins from N 
Homestead ruins from NE 
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26June2000 

34 Blood Creek 

Abminga mapsheet 

35 Abminga 
36 Abminga 
37 Abminga 
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Homestead ruins from W 

Fettlers cottages from NW 
Fettlers cottages from NE 
Fuel platfonn ruins from SW 
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3 Abminga 
4 Abminga 
5 Abminga 
6 Abminga 
7 Abminga 
8 Abminga 
9 Abminga 
10 Abminga 

11 Eringa 
12 Hamilton station 
13 Hamilton station 

27 June2000 

14 Ilbunga 
15 llbunga 

Dalhousie mapsheet 

16 Mount Sarah siding 

Oodnadatta mapsheet 

17 Angle Pole 
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18 Oodnadatta 
19 Oodnadatta 
20 Oodnadatta 
21 Oodnadatta 
22 Oodnadatta 
23 Oodnadatta 
24 Oodnadatta 
25 Oodnadatta 
26 Oodnadatta 
27 Oodnadatta 
28 Oodnadatta 
29 Oodnadatta 
30 Oodnadatta 
31 Oodnadatta 
32 Oodnadatta 
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Water tank & pump shed from SW 
Water tank from SW 
Water tank from SW 
General view from S 
Coal bins from W 
Coal bins from SW 
Coal bins from NE 
Ash bin from W 

Homestead ruins from N 

Water tank from E 
Water tank from E 

Trolley shed from N 

OTL pole monument from W 

Railway dam from N 
Railway dam from S 
Afghan cemetery from E 
Anna Creek cottage from E 
Missile tracking equipment from E 
European cemetery from N 
Pecanek's Roadhouse from E 
Macurnba cottage from E 
General Store from SE 
General Store from E 
Railway Station from NW 
Railway yard, general view from N 
Goods shed from NE 
Engine drivers cabin from NW 
Fettlers cottage from NW 
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33 Coober Pedy 
34 Coober Pedy 
35 Coober Pedy 
36 Coober Pedy 

30June 2000 

37 Arckaringa Hills 
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Map - Dalhousie (courtesy Phillip Gee) 
Map - Dalhousie (courtesy Phillip Gee) 
Map - Dalhousie (courtesy Phillip Gee) 
Map - Cootanoorinna (courtesy Phillip Gee) 

State Heritage Area 
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2 Arckaringa Hills 
3 Arckaringa Hills 
4 Arckaringa Hills 
5 Arckaringa Hills 

6 Oodnadatta 
7 Oodnadatta 
8 Oodnadatta 
9 Oodnadatta .. 

10 Allandale 
11 Allandale 
12 Allandale 
13 Allandale 
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14 Mount Dutton 
15 Mount Dutton 
16 Mount Dutton 
17 Mount Dutton 
18 Mount Dutton 

19 Algebuckina 
20 Algebuckina 
21 Algebuckina 
22 Algebuckina 
23 Algebuckina 
24 Algebuckina 
25 Algebuckina 
26 Algebuckina 
27 Algebuckina 

Warrina mapsheet 

28 Algebuckina 
29 Algebuckina 

30 Old Cootanoorinna 
31 Old Cootanoorinna 
32 Old Cootanoorinna 
33 Old Cootanoorinna 
34 Old Cootanoorinna 
35 Old Cootanoorinna 
36 Old Cootanoorinna 
37 Old Cootanoorinna 

State Heritage Area 
State Heritage Area 
State Heritage Area 
State Heritage Area 

Dunjiba Centre (former school) from NW 
Health Service from NE 
General view from N 
Railway fuel depot from SW 

Homestead from NW 
Homestead from N 
Historic photo kept at homestead 
Historic photo kept at homestead 

General view from NE 
Water tank from E 
Fettlers cottage from NE 
GravefromE 
Windmill & pump shed from S 

Railway bridge from NE 
Graves at N end of bridge from NE 
Graves at N end of bridge from NE 
Railway bridge from N 
Railway bridge from E 
Railway bridge from SE 
Railway bridge from S 
Railway bridge from S 
Railway bridge from S 

Fettlers cottage from S 
Fettlers cottage from SE 

Homestead ruins from S 
Homestead ruins from W 
Homestead ruins from W 
Homestead ruins from W 
Homestead ruins from W 
Stockyard ruins from E 
General view from N 
General view from S 
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3 Peake Historic Site 
4 Peake Historic Site 
5 Peake Historic Site 
6 Peake Historic Site 
7 Peake Historic Site 

8 Warrina 
9 Warrina 
10 Warrina 
11 Warrina 
12 Warrina 
13 Warrina 

14 Old Nilpinna 
15 Old Nilpinna 
16 Old Nilpinna 

17 Edward Creek 
18 Edward Creek 
19 Edward Creek 
20 Edward Creek 
21 Edward Creek 
22 Edward Creek 
23 Edward Creek 
24 Edward Creek 
25 Edward Creek 
26 Edward Creek 
27 Edward Creek 
28 Edward Creek 

29 Boorthanna 
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30 Box Creek 
31 Box Creek 

32 Anna Creek 
33 Anna Creek 
34 Anna Creek 
35 Anna Creek 
36 Anna Creek 

Telegraph Station from NE 
Telegraph Station from NW 
Copper smelter from SE 
Telegraph Station from SW 
Eating house ruin from W 

Water tank from W 
Railway formation from S 
Water tank from NW 
Stock yards from NW 
Spur line embankment from SE 
Fettlers cottage ruins from NW 

General view of homestead ruins from SE 
Homestead ruins & date palms from E 
Homestead ruins & date palms from NE 

General view of siding from W 
General view of siding from N 
Railway station from NE 
Railway house ruins from NE 
Railway station from S 
Water tank & Kennicott water softener from W 
Water tank & Kennicott water softener from W 
Accidental exposure 
Water tank & Kennicott water softener from SW 
Kennicott water softener from W 
Fettlers cottages from SE 
General view of siding from S 

Fettlers cottages from N 

Fettlers cottage from N 
Fettlers cottage from E 

General view of siding from S 
Railway bridge (Calthoorinna Creek) from NE 
Fettlers cottages from SE 
Fettlers cottages from NE 
Water tank from E 
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Anna Creek 
Anna Creek 
Anna Creek 
Anna Creek 
Anna Creek 
Anna Creek 
Anna Creek 

General view of siding from NE 
General view of wool shed ruins from SE 
Woolshed kitchen ruins from NE 
Woolshed windmill from S 
Woolshed boiler from S 
Woolshed machinery foundation from N 
Woolshed floor from E 
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9 William Creek 

Billa Kalina mapsheet 

10 Irrapatana 

Curdimurka mapsheet 

11 Strangways Springs 
12 Strangways Springs 
13 Strangways Springs 

14 Beresford 
15 Beresford 
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16 Warburton Springs 
17 Warburton Springs 
18 Warburton Springs , 
19 Beresford 
20 Beresford 
21 Beresford 
22 Beresford 
23 Beresford 
24 Beresford 
25 Beresford 
26 Beresford 
27 Beresford 
w 

28 Old Hamilton 
29 Old Hamilton 
30 Old Hamilton 
31 Old Hamilton 

32 Pups Lagoon 
33 Pups Lagoon 
34 Pups Lagoon 
35 Pups Lagoon 

36 Stuart Creek 

5 July 2000 

37 Old Stuart Creek 
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Hotel from W 

Fettlers cottage ruin from NE 

Telegraph Station from W 
Stone yards from N 
Homestead ruins from SW 

Black Arrow Tracking Station from N 
Black Arrow Tracking Station from SW 

Horse trap yard from N 
Horse trap yard gate from SE 
Horse trap yards & spring from NW 

Railway dam from S 
Railway dam from N 
Fettlers cottages from SE 
General view of siding from N 
Fettlers cottage window 
Water tank from NE 
Kennicott water softener from NW 
Water tank & Kennicott water softener from E 
Water tank, Kennicott water softener & bore from 

Homestead ruins from SE 
Homestead ruins from E 
Homestead ruins from N 
Stone yards from E 

Hut ruins from NE 
Hut ruins from E 
Hut ruins from NW 
Hut ruins from NW 

Bronco yards 

Homestead ruins from SE 
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Old Stuart Creek 
Old Stuart Creek 
Old Stuart Creek 
Old Stuart Creek 
Old Stuart Creek 
Old Stuart Creek 
Old Stuart Creek 
Old Stuart Creek 

Detail of stockyards 
General view of homestead ruins from SE 
Shed ruins from NW 
Shed ruins from N 
Hut ruins from SE 
Stockyards from NW 
Homestead ruins from E 
Homestead ruins from NE 
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9 Old Stuart Creek 
10 Old Stuart Creek 

11 Willalinchinna Yards 
12 Willalinchinna Yards 
13 Willalinchinna Yards 
14 Willalinchinna Yards 
15 Willalinchinna Yards 
16 Willalinchinna Yards 
17 Willalinchinna Yards 

18 Finniss Springs 
19 Finniss Springs 
20 Finniss Springs 
21 Finniss Springs 
22 Finniss Springs 
23 Finniss Springs 
24 Finniss Springs 
25 Finniss Springs 
26 Finniss Springs 

27 Clara St Dora Mine 
28 Clara St Dora Mine 
29 Clara St Dora Mine 
30 Clara St Dora Mine 
31 Clara St Dora Mine 
32 Clara St Dora Mine 
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View over creek from dune from SE 
Homestead ruins from W 

General view of stub yards from NW 
Detail of stub yards construction from N 
Detail of stub yards race from NW 
Hut ruin from E 
Hut ruin from N 
Hut ruin from SW 
Hut ruin from SW 

General view of mission from E 
General view of mission from S 
Mission accommodation hut from N 
Mission buildings from W 
Mission schoolroom from NW 
Mission church from SW 
Mission windmill from SW 
Old & new homesteads from W 
Old homestead from NE 

General view of copper mine from S 
Copper mine machinery from NW 
Copper mine stonebreaker from SW 
Copper mine opencut from S 
Copper mine portable steam engine from N 
General view of copper mine from W 
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12.2 Heritage Survey Brief 

1. BACKGROUND: 

Since 1983 Heritage South Australia has been pursuing a systematic program of 
heritage surveys in South Australia, known as the Regional Heritage Survey Program. 
The purpose of this Program is to identify and record all the Non Aboriginal heritage of 
the State. 

The Regional Heritage Survey Program has identified places of State heritage 
significance for entry in the State Heritage Register and potential State Heritage Areas. 
As part of these heritage surveys local heritage places and local heritage areas have also 
been identified and documented. In order to record all the Non-Aboriginal heritage of 
South Australia, the State has been divided into fourteen regions. By the end of 
December 1999 thirteen of the fourteen regions will have been surveyed. 

The remaining region- Far North & Far West (Region 13)- comprises two thirds of the 
area of South Australia and is sparsely populated. Consequently a conventional regional 
survey is not appropriate and therefore it is proposed to undertake thematic or targeted 
area surveys to ascertain the heritage resources of this region. The proposal is to 
identify and document heritage places within Region 13 along known transport 
corridors, such a.S the Birdsville & Strzelecki Tracks, the Stuart & Barrier Highways 
and the former Ghan Railway Line (Marree to SA-NT border) & Indian Pacific Railway 
Line (Port Augusta to SA W A border). 

The first heritage survey proposed for Region 13 is along the route of the former Ghan 
Railway Line from west of Marree to the SA-NT border, to be known as the Oodnadatta 
Track Heritage Survey . The survey area will begin approximately 50km west of Marree 
(western boundary of Region 12- Flinders Ranges) and finish where the former Ghan 
Railway Line crosses the SA-NT border. It will basically follow the route of the former 
railway line and be approximately lOOkm in width (50km either side). A map of the 
proposed survey area is included in the attachments to this Project Brief. 

Places illustrating the heritage of this survey area encompass such themes as Aboriginal 
contact, exploration, pastoralism, transport and communications (including the former 
Ghan Railway Line and the Overland Telegraph), pastoralism, social life and 
organisations (hotels, settlements and outback general stores) and geology and natural 
history (mound springs). 

2. OBJECTIVES: 

The primary objective of the Oodnadatta Track Heritage Survey is to provide an 
authoritative description and evaluation of the heritage resources of region for the 
purposes of assessment, conservation and planning. 

Specifically, the Oodnadatta Track Heritage Survey will: 

(a) make recommendations for the entry of places in the State Heritage Register; 
Note: These recommendations will also be forwarded to the Australian Heritage Commission 

for inclusion on the Register of the National Estate. 

(b) make recommendations for the declaration of State Heritage Areas; 

(c) identify places of local heritage value within the Oodnadatta Track survey area, 
for inclusion in the Out of Hundreds Development Plan; and 

(d) identify areas within the Oodnadatta Track survey area which could be declared 
Historic Conservation Zones or Policy Areas and included in the Out of 
Hundreds Development Plan. 
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3. REQUIREMENTS: 

3.1 Overview History 

Carry out historical research establishing the principal events and themes that 
characterise the physical, cultural and social development of the Oodnadatta Track 
area and write an overview history which will be the basis for the recommendations of 
the report. 

The Overview History should take into account the framework for historical assessment 
set out in the document South Australian State Historic Preservation Plan : Historical 
Guidelines, (Department of Environment and Planning, May 1980) and may require 
revision in light of the evidence revealed by fieldwork. It should be clear, succinct and 
demonstrate familiarity with the range of historical source materials in existence. A 
comprehensive bibliography of the relevant primary and secondary sources 
(documentary, pictorial and oral) is required. 

3.2 Fieldwork 

Carry out a thorough physical inspection of the Oodnadatta Track area, to identify, 
locate and describe the places which are of heritage value. 

This fieldwork should take into account previous assessments within the Oodnadatta 
Track survey area, including those of Heritage South Australia, the Australian Heritage 
Commission, the National Trust of South Australia and other authoritative agencies, 
and should also be guided by the views of the local community groups and residents of 
each Council area. 

When a preliminary list of possibly significant places has been drawn up, the 
Consultant should contact the owners or occupants of those places and inspect them in 
more detail. If access is refused, the Consultant should not persist, but simply report 
that the request was made and denied. Evidence of contact with property owners and 
occupants will be required to be furnished by the Consultant. 

All field observations should be recorded by means of notes, marked maps and 
photographs, regardless of the recommendations that may finally arise. 

3.3 Recommendations : Places for State Heritage Register 

Make recommendations for the entry of places in the State Heritage Register, which 
should reflect the Overview History. 

Any land, building or structure, which meets one or more of the criteria in Section 16 of 
the Heritage Act 1993, may be entered in the State Heritage Register, but 
recommendations should be restricted to places of significant interest. The places may 
include a building, an industrial site, a monument, a ruin, an vacant area which may be 
of archaeological significance, a burial place, a garden, a plantation, a geological site or 
a variety of other places. 

Places of a type which are commonplace or frequently encountered will not be entered 
in the Register unless there is some particular aspect of the place which is of significant 
value. 
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Criteria and guidelines for the entry of places in the Register are attached. It is essential 
that a clear Statement of Heritage Value be given for each recommendation. 

The. documentation supporting these recommendations should use the pro forma 
Hentage Asses~ment Reports, designed by Heritage South Australia. A hard copy of the 
pro ~orma ~entage ~ssessme~t Report for proposed State heritage places is attached 
and .It provides full mfof!llatton for the site record, including land description and 
detruls of the owner. This pro forma will also be available to the Consultant on 
computer disk, upon appointment. 

The use of the proforma design will enable recommendations to be presented directly to 
the State Heritage Authority and will facilitate the clerical processes for entry of those 
places in the Register. 

3.4 Recommendations : State Heritage Areas 

Make recommendations for the declaration of State Heritage Areas, which should 
reflect the Overview History. 

The si~nificance of a State Heritage Area should rest on the qualities which are 
exceptional, not commonplace, and it should constitute a continuous and unified area 
~omp~sed for ~~ most part of signifi~ant fabri~, and relatively free from unsympathetic 
mtrus10ns. Individual places of particular hentage value (State and local) within the 
Area should be identified and described. 

The bou~dary of a Stat~ Heritage. Area ~hould .be clearly defined, following cadastral 
boundaries where possxble, and s1mple m outhne. It should take in the continuously 
significant area without the addition of a buffer zone. 

3.5 Recommendations : Places of Local Heritage Value 

~ake recommendations for a list of f?laces of local heritage value. These places may 
znclude natural features of local herztage value and should also reflect the Overview 
history. 

The re.port should include a list of loc~ heritage places which the Consultant considers 
to be Important to the loc~ commumty. The level of documentation accompanying 
~ach p~ace should be sufficient to allow the community and Planning SA to support the 
mclus10n of the place on their local heritage list under the Out of Hundreds 
Development Plan. 

The. documentation supporting ~hese recommendations should use the pro forma 
Hentage Asses~ment Reports, destgned by Heritage South Australia. A hard copy of the 
pro ~orma ~entage ~ssessme~t Report for proposed local heritage places is attached 
and .It provtdes full mfof!llat1on for the ~ite record. including land description and 
detruls of the owner. Thts pro forma wlll also be available to the Consultant on 
computer disk, upon appointment. 

'!he use ?f the proforma design will enable those recommendations to be easily 
mcluded m a Plan Amendment Report creating a local heritage register under the 
Development Plan. 

3.6 Recommendations : Historic Conservation Zones 

Make rec~mmendations for the dec~aration of Historic Conservation Zones/Policy 
Areas, whtch should reflect the Overvzew History. 
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Such Historic Conservation Zones/Policy Areas should possess a distinctive historic, 
architectural or other character which it is desirable to protect and enhance through the 
Development Plan, while not necessarily exhibiting the exceptional merit required of a 
State Heritage Area. Reporting and defining a Historic Conservation Zone/Policy Areas 
should be done according to the principles set out for Section No. 3.4 
(Recommendations : State Heritage Areas). 

4. PRESENTATION: 

The Consultant will first submit a draft report of the Oodnadatta Track Heritage 
Survey to Heritage South Australia for discussion and amendment, at a time agreed in 
the survey timetable. 

The Consultant is to present the master copy of the final report of the Oodnadatta 
Track Heritage Survey in A4 format ready for binding, as well as a copy of the report 
on computer disks in a format which can be readily be used by Heritage South 
Australia. 

The final report of the heritage survey is to contain: 

(a) an overview of the history of the Oodnadatta Track area, providing a context 
for the recommendations of the Final Report; 

(b) recommendations of places for entry in the State Heritage Register using the 
pro forma Heritage Assessment reports with accompanying site records, site 
plans and both black and white photographs and colour transparencies 
illustrating the context and significant features of the places proposed for the 
Register; 

(d) recommendations for State Heritage Areas in the form of assessment reports 
with descriptions of their significant characteristics, including lists of State 
and local heritage places, photographs and a boundary plan; 

(c) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

recommendations for the list of places of local heritage value; 

recommendations for Historic Conservation Zones/Policy Areas in a similar 
format to that for State Heritage Areas; 

a succinct inventory setting out all the places identified, assessed and 
recommended in (b) - (e) above, as well as those places rejected as not being 
of State or local heritage value; 

maps showing the location of all the places and areas in (b) - (e) above; 

a bibliography of documentary and other sources consulted during the 
historical research for the overview history and during the assessment of 
individual places and areas. 

an index to the Heritage Assessment Reports, by page number. The order of 
this index should be alphabetical by Town and Street Name/Number, if 
applicable. 

The report will conform to the conventions of the Australian Government Publishing 
Service Style Manual, Fifth Edition, 1994. 

The Consultant must also lodge all marked maps and original photographic material, 
including negatives, with Heritage South Australia at the completion of the survey. 
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The <:;onsultant should retain all research notes, diaries, field sketches and other 
matenal related to the heritage survey or lodge them with the Mortlock Library of 
South Australiana at the completion of the survey. 

5. TIMETABLE: 

The survey will commence on Monday 3 January 2000. 

The survey will be completed by Monday 7 August 2000. 

The Consultant will at the commencement of the heritage survey prepare a timetable for 
the stages of the survey, to be agreed to by Heritage South Australia, and will advise it 
of any proposed changes to that timetable. 

6. LIAISON: 

The Consultant will maintain regular contact with Heritage South Australia at all stao-es 
of the survey. " ~ 

Heritage South Australia will provide letters of introduction and other reasonable 
assistance to the Consultant as required. A letter of introduction as well as a sample 
letter to property owners of proposed recommendations are attached. 

The <:;onsul~ant will c~nsult with the local community about the recommendations 
affectmg th~tr ar~a, particul~ly concerning any proposed list of places of local heritage 
value and Histone Conservauon Zones/Policy Areas. 

7. PAYMENT OF CONSULTANT'S FEE: 

Th~ Consultant's fee will be paid in stages to be agreed at the commencement of the 
hentage survey. 

A fmal payment, comprising 20% of the total fee, will be made on the completion of 
the final report to the satisfaction of Heritage South Australia. 

8. CONTRACT: 

The heritage survey will be carried out under a standard contract between the 
Depart.ment fo.r En~ironm~nt, H~ritag~ and Aboriginal Affairs and the Consultant, 
according to this ProJect Bnef, which will form the basis of the contract. 

Any amendment to this Project Brief can only be made with the written agreement of 
the Consultant and Heritage South Australia. 

----~-----
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ATTACHMENTS: 

1. Format of the Heritage Survey Report. 

2. Criteria for State Heritage Places (Section 16, Heritage Act 1993) and for 
Local Heritage Places (Section 23(4), Development Act 1993). 

3. Criteria and Guidelines for State Heritage Places. 

4. Criteria and Guidelines for Local Heritage Places. 

5. Pro forma Heritage Assessment Report for recommended State Heritage 
Places. 

6. Pro forma Heritage Assessment Report for recommended Local Heritage 
Places. 

7. Letter of introduction. 

8. Sample letter from the Consultant to Property Owners/Occupiers. 

9. Plan of Oodnadatta Track Survey Area. 
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12.3 Oodnadatta Track Railway Sites 

This table lists the places between Marree and the Northern Territory where there were 
once stations or sidings, with their operational dates, and an indication of what remains. 

Site Dates Remains 

Call anna 1888-1926 water tank 
Wangianna 1888-1926 ruined fettlers cottage 
Alberrie Creek 1888-1980 resenroir, water tank and house 
Bopeechee 1888-1926 nothing 
Lake Eyre 1888-1926 nothing 
Curdimurka (Stuart Creek) 1888-1980 fettlers cottage, tank, softener, bridge 
Margaret 1888-1926 ruined fettlers cottage 
Coward Springs 1888-1980 railway houses, spring, date plantation 
Beresford 1889-1980 two fettlers cottages, tank, softener, dam 
Strangways 

• 
1889-1926 nothing 

Irrapatana 1889-1926 two ruined fettlers cottages 
William Creek 1889-1980 nothing 
Douglas 1889-1926 nothing 
Anna Creek 1889-1980 bridge, fettlers cottages, water tank 
Box Creek 1889-1926 ruined fettlers cottage 
Boorthanna 1889-1926 two ruined fettlers cottages 
Duff Creek 1889-1926 nothing 
Edward Creek 1889-1980 houses, station, cottages, tank, softener 
Warrina 1889-1926 ruined fettlers cottage, tank, cattle yards 
Peake Creek 1891-1926 nothing 
North Peake 1891-1926 ruined fettlers cottage, bridge 
Algebuckina 1891-1926 ruined fettlers cottage, steel truss bridge 
Mount Dutton 1891-1926 two ruined fettlers cottages, tank & pump 
North Creek 1891-1926 nothing 
Oodnadatta (Angle Pole) 1891-1980 station, shed, cabin, fettlers cottage, dam 
Todmorden 1928-1954 nothing 
Wire Creek 1928-1954 nothing 
Alberg a 1928-1954 nothing 
Macumba 1928-1954 nothing 
Mount Sarah 1928-1954 railway trolley shed 
Mount Rebecca 1928-1954 nothing 
Pedirka 1928-1980 ruined fettlers cottages, bases, bore 
Mount Emery 1928-1954 nothing 
Ilbunga 1928-1954 water tank 
Blood Creek 1928-1954 nothing 
Abminga 1928-1980 fettlers cottages, coal bin, dam, tank, bore 
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13.0Index 

Index to Local and State Heritage Places identified in the Oodnadatta Track Heritage 
Survey. 

Existing State Heritage Places 
Algebuckina Bridge, off Oodnadatta Track 
Arckaringa Hills, off Oodnadatta Track 
Coward Springs Railway Site, off Oodnadatta Track 
Curdimurka Siding and Stuart Creek Bridge, off Oodnadatta Track 
Old Mount Hamilton Homestead, off Oodnadatta Track 
Oodnadatta Railway Station, Oodnadatta 5734 
Strangways Springs Telegraph Station, off Oodnadatta Track 
The Peake Historic Site, off Oodnadatta Track 
William Creek Hotel, William Creek 

Recommended State Heritage Places 
Abminga Railway Siding, Old Ghan Railway Route 
Cootanoorinna Homestead Ruins, off Oodnadatta Track 
Dalhousie Homestead Ruins, Witjira National Park 
Edward Creek Railway Siding, Oodnadatta Track 
Finniss Springs Homestead Ruins, Oodnadatta Track 
Finniss Springs Mission, off Oodnadatta Track 
Old Nilpinna Homestead Ruins, off Oodnadatta Track 
Old Stuart Creek Homestead Ruins, off Oodnadatta Track 

Recommended Local Heritage Places 
Afghan Cemetery, Oodnadatta 5734 
Algebuckina Railway Siding, Oodnadatta Track 
Allandale Homestead, Oodnadatta Track 
Angle Pole, Overland Telegraph Line, Oodnadatta 
Anna Creek Railway Siding, off Oodnadatta Track 
Anna Creek Woolshed Ruins, off Oodnadatta Track 
Beresford Railway Siding, Oodnadatta Track 
Black Arrow Tracking Station, Beresford 
Boorthanna Railway Siding, off Oodnadatta Track 
Box Creek Railway Siding, off Oodnadatta Track 
Clara St Dora Mine, Finniss Springs, off Oodnadatta Track 
Dunjiba Community Centre, Oodnadatta 5734 
Eringa Homestead Ruins, off Old Ghan Railway Route 
Horse Trap Yards, Warburton Springs, Oodnadatta Track 
Dbunga Railway Siding, Old Ghan Railway Route 
Mount Dutton Railway Siding, off Oodnadatta Track 
Oodnadatta Cemetery, Oodnadatta 5734 
Oodnadatta General Store, Oodnadatta 5734 
Oodnadatta Hospital, Oodnadatta 5734 
Oodnadatta Railway Dam, Oodnadatta 5734 
Pedirka Railway Siding, Old Ghan Railway Route 
Pups Lagoon Hut Ruin, off Oodnadatta Track 
Warrina Railway Siding, off Oodnadatta Track 
Willalinchina Yards, off Oodnadatta Track 
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